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CHAPTER 1

I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 MOTIVATIONAL BACKGROUND

\t Che beginning of 1977, under Che leadership of Professor Costa J. 

Raliis, the Stirling engine research program ac Che University of che 

Witwatersrand was encering a dynamic growth phase. Urieli was 

completing his landmark doctoral thesis on the numerical simulacion of 

Stirling cycle machines (Ur77) while Berchowitz was preparing an 

experimental CesC rig for validacing a modified v er sion of the Urieli 

simulation model (Be78). As an impressionable graduate student, the 

author joined chis effort by commencing a research project on liquid- 

piston Stirling engines which laCer became the subject o f  a master's 

dissertation (Go79).

As Berchovit 2 's research matured, many questions were raised about the 

philosophy underpinning the Urieli simulacion model. Predominantly, 

these queries related to the importance of a mathematically rigourous 

description of Stirling machine fluid dynamics os well as to the 

signficance of momentum in the variable, volume spaces. At the 

termination of his research, Berchowitz demonstrated via his 

experimental daca that these queries remained largely unresolved.

During che course of the llquid-piscon engine research, a novel 

liquid-piston, free-displacor Stirling engine (LPFDSE) was developed 

and tested (Go79, GR79). The LPFDSE was designed using a numerical 

simulation of che displacer and piston dynamics coupled to simplified



adiabaEtc end/or isothermal descriptions of the working fluid 

thermodynamics. The dynamic/thermodynamic coupling emerged as the 

primary factor enabling a succcssful simulation to be developed. A  

comparison of the simulated and experimental performance data lacer 

showed significant discrepancies between the simulated and measured 

o perating frequencies. This was ascribed to a lack of physical 

correspondence between the experimen'.al and simulated 

dynamic/therinodynamic coupling mechanisms which were radically 

different from each other.

Hence Che need for an accurate coupled dynamic/thermodynamic design 

analysis for free-piston Stirling machines clearly became apparent.

To be useful for innovative or non-standard free-piston designs (such 

as that of che LPFDSE). such an analysis must be self-contained, 

avoiding che necessity of stipulating displacer and piston motions. 

Very often, such dynamic motions may not be precisely predetermined. 

This is true fcr the LPFDSE in particular, owittg to the discontinuous, 

non-linear motion of its displacer. Berchowita and Wyact-Mair (BW79) 

explored the coupled dynamic/thermodynamic analysis issue by applying 

classical control theory to a standard beta-configuration, free-piston 

Stirling engine. Thuir approach, however, requires the specification 

of predefined harmonic piston and displacer motions.

The queries raised by the experimental evaluation of the Urieli 

simulation model anc! the deficiencies of the LPFDSE design methodology 

originally motivated the research described in chis thesis. These 

issues were later recognised by the Stirling research community at 

large, substantiating the relevance of and the need for che research 

undertaken. This research spans a period of eight years, from 1979 to
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1987. During its evolution, the research has benefitced from an 

interaction with several diverse Stirling machine projects. These 

projects have ranged from the design of a linear alternator 

dynamometer control system for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

(GL85), to the development of n two-dimensional fluid dynamics 

component simulation of the Space Power Demonstrator Engine for NASA 

(the United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration) 

(Go87.1). As such, t'.iis thesis provides an evolutionary link between 

the original simulation and analysis work of Urieli and Berchowitz and 

the recent advent of two-dimensional Stirling machine simulation 

models.

1.2 AN  HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The ideal Stirling cycle devisea by either James ur Robert Stirling 5 

1816 (Ko72) depicted in figure 1.1.

\
V

Volume

Figure 1.1 The ideal Stirling cyclc

Entr< py



The cycle consists of four ideal processes executed In clockwise 

sequence, An isothermal compression of the working fluid occurs 

during process l-i'i. Thereafter, in process 2-3, die working fluid is 

transferred isochoricaliy from the compression to che expansion 

spaces. This is followed by an isothermal expansion phase 3-4 during 

which work is extracted from the expansion space. The working fluid 

is then transferred isochorically back to che compression space, 

closing the cycle. Heat is absorbed from the working fluid b y  a 

regenerator during process 4-1 and returned to the fluid during 

process 2-3. Therefore, providing that; the regenerator is perfect 

(that is, all the heat absorbed is later released), the ideal Stirling 

cycle conforms externally to the Carnot cycle and is thus capable of 

yielding the reaximum theoretical (or Carnot) efficiency for a heat 

engine.

The evolution of che ideal Stirling cycle, its thermodynamic analysis 

and its application to practical energy conversion machinery have been 

thoroughly documented in the literature, perhaps most notably by 

Walker (Wa73). The relatively recent acceptance of the Stirling 

machine as a viable thermal energy conversion device is reflected by 

the inclusion >f the Stirling cycle as a discrete topic in several 

standard i.hermodynamics texts (such as that authored by Wark (Wa77)). 

The reader is referred to these texts (or any of several others) to 

obtain background information on the fundamentals of Stirling cycle 

machine hardware and analysis.

The development of the Stirling machine fluid dynamic simulation may 

be broadly traced with reference to figure 1 .2 .

■ afr-'fililtf



Fii.. -Iseein (Fi.60, FJ.75)

Urieli (Ui-77)

I i I I
Organ (Or82) Berchowitz (Be78) Schock (Sc7B) Gedeon (Ge86.1)

i— 1--------- 1
Taylor (Tafl4) Rix (R183)

Fig’-re 1.2 Stirling machine fluid dynamic simulat-ion development

In a series of papers published between 1960 (Fi60) and 1975 (Fi75), 

Finkelstein described a computerised procedure for solving the mass 

a nd energy conservation equations for Stirling machine working space 

boundary conditions. No momentum balance is explicitly included in 

Finkelstein1s approach (Ba78) so that working fluid inertia is 

ignored. In these circumstances, the mass fluxes at the expansion and 

compression spaco ^ r t s  are computed via a pressure drop correlation.

A further consequence ox Finkelstein’s method is that the kinetic 

energy of the working fluid is not included in the energy conservation 

equations.

Uriel! advanced Finkelstcin's simulation methodology by applying 

momentum, mass and energy conservation balances to the working space 

of a simplified, alpha (or in-lino) Stirling engine with horizontally 

opposed expansion and compression spnce cylinders (Ur77),

Differential formulations of the conservation equations are applied 

using a one-dimensional, nodal, spatial discretisation scheme. These 

discretised equations are integrated temporally over a cycle via an 

explicit numerical algorithm, The integration process is repeated for 

several cycles until cyclic steady-state equilibrium is achieved,

A.; J *



Bevchowitz refined the analytic derivation of U r i e l i’s simulation 

"iodel and applied it to an experimental test rig (8e78). A  comparison 

between the experimental and simulated data yielded a mean discrepancy 

of approximately 20% for the indicated works and external heat 

transfers. In addition, the experimentally observed relative phase 

angles between the expansion and compression space pressure profiles 

did not correspond with those simulated. This discrepancy was 

attributed to the exclusion of momentum in the variable volume spaces 

In the Urieli mo d e l .

Sehock (Sc78) applied a variant of the Urieli simulation methodology 

!-<•> ;i beta-cotifigiiration. free-piston Stirling engine. A  principal 

difference between the Schock and Urieli models is Schock's use of 

u<?ighted-average velocities to determine advective enthalpy and 

mo(,!?ntunt transport between nodes. In contrast, Urieli invokes a 

staggered grid discretisation of the momentum equation coupled with an 

’upwind differencing' scheme (Ro82) to determine inter-nodal advective 

transport,

Organ criticised the nodal simulation approach spawned b y  Urieli 

(Or82> Cor introducing arbitrary di^contir.uitiea into the flow field 

and not including tlvj effects of information propagation. As a 

solution to these deficiencies, Organ proposed a 'method of 

characteristics' simulation methodology commonly applied to 

compressible gas aerodynamic flows ( S h W ) -  Ha d e m o n e t i s e d  the method 

for a particular nlpha-configuiration Stirling machine with the 

restriction of an assumed isothermal working space, Taylor pursued 

this approach and attempted to overcome the isothermal limitation b y  

using the method of characteristics to solve a full set of mass,



momentum and energy conservation equations for Stirling machine 

working space boundary conditions (Ta84). Rix (Ri83), in an alternate 

development of Organ's simulation philosophy, applied a Lagrangian 

spatial discretisation approach to modelling Stii'lng machine fluid 

dynamics. However, the method is demonstrated only for a 

geometrically simple case in which transient momentum effects are 

ignored.

The method of characteristics approach to Stirling machine simulacion 

eliminates arbitrary f’uid discontinuities and models information 

propagation phenomena, The Lagrangian discretisation method per se 

also eliminates arbitrary discontinuities, but evidently does not 

describe infonr.. on  propagation effects. However, to the author's 

knowledge, neither simulation approach has be e n  successfully applied 

to a complete and unabridged fluid dynamic analysis of a geometrically 

complex, non-laboratory Stirling machine.

Several other variations of the Urieli simulation model have been 

proposed over the years. A  recent notable addition has been made by 

Gedeon (Ge86.1). Using a global, temporally implicit integration 

scheme, Gedeon manages to converge his simulation (rwdel rapidly 

towards the cyclic steady-state. However, this scheme reportedly 

mandates an extremely coarse temporal resolution (typically le; than 

ten increments per cycle). As such, Gedeon's approach does not seem 

to specifically address the issues raised either b y  Berchowitz or by 

O r g a r .

.9* ■
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The historical record of the development of coupled 

dynamic/thermodynamic free.-pi.ston Stirling engine analyses does not 

readily lend itself to an hierarchical interpretation, A  pioneering 

effort in this area may be ascribed to Berchowitz and Wyatt-Mair 

(BH79) who based their approach (as noted in section 1.1) on applying 

a classical control theory analysis to a particular free-piston 

machine. Th&ir analysis relies upon the stipulation of harmonic 

kinematic motions, a concept which had been advocated previously by 

Rauch (Ra75). Several other researchers hav* expanded upon thfc 

defined harmonic motion control theory analysis, notably Chen and 

Griffen (CGS4, CG86) and Cichy and Carlini (CC84).

An  alternative to the control theory approach is the phasor diagram 

methodology reported by  Fokker and van Eekelen (FV78). The phasor 

diagram method has been adapted to various engine configurations 

including a liquid-piston machine (We83). However, all these control 

theory and phasor diagram methods are still reliant upon the 

specification of defined engine kinematics.

This abbreviated historical perspective is amplified where appropriate 

in later chapters, Nevertheless, limitations and qualifications have 

b e e n  noted in both the areas of fluid dynamic simulation and coupled 

dynamic/thermodynamic analysis. These limitations and qualifications 

demonstrate the validlt> of and the need for the Stirling cycle 

machine research wrtijh is the subject of this thesis.



1.3 THE THESIS STATEMENTS AND OBJECTIVES

The limitations of the coupled dynamic/thermodynamic analyses of free- 

piston Stirling cycle machines are addressed by an application of 

modern control cheory in the guise of a state space analysis. This 

approach is postulated to yield a  closed-form solution to the relevant, 

differential equations without the necessity of stipulating defined 

kinematic motions. The closed-form solution is achieved via the 

derivation of a single equation inter-linking all the machine design 

parameters. This equation defines what is termed a 'hypersurface' in 

the parameter sp;»s (explained in section 2.2). Such a hypersurface 

equation permits individual parameters to be  manipulati : : a systems 

context allowing an assessment of the feasibility of the design to be 

made. Furthermore, a single equation representation enables 

optimisation studies to be carried out effectively because the 

synergistic effects of varying individual parameters are automatically 

accounted for. Lastly, a design parameter set satisfying the 

hypersurface equation enables closed-form solutions for the piston and 

displacer motions to be obtained as dependent functions of the design 

parameters themselves.

Hence, the formal thesis for the coupled dynamic/thermodynamic 

Stirling machine analysis research may be expressed as follows;

A parameter space stability boundary hypersurface is a sufficient 

and unique characterisation of the coupled dynamics and 

thermodynamics of a free-piston Stirling cycle machine.
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A. physically rtgourous approach is adopted to address the limitations 

in existing Stirling machine fluid dynamic simulations. The 

fundamental postulate is that the fluid dynamic processes occurring 

within a Stirling machine may be represented adequately b y  a continuum 

mechanics description of Che working fluid. Coupling this description 

with the solid body conservation laws for isass, momentum and energy, 

enables the relevant fluid conservation balances to be derived without 

recourse to the less generalised Navier-Stokes approach. These 

balances are case in total temporal derivative form within an 

integral, volume-averaged srructuxe.

After time-averaging, the integral balances are reduced ro a format 

amenable to numerical solution by the application of a turbulence 

model. A spatial discretisation scheme is defined enabling t!ie 

reduced integral b-ilancas to b e  applied naturally to a mu]ti- 

dimensionnl space without empirical manipulation, finally, 

information propagation hypotheses! are presented in terms o f  an 

implicit numerical integration scheme. Only at this juncture is the 

resultant simulation model applied rigourously to a particular 

Stirling machine description.

This overall simulation approach may be summarised by a formal thesis 

statement ns follows:

Second Th esis SmteiiLPnt

The volume- and time-averaged cyclic equilibrium working fluid

behaviour of a Stirling cycle machine may be determined along a 

spatial integration path in a continuum.

10
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The primacy objective of Che chesis research Is Co substantiate Che 

first and second chesis statements. Secondary objectives include:

- the development of a practical and accurato free-piston Stirling 

machine design procedure which enables an effective design 

optimisation to be performed rapidly

- the creation of a simulation model which may be implemented on a 

microcomputer without any loss of detail or accuracy, In other 

words, the microcomputer implementation should be 

indistinguishable from a mainframe computer implementation in all 

respects, except possibly thac of execution speed.

1.4 LIMITATIONS ASD CRITERIA

An  experimental data validation cricerion is used Co demonstrate 

substantiation of the thesis statements, This cricerion mandaces the 

selection of appropriate Sc'.rlir.g machines for which adequate 

experime ital results are available. These machines preferentially 

must be real (as opposed to hypothetical or generic) devices 

representative o f  useful Stirling hardware and not specialised 

laboratory configuration prototypes. In seleccing such machines, no 

attempt was made to scroon ouc candidates which possess working space 

geometries not readily amenable to numerical description. The field 

of qualified candidate machines for which well-founded, published 

experimental data are available is somewhat restricted. Nevertheless, 

two such Stirling machines have been idflntified, namely, the Sunpower 

RE-1COO free-piston and General Motors CPU3 disciplined piston 

engines. These engines have been extensively tested b y  NASA and the



test results are available in Che public domain. The RE-1000 and GPU3 

engine test results are used as the validation criteria Lor 

substantiating the first and second thesis statements respectively.

No particular constraints are imposed upon che substantiation of the 

first thesis statement. However, che fluid dynamic simulation 

developmenc is restricted as follows:

1, Only the time-averaged working fluid properties ar« simulated; 

predictions of turbulent fluctuating properties are not produced 

by the simulation model.

2, The focus of the simulation model is directed towards the 

prediction of cyclic steady-state or equilibrium behaviour 

directly. In particular, the information propagation hypotheses 

developed a*e not directly suitable for predicting transient 

extra-cyclic (as opposed Co transient intra-t-yclic) phenomena.

3, A  strictly one-dimensionaJ spatial discretisation is used to 

apply the simulation model.

These limitations are established principally for pragmatic reasons, 

The prediction of transient, fluctuating working fluid properties 

under oscillating turbulent flow conditions presents a difficult 

problem within the context of Stirling rr hine geometrical boundary 

conditions. This class of problem is usually addressed by very large 

scale, state-of-the-art resoarch computer programmes, although 

typically on a single component basis only, As such, from a systems 

perspective, thesq programmes are apparently not readily capable of 

tackling the inter-relatcd complexities of a Stirling machine working 

apace, at least in the sense of producing the required transient 

property fluctuations. Furthermore, these simulation programmes are



commonly implemented on s upercomputers, a resource not available for 

conducting the thesis research. Hence, Che exclusion of turbulent 

fluctuating property predictions from the simulation model is a 

practical necessity,

Focussing Che simulation model on the direct prediction of cyclic 

steady-state behaviour is rather less of a limitation than an 

advantage. All the experimental validation data are measured under 

cyclic steady-state conditions only. In addition, as most Stirling 

machines generally operate under steady-state or quasi-steady-state 

conditions, there is little practical need for extra-cyclic transient 

simulation. This must clearly be distinguished from the simulation of 

intra-cyclic transient effects at the cyclic steady sta~e. A  further 

advaucage of the cyclic steady-state restriction is a considerable 

saving in computation. This facilitates the use of numerical 

simulation for practical Stirling machine analysis purposes.

Probably the most contentious, limitation is the one-dimensional 

application of the simulation model. All the simulation models 

reviewed in section 1 . 2  have also been applied in one-dimension only, 

either because of the restrictions imposed by their analytic 

formulations, or simply bncausc two-dimensional simulation was 

considered impractical. A two-dimensional spatial Implementation of a 

method of characteristics simulation con become quite complex, if not 

intractable, when applied to geometrical boundary conditions typifying 

real Stirling hardware.



However, no analytic restrictions apply to the simulation model 

proposed in this thesis since the model is developed within a mu l t i 

dimensional framework. Thus the choice of a one-dimensional 

application is motivated by a desire to maintain continuity with 

previous Stirling machine simulation research. This predicates an 

evolutionary approach in which it. Is necessary to first substantiate 

the second thesis statement in one dimension before considering a Cwo- 

dimensional substantiation. In c pragmatic context, two- or three

dimensional Stirling machine simulations require larger computer 

resources than are commonly available, This tends to make the use of 

such simulations economically unattractive for practical design and 

analysis purposes. Although the restriction of the thesis research to 

a one-ditaensional context is therefore somewhat arbitrary, it enables 

the validation process to suggest whether and where multi-dimension*1, 

effects are significant in the simulation of Stirling cycle machine 

fluid dynamics.

As alluded to in section 1.1, the simulation model has been 

successfully applied in two dimensions. This application incorporates 

a  t.wo-dimensional heater in an otherwise one-dimensional 

discretisation of the NASA Space Power Demonstrator Engine (Go87,l). 

This research has been performed as part of another project and is not 

included in this thesis.

1. 5 PHII-OSOPHTCAl. CONSIDERATIONS

In perfoming any research, the philosophy of the researcher becomes 

woven Into the fabric of the work. Of particular note in this regard



is Che choice of an integral conservation balance formulation rather 

than the more frequently adopted differential formulation approach, 

This choice stems from a conviction that, in reality, differential 

conservation balances are physically meaningful only on a volume- 

averaged basis. The concept of intensive working fluid properties 

which literally exist at a point is a mathematical abstraction 

appropriate to a continuum only. This abstraction appears to be at 

odds with the observed probabilistic particulate nature of matter. In 

the latter model, Intensive properties such as density and temperature 

only have physical meaning for a region of space. Within a given 

spatial region, intensive fluid properties are the statistically 

averaged manifestation of the behaviour of the enclosed particles. 

Hence a physically appropriate application of differential 

conservation balances suggests that they be volume-averaged prior to 

numerical discretisation. This volume-averaging produces a set of 

equations which emulate the characteristics of integral balances but 

are not as generalised or as convenient to implement numerically.

Integral balances directly produce volume-averaged working fluid 

properties that are readily and unambiguously interpreted in a 

numerically discrete spatial context. This avoids some of the 

difficulties associated with differential analyses such as the 

assumption of fluid property interpolation profiles between distinct 

points. Finally, simulacion models based on integral analyses may be 

more readily scaled geometrically than their differential 

counterparts.



For all these reasons, the simulation model Is based upon directly 

derived integral conservation balances. Nevertheless, it is 

acknowledged that this choice is more of a personal bias than a 

rigourous continuum mechanics necessity, as demonstratrad b y  the matiy 

successful differential equation based simulations reported in the 

literature (RoS2 ).

Significant importance in developing Che simulation model has been 

placed on its ability to be executed on a standard sixteen bit 

microcomputer (stated «s a secondary thesis objective), particularly 

in terms o f  the cr.e-dimensional application structure used, This 

seems from an observation that the practical utility of computer based 

analytical techniques is in inverse proportion to the cose of the 

hardware required to implement them, In advocating a microcomputer 

based simulation implementation, no reduction in the accuracy, 

conpleteness or capacity of the simulation model is tolerated. The 

capabilities of the model should be independent of tho oomputer 

hardware used for its implementation. Hence a reduction in execution 

speed is the only penalty in a microcomputer implementation compared 

with a conventional mainframe or minicomputer implementation.

However, the simulation mortal muse still be capable of practical usage 

on a microcomputer notwithstanding the execution speed limitation.

This prediciH.cs an efficient and well-structured numerical integration 

algorithm which minimises the arithmetic computation requirements. 

These implementation objectives hove guided the development of the 

simulation model to a significant (nlcNHigh not predominant) extent.
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1.6 THESIS ORGANISATION

The chesis is organised into nine chapcers and seven appendices in 

chree volumes. The firsc five chapters are grouped cogether in volume 

I while volume IX contains Che remaining chapcers and che firsc 

appendix. The balance of che appf-ndice.i cogether with che lisc of 

references form che concents of volume III.

Chapter 2 and ics associated appendices A  and B are devoted Co che 

coupled dynamic/ehermodynamic analysis of free-piscon Stirling engines 

and su'oscantiation of Che firsc chesis statement. The development of 

Ch<> fluid dynamic simulacion model and the substantiation of the 

second thesis statement comprise che remainder of che chesis.

A continuum mechanics derivation of che conservation balances forms 

che subject of chapter 3 and appendix C. Chapter 4 and appendix D 

describe che reduction of che conservation balances v i a  che inclusion 

of a turbulence model. Thereafter, a staggered spatial iresh 

discretisation scheme is developed for applying che reduced 

conservacion balances co Stirling machine working spaces. Chapcer 5 

contains a rigourous application of che reduced and discretised 

conservation balance-; co a one-dimensional Stirling chine system 

model. The Information propagation hypotheses are presented .md the 

resulcing numerical algorithm is developed.

Empirical considerations influencing Che simulacion model are 

described in chapter '• and the validation protocol mandated thereby is 

discussed. Chapcer / and appendix E are devoted co the application of 

the simulafinn model to the General Motors GPU3 engine wichin Che

17
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framework of Che validation protocol. Appendices F  and G contain 

listings of the simulation programmes, flowcharts describing the 

algorithms used as well os additional graphics and cabular output 

results supporting ctw discussion In chapter 7.

•. brie*’ synoptic description o£ some additional validation of the 

simulation modi1’ -erfornted using the NASA Space Power Demonstrator 

Engine is tiesc- -d in chapter 8 . Finally, a sununar; and conclusions 

are given in chapter 9,

1.7 CONTENTION’S I'SED 

l./.l Operators

‘.as hierarchy of operators lmplemen.*d consistently throughout the 

chesis is shown in table 1.1. Some examples of the use of operator 

hierarchy ore:

a +  bc/d Ine 1 -  a t- ) / [ c f x ( ln(e3) ) J j

«.7-b -  a-i?(-b)l

Ic Is important to note thot.:

a/b +• c »  (a/b) + c j* — ~
6 fc

but:
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a/(b+c ) =  ---

b+c

Table 1.1 Hierarchy of operators

Priority j Operator Comment

Nesting order i;

I ( ) )

! Parentheses of the same 

: nesting order are 

; evaluated simultaneously.

2 •nc-r.tiation Examples: a 3 ; a 0,2S; 

3*0,5

3 Veci"3r aiiu scaler negation Exarple: -a ; -a

4 . .rtthenatical and calculus Examples: sin a ; In a ;

i a n c f  >ns | a | ; Va ; da

5 Implies multiplication No operator symbol used 

Examples: ab ; (a+5)(c+d)

6 Vector and censor operations Examples: a*b ; A:B

7 Multiplii at ion and division Operator symbols: x  ; /

8 (Bottom) Addicion subtraccion Operator symbols: +  ; -

N o t e ; The solidus '/ it used to denote division.

Differential operators (d, 'Mr. D, DDfr) have a priority of 4 (calculus 

and mathematical f u n c t i o n  have the same priority) and operate on the 

immediately proceeding si Ay e variable. If these operators are 

followed by  a group of terms in parentheses or behind an integral 

sign, then they operate on the group as a whole. For example:
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aD&c/de - (ax(Do)xc) / (dxe)

buc:

•iD(b+c) (d+e) - ax( D(6+c) lx(d+e)

A l s o :

ddc ^  (a+ b)da -  ddc [ J  i;i+ b)da )

(The variables a, b, c, ri, e, a, b, K, and B have no significance here 

in Geras of the notation presented and are used as examples only.)

1.7.2 References

The Rallis system of reference designation is used. Each publication 

is designated by four characters: two Roman letters followed by  two 

nut «rals, The numerals denote the year of publication of the 

reference which, if prior to 1900, is denoted b y  four numerals.

Single authors are denoted by the first two letters of the author's 

surname with the first and second letters being in upper and lower 

case respectively. If there are two or more authors, then che letters 

denote the surname initials of the first two authors, both being in 

upper rsase. If the name of the author is unknown, three letters 

deiiotl"n Che name of the journal are used instead. In cases where two 

ar moi« references have the Identical four character designations, 

they are distinguished by a numeral proceeded by a period, for example 

Ab36.1 and Ab86.2. The references are listed in alphabetical sequence 

according to the name or names of the authors.
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1.7.3 Flowcharts

The conventions shown In table 1.2 ar used in all Che computer

programme flowcharts presented.

Table 1.2 Computer programme flc 'chart conventions

Description Symbol Convention

control statement 1 ( )

execution statement
j-------------------------j

i

decision statement -w (

algorithm flow line br«.‘.i’' location ©

entrance from location A ^ -------------
exit to location A ------o

subsidiary algorithm block df.marcator

entry to subsidiary algorithm block

e:tit from subsidiary algorithm block

iA '  rii



CHAPTER 2

S T A T E  S P A C E  A N A L Y S I S  O F  F R E E - P T S T O S  

T I R L I N G  C Y C L E  M A C H I N E S

2.1 INTRODUCTION

When  designing Stirling cycle tt<achines in general, and free-piston 

configurations in particular, a critical issue in achieving a  vorking 

piece of hardware and optimising its performance is the interaction 

between the dynamics and fluid dynamics of the machine. In the case 

of kinematic or disciplined piston machines, the dynamics of the 

engine (piston displacements and relative phase angles) are generally 

precisely determinable from purely geometrical considerations.

However, if nor externally controlled, the operating frequency of 

kinematic machines is dependent upon the kinetl.-. / fluid dynamic 

interaction. Free-piston or B«'ale machir**’ in contrast, are typified 

by coupled fluid and piston dynamics mandating cognisance of their 

interaction to achieve a successful design. This is even iv.ote 

pertinent when designing and developing novel Stirling machine 

configurations, as drmons'trnted durinf, tht development of a prototype 

liquid-pisron, freo-displacor Stirling engine U-PFDSE) (Go79, GR79).

The LPFDSE was designed and analysed using a coupled 

dynamic/thermodynamic, computor simulation programme linking the 

dynamics of the liquid piston and free displacer to the thermodynamics 

of the working fluid. Several working space configurations wore 

evaluated using the Schmidt (Scl871) and ideal pseudo-Stirling 

analyses (Be78, W K 6 5 ) . Specifically, permutations of adiabatic (ideal
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pseudo-Scirling) and isothermal (Schmidt) expansion and compression 

spaces were separated by an isothermal haater, regenerator and cooler 

assembly of variable geometry. In comparing the Imental and

simulated operating frequencies for all the permutations evaluated, 

the simulation consistently over-predicted tl.e operating frequency by 

a n  average of 69%. Furthermore, the convergence of the numerical 

solution to a  closed steady-state cycle was critically dependent on 

the bounded interval chosen for Che seed convergence parameters. Thus 

the solution would ionvergs only if the initial estimate of Che 

convergence parameters (liquid column velocity and acceleration) fell 

wiehin the empirically determined 'correct' range. It was concluded 

that Che frequency prediction anomaly could be  ascribed to a  lack of 

correspondence between the simulated and experimental configurations 

as well as to an inadequate numerical representation of the liquid 

column dynamics. The initial condition sensitivity emphasized the 

importance of matching the impedance of the liquid column dynamics to 

chose of the working fluid dynamics, an effect noted by  West for the 

Fluidyne engine (Ce76, We71). Thus, from both design and experimental 

perspectives, the issue critical to the successful operation of LPFDSE 

was shown to he Che dynamic /  fluid dynamic interaction.

These observations, although specific Co the LPFDSF., are reptesentive 

of the issues that £«u.e Clip £ree*piscon Stirling machine designer in 

general. The Essential issue, devolves to developing n methodology for 

choosing a set of engine parameters which will produce a performance 

optimised design. Much effort has been expended on developing fluid 

dynamic and thermodynamic analyses (Ur83) for design purposes. In the 

case of free-piston machines though, these analyses usually require 

che stipulation of the machine kinematics (piston and displace



motions) a;> boundary conditions. Thus Che Issues of dynamic /  fluid 

dynamic coupling are avoided or dealt with indirectly by treating the 

dynamics and fluid dynamics separately. Since this approach can be 

both tedious and expensive, it may impede the creativity o£ the design 

p rocess.

In this context, several workers have developed methodologies for 

analysing the combined dvnnmics/Thermodynamics of free-piston Stirling 

engines in particular. Notably, Berchowitz and Wyaet-Mair (BW75) used 

classical control cherry co solve the combined dynamic and isothermal 

thermodynamic (Schmidt analysis) equations in closed form b y  assuming 

that the piston and displacer raocio-ns can be described by  complex 

sinusoidal functions. A  similar harmonic motion assumption was 

invoked by Rauch (Ra75) to estimate the frequency response and dynamic 

performance o f  a free-piscon engine. However, in this case, the 

component dynamics and thermodynamics were decoupled by  treating rhe 

working gas as a linear spring, Ciehy and Carlini (CC84) have used 

essentially the same methodology Co pe.cforra a 'frequency rtvnamic’ 

analysis by casting the engine dynamics in state space form. The 

chermodynainlrs are decoupled from the dynamics by assuming a 

sinusoidal working snace ; ressuro variation. Rauch (Ra80) also has 

used a decoupled approach to obtain a more precise estimate of • 

workjng fluid behaviour (including, for exeiple, regenerator pressure 

drops) by assuming harmonically varying thormodynaraic parameters.

West (We83) adapted the phawor diagram approach to elegantly represent 

the combined dynamics and thermodynamics of rhe liquid-piston Fluidynp 

tsngine, although once again, it was apparently necessary to assume 

sinusoidal piston motions. Phaser diagrams also have been applied to 

solid piston Stirling engines by Fokker and van Eekeleen (FV78),
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All of Chase methodologies shave the same difficulty, namely Che a 

priori assumption of given piston and displacer motions or 

thermodynamic parameter variations. This mitigates against an 

independent assessment of the stability of the engine operation, which 

can be critical in the case ot free-piston engines subject to variable 

loading. Under such conditions, the operating envelope can be quite 

narrowly bounded b v  ths tendency of the piscon and/or displacer to 

knock against the enpi:.. casing under light loading and stall under 

heavy loading. ' these defined parameter methodologies do

not provide any c. -s of assessing the validity of Che

analycical assumptions made. These assumptions are particularly 

important when they result in the exclusion of fluid dynamic 

irreversibilities which can materially affect che predicted 

performance. The significance of these irreversibilities has been 

shewn by fhert ec al (CC84) using extrinsic second law or entropy 

calculations, although the analysis follows the aforementioned 

precedents by assuming harmonic piston and displacer motions.

An investigation into an alternate approach aimed at onoressing some 

o£ these issues was undertake-i by the author in 1979, This approach 

is based on the state* space analysis concepts of m o d e m  control theory 

and, in particular, on rho B t o M l i t v  theorems of Lyapunov (Ha&3). The 

methcuoloRy enables the combined t!vnamic« and thermodynamics to be 

described as n unitary system. Closed form solutions defining the. 

engire operation may be obtained without rccoi rae Co any assumed 

thermodynamic parameter profiles -ir kinematic motions. The analysis 

was first presented by way of a ease study in 1980 (G08O) while the 

theoretical foundations of the methodology were presented in 1983



( Go83) . The io!Lowing description elucidates Che completed 

development of tha state space analysis and Includes refinements of 

and extensions to the already presented methodology, particularly with 

regard co an assessment cf fluid dynamic irreversibilities.

The state of a dynamic system such as a free-p.lston Stirling machine 

(FPSM) may be defined by paraphrasing Ogata (Og67) as:

the smallest collection of numbers which must be specified 

at time c-f in order to be able to predict uniquely the 

behaviour of the system for anv time C £  t .'

Thus suppose that there ace a variables y^ necessary to describe che 

state of the system. The set of ,71 state variables then can be 

<-.onsidered as *he m  components of a state vector y. Thereby, the 

stars *,pacf is defined as an m-dimensional space in which Che y^ are 

coordinate*-. Any point in rtip state space at. time r is known as a 

representative pnjnt <0g 1'/} such that the locus of che representative 

poinc ';vc-r a rime lnt>'iM .il A.' l;i termed .1 rrajectocy.

In order to ajjply the .state apace concept to an FPSM, n definition of 

stability for a system which in inherently oscillatory must be. 

developed. Let: the ;j'<ir.i>ni of equations describing i'PSM operation tie 

gj.ven in terms of the state eol'imn vector y such thf>C;

• £(y,f)

_ iiJfr n



This equation is quite general as It is always possible to represeni 

m en order temporal derivatives by a threaded secies of first order 

temporal derivatives. Hence for a particular variable \j>, If:

y. -  a V a r *

y U l  - a ^ ' t / d t 1 * 1 

chen:

£ 2 ' 2

y irl ’■ (2 .2

The equilibrium state of the jjvscem y e(j Is defined by:

£{y » q - V  -  0 for all v (2,3;

y e^ Is a stable1 equilibrium If for each number c >  0 there exists a 

real number a -  a( r., t ) so that;

I i ' y e(J I i ' n  1 I I F «r :7 1 -rn >'3rp(! I I s  c <2 -^

This may be iHuntrar«*d tn i «■ sj."j of figure 2.1 for a particular second 

order state
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Figure 2.1 Stable equilibrium condition

Equation (2.4) signifies that an equilibrium is stable if no 

trajectory F( f;y., f ) originating from y 0 exceeds a given displacement 

c with respect Co cht equilibrium y ^ .  Further, the magnitude of e is 

such that it constrains y 5 Co be within a given displacement a  from

y e c -

The equilibrium stare y 0 of equation (2.3) is asymptotically stable 

if aquation (2.4) holds and:

II F(tr;y0 ,r0 ) - y 0(, |! * 0 as r »  (2.5)

As illustrated bv I i ;*di '• ’> -1, t-hls equation indicates chat an 

equilibrium is asytnpMt ic.a I ly .<nabl.t' if all rraj ectories beginning 

within a displacement ■* Irnm y  tend Towards the equilibrium as time 

propresses.



Figure 2.2 Asymptotically stable equilibrium condition

Asymptotic stability is a requirement for FPSM operation,

Specifically, th;j means that .in equilibrium condition y muse beeq

reached about which the stave vector oscillates with constant 

amplitude. In general, need not he unique since a particular 

engine may shift its equilibrium staff in response to changing 

boundary conditions (such aa piston loading), This suggests that the 

operating stability condition for an FPSM osc.illativ,b with constant 

amplitude about iss equilibrium state may be defined by stipulating 

that for each c ^ 0 there exist real numbers o - and 0 ~

jS{c, c ) so chat as f * n:

I It , .i„> - r0,ll - l|F<r,j> (2.

As shown by flj’urc 3.3, equal I mi denotes that a system

exhibiting asymptotic stability will achieve stable oscillatory 

behaviour In the temporal limit i rvi'fipoe tivc of the origin of the 

trajectory.



Fi&are 2.3 Operating stability condition

Hence, as che operating stability point'., u FPSM will oscillate without 

apparent damping so that tha energy dissipated by all forms of loading 

is exactly equal to the not thermal energy supplied to the working 

fluid,

The* immediate objective of (.he {state space analysis is she 

detormination of the conditions under which an arbitrary FPSM may 

achieve operating stability,

For convenience, the analysts is, simplified bv transforming Che origin 

of che system r.o ';ho point ol' equilibrium by defining:

Z y . y

Substituting into equation (?.l): 

a - r(a,r)



Expanding in a Taylor series (TM72):

z «■ E + Bz + G(z) z (2.9)

where E is a non-vanishing constant ae the origin and B is the 

Jacobian matrix given by:

The reduced equation, or firsc approximation of equation (2.9), is 

given by ignoring che non-linear higher order terms G(z)z so that:

This equation may be solved by Laplace rransforTnticn as shown in 

appendix A, yielding the solution:

The utility of the state space analysis is dependent on the conditions 

under which the linearised approximation represented by equation

(2.11) is a valid substitute for equation (2.8). In turn, this 

determines whether the solution given by equation (2.12) is adequate 

for approximating the thermodynamic performance of a given FPSM and 

thereby constructing useful design optimisation indices. The question 

of linearisation adequacy is also relevant to the harmonic and/or 

assumed kinematic motion analyses reported in the literature, since 

all these approaches seemingly assume that the linearised

(2.10;

E ( 2 . 1 1 )

z - X 1((A,I-B)":Hz(0)+B"‘E] - B~ 1E ( 2 . 1 2 )

where z(0) denotes rhe initial conditions at time t - 0. The

characteristic equation for equation (2.12) is given by:

det(AI-B) - 0 (2.13)
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approximation is valid.

Lyapunov's theorem on stability in the first approximation (Ha63) 

provides a means of assessing the validity of the linearised equation.

The theorem may be stated as follows:

'If the stability behaviour of the rtiffe.-j-.'.tial equation of the 

first approximation (or reduced equation) is s 'snii! -:r. then 

the equilibrium of the complete differential equation hai 

same stability behaviour as the equilibrium of thii reduced 

equation.1

A determination of whether the stability behaviour of the reduced 

equation is significant may be made by examining the eigenvalues of 

the characteristic equation (2.13). The stability behaviour is 

significant if the characteristic equation is non-singular and the 

real parts of all the eigenvalues are negativ?, or:

significant behaviour » det(AI-B) r 0 and Real(X^) < 0 (2.14)

If, however, any simple eigenvalue or the real part of any complex 

eigenvalue is zero, then the stability behaviour depends on the higher 

order terms G(z)z, This is termed the crit case (Ha63).

Equation (2.14) allows a physical interpretation of the validity of 

equation (2.11) as an approximation for equation (2.8). Compliance 

with the significant behaviour restriction ensures that the 

approximated equations have tlv same qualitative behaviour as the full 

equations but not necessarily the same quantitative behaviour. Hence 

an FPSM described by a set of linearised equations satisfying equation 

(2.14) has the same operational behaviour as an FPSM described using



Che full equations, although Che quantitative performance (work 

oucpuc) of Che machines may be different. The linearised equacions, 

Cherefore, may be used Co determine whether a particular machine will 

'work' or noc as well as how well it will work on a relative basis, 

although che numerical accuracy of Phe predictions is undefined. From 

che results )f che linear harmonic analysis described by Chen and 

Griffin (CG8i). it is evident that che prediction accuracy of Che 

state space aralysis depends primarily on Che number of scace 

variables chosen rather chan on whecher or noc Che higher order cerms 

G(z)z in equation (2.9) are neglected,

Supposing chac equation (2.11) exhibits significant stability 

behaviour, the condicions for achieving the operational stabilicy 

represented by equation (2.6) can be developed. These condicions may 

be represenced conveniencly by considering the stabilicy domain in the 

parameter space. The parameter space is defined as che smallesc 

collection of numbers describing a parcicular FPSM such chac every sec 

of parameters is associated with a unique trajectory in the state 

space. If there are m such parameters, then the set of m parameters 

may be considered as che m components cE a paramecer vector b. Thus 

che paramecer space is defined as a /»-dimensional space in which che 

componenCs of b are coordinates. Typical FPSM pararaecers include 

lengths, diamecers and regenerator macrix porosities as well as 

working fluid temperacures and charge pressures. The distinction as 

to whether a given quantity is treated as a parameter or a state 

variable depends on Che nacure of f in equacion (2.8). If, for 

example, the expansion space is assumed to be isothermal, then the 

expansion space temperature is considered a parameter. Conversely, if 

Che expansion space is treated as being adiabacic, chan ics



temperature is a scace variable.

If the system behaviour is continuously dependent on b, then equation 

(2.8) nay be modified so that:

i - f(r,b,r) i2.15)

Since the differencial equations of Che first approximation for an 

FPSM are either autonomous (explicitly independent of t) or periodic, 

equacion (2.11) becomes:

i * E B(b,e)z (2.16)

Those parameter values for which equacion (2.15) has significant 

behaviour form the stability domain in the parameter space (Ha63).

The stability domain is bounded by a hypersurface called the stability 

boundary which is characterised by equation (2.16) having critical 

behaviour. Physically this means that any FPSM with a parameter 

vector b which falls on the stability boundary hypersurface will be 

neutrally stable ac its state space equilibrium z . Hence in order 

to achieve stable '’ngint operation, it is necessa.y to exceed the 

stability boundpcy so thac Che resulting amplitude of oscillation is 

bounded by 0 as defined for equacion (2,6). If b lies on the 

stability boundary , let b + c be a neighbouring point outside che 

boundary. Equation (2.15) then becomes:

8 - £(z,b,e) + f"(z,b,c,c) (2.17)

where f - 0 for c - 0.
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Under these conditions, Che following theorem proved by Hahn (Ha63) 

applies;

'If the equilibrium (of equation (2,17)) is asymptotically stable 

foe b located on the stability boundary 1 that is, zg^ for 

equation (2,15) is asymptotically stable), then the maximum 

deviation of the motion from the equilibrium caused by crossing 

the boundary can be ke?t arbitrarily small only if the distance 

|c| from the boundary is kept sufficiently small.’

After the stability boundary is crossed, the system may be forced into 

stable oscillation by a small perturbation c since, by the above 

theorem, the smallness of the oscillation depends continuously on the 

magnitude of c. This assertion was validated experimentally for the 

liquid-piston Stirling engine. (Go79) when c is taken to represent the 

bounce space charge pressure or the heater wall temperature. Similar 

effects have been demonstrated for a wide variety of solid free-piston 

Stirling engines,

The analytical framework presented provides a modus operand1 for using 

the state space analysis as a means of achieving a closed form 

solution for the operational behaviour of an FPSM. The procedure may 

be summarised by the following sequence*:

1, Select a state space vector to describe a given FPSM and express 

the governing differential equations in the state space form of 

equation (2.8) .

2. Determine the constant vector E and the Jacobinn B (using 

equation (2.10)) in the reduced equation (2,11).



Develop Che determinant det(AI-B) and determine whether ic is 

singular. Depending on the nature of the singularity (that is, 

exactly how many and which eigenvalues are zero), a judgement on 

the validity of the fcducod equation may be made. In particular, 

if the singularity conforms t a 'special case' (Kr63), the 

reduced equation is still valid, otherwise the state space method 

proposed is inadmissable.

Express the characteristic equation (2.13) in t«rms of the 

parameter vector b. The parameter space stability boundary then 

may be found conveniently by arbitrarily choosing any eigenvalue 

to be complex so that:

At least or.e pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues must exist if 

oscillatory motion under operating stability conditions is to be 

experienced. Substituting equation (2.18) into the 

characteristic equation yields two substituent equations, one 

each for the real and imaginary parts respectively. The 

stability boundary is defined by a - 0 (that is, the real part of 

the eigenvalue is aero), This enables the two substituent 

equations to bp solved simultaneously, so eliminating b (the 

imaginary part of the eigenvalue). The single equation thus 

produced is an analytic description of the stability boundary 

hypersurfuce expressed in terms of the components of the 

parameter vector b.

Solution of the stability boundary hypersurface equation enables 

a set of compatible parameters to be chosen. When substituted 

into the characteristic equation, these parameters permit the 

imaginary part of the complex eigenvalue A and the balance of

A* - a + jb (2.18)



Che eigenvalues X. Co be found. An examination of the. 

eigenvalues in accordance wieh equation (2.14) determines 

whether Che particular parameter set chosen will enable operating 

stability to bo achieved. In particulaj , if any of the remaining 

eigenvalues has a non-negative real part, then that 'articul&r 

parameter set will not result in a working FPSM configuration.

6. The complete eigenvalu? sec may be used to perform the Laplace 

transformation necessary to sob.- "quation (2.12), Th>! 

oscillatory steady-state solution is extracted as a pa.-ticular 

case by considering the limit e -* »,

7. A set of physically meaningful initial conditions z(0) ins;, be 

chosen by considering Che physical compatibility constraints of 

che FPSM being considered. Appropriate conscraincs are a 

specification of strokes or a stipulation that pistons may noc 

oscillate beyond the confines of their cylinders,

8. The state space vector solution thus obtained enables the 

indicated and mechanical work outputs of a particular FPSM to be 

determined independently, Their difference is an indication of 

the irreversibilities necessary to achieve the operating 

stability condition.

9. An optimisation index such as th? mechanical power output may 

then be defined as a means of decermining the optimality of a 

given parameter vector b.

The symbolic expression of this generalised procedure is most clearly 

shown by considering particular FPSM examples, Thus in order to fully 

demonstrate Che procedure, both a ’special case' and a ’normal' FPSM 

configuration are presented in the following sections as case studies.
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In closing, particular noce of che form of che governing differencial 

equations (2.8) must be taken. As thoroughly documented in the 

literature (UB84) and demonstrated later in chapter 3, a description 

of che dynamics and fluid dynamics of Stirling cycle machines 

generally may be cast in the form of equation (2.8). However, this 

equation does not eonferra to that of s typical control system owing to 

the absence of a distinct control input terra (Og67). Thus the 

inclusion of a control term in the state space analysis (advocated, 

for example, by Cichy ee al (CC84)) cannot be physically justified 

unless a control mechanism is actually included in the FPSM 

configuration as, for example, described in reference GL85,

2.3 APPLICATION OF THE STATE SPACE ANALYSIS TO A BACK-TO-BACK 

FREE-PISTftK STIRLING ENBIKS

2.3.1 Introduction

The configuration of che back-to-back, free-piston Stirling engiiie 

(FPSfc'J apparently originates in William Seale's patent disclosure 

describing che free-piston Stirling engine concept. Two examples of 

the back-to-back engine configuration reported by Beale (Be69) are a 

'refrigerator-heat engine1 and a 'double ended fluid p' \ liquid-

piston or gamma-configurntion of the back-to-back proposed

by Rallis and a working prototype, was demonstrated b, «it al

(LL79). A solid piston version of a garama-configuration engine is 

also reported to have achieved self-sustaining operation (Ra.86).
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The particular version of ehe back-to-back FPSE used for this case 

study la described in figure 2.4, The engine consists of two back-to- 

back Beale or bcta-configuration engines which share a common power 

piston. Work output is conceptunlised as being via a linear 

alternator of the moving permanent magnet type (LT84, LT85). This may 

be achieved, for example, by Incorporating samarium cobalt permanent 

magnets In Che power piscon construction while building Che field 

coils into the piscon cylinder casing. The displacer piutons in Che 

working spaces on either side of the power plst.on are connected via a 

tube which passes through Che center of the power piscon. An annular 

heoC exchanger is formed in each working space by the gap between Che 

displacer and its cylinder wall. The cylinder wall may be grooved 

wich a spiral Whitworth thread for improved heac transfer (FC67),

Heac is added externally to th» displacer cylinder walls at cheir 

outer ends and is removed via externally mounted cooling jackets ac 

the inner or power piscon side ends. The displacer cylinder walls 

between she heater and cooler portions are exte’ ■ ly wrapped with 

Chermal insulation and function as Che regenerac^vs.

The particular back-to-back FPSE configuration uset> .s convenient as a 

case study In view of its inherent simplislty which results in a 

parameter vnctor with as few as 19 components. A practical version of 

such an engine would probably necessitate the use of external heat 

exchangers ns described by Buale (BeG1?), as well as a significantly 

more complex linear alternator design than the idealisation depicted





2.3.2 Back-to-Bnck FPSE State Soaca Analysis

The application of the stato space analysis to che back-to-back FPSE 

is performed using th« sequential ciechodology described at the end ot 

section 2.2 above. Generally, only the final analytical results are 

included here; Che derivational details are given in section A.l of 

appendix A.

1. Scare space vector selecdcn and formulation of Che governing 

differencial equations 

A complete lisc of Che »v.sumpcions used Co describe the engine being 

considered is given in section A.1.1. The mosc important assumptions 

are an isothermal treatment of Che expansion and compression spaces 

and a constant, linear temperature profile in che regenerator. A four 

component state vector enables a complete description of the engine 

operation Co be specified. This is che smallest stace vector with 

which any FPSM may be described. The st^te vector is given by:

xp piston displacement.

xp
piston velocity

xd displacer displacement

xd displacer velocity

The 19 parameters comprising Iho parameter vector are listed in table

2.1 and depicted in figure 2.^. In view of the thermodynamic symmetry 

assumed for the working spaces, the origin or equilibrium position of 

the displacer assembly motion is located at the cence.r of either 

displacer cylinder, while che power piston notion has ics origin at

J *

% * •





che center of Cb2 power piston cylinder.

Using che threaded temporal derivative formulation of equations (2.2), 

the governing dii I'erenCial equations may be expressed as:

(2 .20,1)

+ + *,<-'p-Adr>/r'1

- v i »  - ‘1n ^ ' , - i W ' r=l - V W ’/ M - ' " ?

* < V ,  - (2'20'2'

Z3 - (2.20.3;

«. - * w v > / r j

- V I .  - - z.<',p-'1dr>''Tc)/"(j

*  ‘V ,  -  * . < W , / W a  <2 ! 0  i >

- * V * .  + V Tr + V Tc (2.20.5)

and:

^TOT ~ Fcrg,Ve + Vr + V ^ c  (2.20.6)



Table 2.1 Back-to-back FPSE parameter vector components

Component Symbolic description ■ 4

Displacer piston face, area Acf ' ’ $

Displacer rod area Adr
Displacer piston length ld

Displacer assembly mass Hd ''

Displacer assembly damping coefficient cd

Displacer
damping

assembly/piston interface 
coefficient °dp r -

Displacer amplitude of oscillation xdmax

Power piston gross face area

Power piston length

Power piston mass

Power piston loading coefficient

Power piston amplitude of oscillation

Displacer cylinder area

Displacer cylinder length

Power piston cylinder length

Expansion space isothermal temperature

Compression space isothermal temperature

Working fluid charge pressure

Working gas constant
I . . .

2. Determinarion of E and B in che reduced equation

Since- the engine is oriented orthogonally to the gravity vector:

The Jacobian B is given by;

t. l
ig
at
e.
 Jf

e. 
I



where Che elemencs of B are given in eerzns of the parameter vector 

components bv equations (A.19) in appendix A.

3. Development of the determinant of (Xl-B) and investigation of its 

characteristics

The determinant of (AI-B) may be expressed using the elements of B 

given in equation (2.22) by:

det(AI-B) - A1 • '3(S22+61s> + a2(522bs„ * 5 2<.B 4’ ' B2i ' ^4 3^

* X(SZ2S4’ ' S 23S *2 + + S24S*1* + S21S43
- B2JB tl (2.23)

Using equations (A.19) to evaluate the coefficients of the A-terms 

shows that the coefficient of the A0 term is zero, or:

B 21Bi3 ' 523B4i " 0 (2.24)

H^nce equation f2.23) becomes:

dec (AI-B) - A(X’ • + x<J322fl4, ' B24BS2 '  fl2i '

+ fi2ZB43 - B23BiZ + i21B4t + BatBti) <2.25)

Thus the determinant is singular when A - 0.
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However, the nature of the singularity conforms to a special case 

discussed by Krasovskii (Kr63) who proved the following theorem:

'If all the eigenvalues in the neighbourhood of the origin have 

negative real parts excepting one simple eigenvalue which is 

zero, then the equilibrium of the reduced equation (equation

(2.11)] is asymptotica’ly stable.'

Hence the state space analysis is adntissable for the back-to-back

4. Analytic description of the stability boundary hypersurface in 

the parameter space 

From equation (2.25), the characteristic, equation may be expresse 

terms of condensed coefficients as:

Substituting (2.27) into (2.26) yields two equations in a and b which 

may be solved simultaneously. Setting a - 0 in these equations Chen 

gives:

FPSE.

k 3 A2 + K - 0 (2.26)

Choose a particular complex eigenvalue:

a + ji> (2.27)

K - K K. (2.28)

which defines the stability boundary hypersurface.

Expressing (2.28) in ternis of the parameter vector components yields



V " V r, ' M « - * d r > / V < ad r V ' 1p V  + ‘V ' W V ' W

■ ' W a l ^ c l / V ' /

‘ W ' " ?  * <'',f*V/' v ( « V c«* V  * V f ' V p
* 2MrorRf (Ap~Adr) */HpTc * W / 1, ‘ < ' W ' 1tlr>/IV " ,dl''‘'!) <2 2 9 >

where a and are given by equations (2.20.5) and (2.<.. .6)

respectively,

5. Solucion of che scab}licy boundary hypersurface equation 

Any parameter in equation (2.29) can be expressed quadratically in 

terms o£ the other parameters. Thus a complete description of the 

stability boundary hypersurface is acnievable analytically. However, 

an analytic approach is not convenient numerically, particularly when 

generalising to hvpersurface equations of higher than biquadratic 

order for which no analytic solutions -eeni to exist (tjs48). Thus a 

physically significant dependent parameter methodology is used to 

develop a generalised solution procedure for a hypersurface equation 

of arbitrary order.

In this methodology, the power piston loading coefficient cp is chose 

to be the dependent parameter such that variations in the remaining 

independent- parameters are evaluated by solving for cp . As e 

determines the nature of the loading on the engine, its numerical 

value gives immediate insight into the viability of a particular 

parameter set in enabling operating stability to be achieved. In 

terms of c , equation (2.29) has the quadratic form:

(2,30.1)lCp + V o  + *
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where, for Che sake of clarity, ehe coefficients are expressed by the 

threaded sequence:

Ki - V Mp

K2 - + V Hp ' « » 3 ^ d/ V p

r 3 - * (Ap-Adr)iAp(V . dp)

- V ^ c i ^ - V ' p

*. “ Aex/re - (J, , - V 1/rc

*3 - V w p +

*s - c ^ ^ p)/V'p

*, - ' d p V V p  + +

(2.30.2)

(2.30.3)

(2.30.4)

(2.30.5)

(2.30.6)

(2.30.7)

(2.30.8)

has CheThe solution of equation (2.30) for the roots <

fallowing physical significpnce:

a. if both c < 0 and c^2 < 0 Chen the engine will noc achieve 

self-suscaining operation since external work must be done on the 

power piston Co sustain oscillation

b. if >f2 - 4^ jK3 < 0 Chen che toots are imaginary and the 

parameter sec is physically incompatible

c. if Cpt > 0 or fp2 > 0, solf-suscaining operation as an engine is 

poss ible.

Supposing thac the given parameter set satisfies the third oondicion 

so chac self-suscaining operation is possible, Che numerical values of 

the coefficients in equation (2.26) may be determined. The angular 

operating frequency is given in terms of the imaginary part of 

equation (2.27) by (see section (A.1.1)):
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If b is imaginary, Chen, once ug&in, the given parameter set is 

physically incompatible. Also, if b is zero, then no perturbation c 

(from equation (2.1?)) will resulc in operating stability being 

achieved.

Substituting a positive value of b into equation (2.27) (with a - 0) 

results in che complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues A, , - ±jb.

Dividing equation (2.26) by the factor product (A2+£>2) and noting che 

identity of equation (2.28) gives che third eigenvalue:

Xs " S22 + (2.32)

If X3 £ 0 then, by Lyapunov's first theorem (equation (2,14)), che 

behaviour of the reduced equation (2.11) is not significant and the 

analysis is inadmissible.

6. Solution of rhe reduced sfate space equation

From equations (2.21) and (2.22) the reduced equation for Che back-to- 

back FPSE is given by:

z - Bz (2,33)

which has a solution given from equation (2.12) by:

z - /"1((AI-B)~1]z(0) (2.34)

The generalised methodology used to evaluate this equation and, in

particular, to perform the required matrix inversion, is given in

section A.3 of appendix A. For the set of eigenvalues A - ±Jl> and 

A < 0, equation (2.34) becomes:



■■■■■■■

* - (2|Z1 j coa(be+^) + Z3 exp(A3c) |z(0) 

where:

Zj - (B+jbI)(B-\3I)/2jh(.A3+j&)

Z3 - (Bs + 62I)/(A* + 62)

^  - Can"1(Imag(Zl) / Real<Zi)}

The steady-acace solution as t -» » Is given by: 

*ss “ 2 izJ  co«(&e+$j) z(0) 

since A < 0.

(2.35.2)

(2.35.3)

(2.35.4)

?. Selection of che Initial conditions

Since che engine muse oscillate about its equilibrium position by 

definition (equations (2,7) and (2.17)), z(0) maybe defined in terms 

of equation (2.19) as:

where the piston and displacer velocities ac che equilibrium position 

are unknown. These unknowns may be determined from geometrical 

compatibility considerations by requiring that the piston and 

displacer oscillate within Che confines of their respeccive cylinders. 

This may be accomplished by specifying steady-state piston and



displacer amplitude limits ( ,.nd x- respectively) as listed in

table 2.1. As shown in figure xpmax and xdn)flX occur at angular 

positions of 0pmaJt and 9d m x  respectively.

Figure 2.6 Piston and displacer motions

Substituting equation (2.31 • into equation (2.36) with 9 « bt 

produces:

4
*p - “ <"» * = <n>j (2.38.1)

4
*,) - =«■<» 1 2<°)j (2.38.2)

Sln“  * p m *  imd *<)«.* V » *  “ d “ y b° £°™'> ^
differentiating die r.ghl; linnd sides of equations (2.38) and equating



I |(2J. ,l*(0) , sind,). ,) Jml J ‘ >-<

.*►

* a « « -  £_{«,>,jl’ioij

4
/ * SiU « l>1jl»<0>J  c o « ^ I)aJ)l

In terms of figure 2.6, che phase angle by which Che displacer 

assembly leads Che power piston is given by Qpmgx - ^dmax' 

Substituting equations (2.39) inco equations (2.38) and setting > 

*pmax an<* xd ” xdmax enables physically compatible piston and 

displacer equilibrium poslcion velocities 

following matrix equation:

> be determined from Che

F u xp (0) pmax

f21 xdmax

where the coefficient matrix F is given by:

2|(2X >12| cosl<,pmax 1 <+!>!■> 1,2.41,1)

2 | < 2 t > 1J c o s i 9 pmaX  1 (2.41.2)

2 I ( z 1 ) 3 2 I cos*®dmax + (4i>ja> (2.41,3)

2 i C 2 1) 3J c o s  *  ̂dmax + (2,41.4)



X'

The matrix equation (2.40) cannot be solved directly since there are 

four unknowns and only two indep- nt equations. Hence che following 

Iterative solution procedure is adopmd:

a. Guess  ̂dmax'

b, Use matrix equation (2.40) to solve for x^(0) and xd(Q).

Substitute these xp (0) and x^(0) into equations (2.39) to produce 

■ and **»*■

•pm* “ p ik J  *n,i l * t e  - “ » *“ U  *n° “ 8h ' th*
last values of Xp(0) and x^(0) computed are the solution,

8 *• $ and 9 . — a . pmax pmax dmax dmax. and iterateOtherwise sei 

from step b.

The iteration procedure converges, that is a solution for Xp(0) and 

x^CO) exists, only if dee(F) > 0. The physical implications of this 

restri ;ion are discussed below in terms of the thermodynamic engine 

performance.

.1

8. Thermodynamic performance determination

The values of Xp(0) and x£j(0) determined enable a combination of

equations 2.37) and (2 38) to produce the following expressions for

the state ariables:

*p-2[|(* > J i p<») CO (b fr-K^)^;

+ I (Z >.,|id (0> co I bt:y(^ )14)] (2.42.1)

ip - 2tl<2

+ I (z I j - V 0’ " We+t*,),,)] (2.42.2)

xd - j[|(2 )s!|ip(°> "
< l<z co tb< 1 (2,42.3)
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xd “ 2M  V 4J y 0> coslbc-K^l^)

+ J V 0) cosibr+c^)^)] (2J

In turn, these equations enable the net instantaneous Indicated power 

output for the back-to-back KPSB to be given by:

lVror - e t + Vci) + Pa(Vpa h vci) (2.t

where the subscripts 1 iind 2 denote the left, and right hand sides of 

the engine respectively.

Since the working spaces are assumed to be isothermal:

<?JV - p.v,, ♦ iy'*e2 (2.44.1)

v2.44.2)

Hence no additional independent performance information may be 

obtained bv considering cyclic heat transfers.

Substituting equations (2.42) into equation (2.43) produces the 

result:

wT<rr "  ' 20Mr o r * lxdA<tr h xp iAp ' Adc'>}'/ ( a ' /) ^

and a is given by equation (?.2().f>)

As this equation is not readily amenable to analytic Integration, a 

simpler, although approximate, analytically tractable expression may



V ,

be obtained by expressing Che pressures P and as Taylor series 

(TM72). Ignoring second order and higher derms in these series 

results in the linearised expression:

^TOT “ ~2^TO T R[*dAdr + xp(Ap"Ad P  )-'°Z 12 Ai

where a and 0 are unchanged from equation (2.45).

Using a simple numerical algorithm (such as Simpson's rule (Ge70)) for 

equation (2.45) or standard analytical procedures for equation (2.46), 

Che cyclic indicated work is given by:

f 2n/b
■Jo

The net instantaneous power dissipated mechanically is given by:

"vis ■ y >  * ' d p ' - v y *  * v V  (2-*8>

which may be integrated analycically to produce the cyclic mechanical 

dissipation:

f2jr/£>
VDIS - JQ «DI S iC ( 2 M >

Similarly, Che gross power oticpuc produced by the piston is given by:

■ W - V * ’ <2'50’

which yields the analytic cyclic i: tepral:

‘ (2.51)
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The analytical cyclic integrals of w qj;s and may be

expressed as a sura of dho product combinations of two state vector 

components. Hence these integrals have a form which may be described 

by:

» - («*/« I «o»( + l)Jz i (0) + U V i J  eo*(4x)lt xd<0) J

x I | (2j)j 2! co *,(0) + I C ^ j J  co*(^)j4 xd (0))

-  t I f * t « u41>l2 X p iO ) + s it ,(< M i *  V 051
x t|(21)j2l s i n ^ 1)j2 ip (0) + ICZ^jJ «ln(+,)j4 *<,(0))} (2.52)

where i and j denote any two state vector components (including cases 

for which i - j) and K represents a constant.

The cyclic indicated, dissipation and gross power outputs are given 

respectively by:

2**' /£> (2.53.1)
t o t  tfl"ror 

’a s  - ' - ' W  ‘2 -5 3 2 >

’’OUT ” i*WOUT/b (2.53.3)

By the conservation of energy postulate, the cyclic indicated and 

dissipation work outputs must be exactly equal or:

Since the reduced equation (2.11) is used as the basis of the state 

space analysis, equations (2.42) represent de facto linearised 

solutions. Hence equation (2.*8) also produces a linearised 

instantaneous dissipation power. Equation (2.45), however, is 

developed from first principles (see section A.3) and does not produce 

a linearised result. Therefore a comparison of ^TOT Produced by
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the linearised V j p r o d u c e d  by equation (2.46) results in an exact 

equality with Since equation (2.46; produces a more

conservative estimate of ĉ an equation (2.45) and also maintains

an exact energy balance, it is preferred for use in the state space 

analysis.

Equation (2.54) holds strictly on the parameter space stability 

boundary hypersurface determined by setting the real part of the 

complex eigenvalue to zero (that is, a - 0 in equation (2.18)). 

However, if equation (2.40) does not yield a solution for a 

physically compatible set of intial conditions on this hypersurface 

(indicated by a negative det(F)), rhen the given parameter set will 

not produce an operating stability condition for the giver. 

xpmax^xdaax COD1bination chosen. This means that the dependent piston 

loading coefficient produced by equation (2.3C) is too large to 

enable the chosen amplitudes to be obtained. Intuitively, this is 

reasonable in the light of a large body of generic FPSE experimental 

data which show that the piston and displacer amplitudes are dependent 

on the engine load for a given nor cyclic heat input. This situation 

may be ameliorated by reducing cp to a value at which det(F) - 0. A 

zero det(F) defines an upper limit for below which oscillatory 

motion with the desired amplitudes may be obtained. In effect, this 

defines a new hypersurface in the parameter space which may be termed 

the operating hyporsurface as Illustrated by figure 2.7,



.stability boundary 
liypersurface: :ZB0, dec(F)<0

*

Figure 2.7 Operating hypersurface in Che parameter spsn'

On a given operacing hypersurface, a is greater chan zero and so the 

operacing hypersurfaoe lies wiehin che stability boundary. Under 

these conditions “t o t > ' m  and the motion would be unstable by 

definition (equation (2.5;). For stable oscillation, however, a must 

equal zero on Che operating hypersurface; a condition which can be 

achieved by adding an amount of irreversible dissipation exactly equal 

C WfOT'^DIS1 Co C*1B This additional dissipation is a

measure of che irreversibility required in but excluded from Che 

governing differential equations (2.20) by assumption. In other 

words, d set of governing equations which include the required 

irreversibilities would shift the stability boundary to coincide with 

che operating hypersurface so that, for a given set of piston and 

displacer amplitudes, a ~ 0 and deC(F) > 0 simultaneously.
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This process gives a useful indication of Che magnitude of the error 

in the indicated work output as a resulc of using a given sec of 

thermodynamic or fluid dynamic assumptions. In this case, the 

relevanc assumption is the treatment of the working spaces as being 

isothermal.

9. Selection of an optimisation index

Considering the isothermal nature of the working spaces and the manner 

in which the dissipation Is defined, Wqjj-£ or Wqjj-j- a*e suitable 

optimisation indices depending on Che desired engine application. In 

Che case of the back-to-back engine where the oscillating frequency 

may be largely controlled by che engine pressurlsation, a key 

parameter is che available cyclic work output at a given frequency. 

Thus, perhaps arbicrarily. Is selected here as the optimisation

index.

2.3.3 Numerical Results

The application of che scace space analysis to the back-to-back FPSE 

is embodied in a computer programme entitled 'S'ftfENG', the listing and 

algorithmic details of which are given in appendix B. The 

quantitative results of Che analysis are presented firscly in terms of 

a baseline para>necer vector and thereafter as a sequence of variations 

of several of the parameter vector components in turn, Finally, an 

attempt at determining nn optimised parameter sec is described.



2.3.3.1 Baseline Engine Performance

The baseline paramecer sec is almost identical to that used in the 

inicial analysis of the back-to-back FPSE (G0 8O) and is given in table 

2.2, There is no particular justification for choosing che values 

listed for the baseline cose other than che intuition of physical 

significance and che pragmatism of convenient numerical magnitudes.

The accual parameters used in che computer programme correspond to the 

parameter vector components given in table 2 . 1  although particular 

components are represented in a more convenient form such as diameters 

replacing areas and strokes replacing amplitvws. In addition, the 

parameter descipclons have been clarified and abbreviated to conform 

rfith che label length restrictions of the graphics programme used to 

process the results (LOTOS 123). In compliance with the boundary 

hypersurface equation solution methodology, che piston loading 

coefficient is not Included in che baseline parameter set.

Table 2.2 Back-to-back FPSE baseline parameter \

Parameter Component Value

Displacer diameter 35 mm
Displacer rod diameter 16 mm
Displacer length 80 mm
Displacer mass 150 g
Displacer damping coefficient 6 kg/s
Displacer/piston damping coefficient 3 kg/s
Displacer stroke 9 mm
Piston diameter 44,5 mm
Piston length 30 mm
Piston mass 1,5 kg
Piston stroke 19 mm
Displacer cylinder diameter 
Displacer cylinder length 
Piston tylindar length 
Expansion space temperature 
Compression space temperature 
Charge pressure 
Working fluid

37 mm 
90 mm 
50 mm 
330°C 
27aC 
10 bars 
Helium
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Table 2.3 Back-to-back FPSE baseline parameter set performance

Selected loading coefficient:

Rejected loading coefficient:

Frequency of oscillation:

Non-steady-scate term damping coefficient:

Displacer/'piston phase angle advuucu: 

lie indicated work:

Cyclic output work:

Cyclic output power:

Additional dissipation work;

The performance of the engine described by che baseline parameter set 

is reflected by the data listed in table 2,3. The selected and 

rejected loading coefficients correspond respectively to the roots 

c and cp2 of equacion (2.30). Since cpl > 0 and c^2 < 0, the engine 

is capable of self-sustaining operation. The root cpz legitimately 

may be ignored since its large negative value is not physically 

meaningful in comparison with the value of c , The predicted 

frequency of oscillation of 42,4 Hz is compatible with the dynamics of 

a spring/mass system corresponding to the piston being acted upon by 

two opposing gas springs with Che stiffness equivalent of a 10 bar 

pressurisation. The negative non-steady-state term damping 

coefficient (which corresponds to X in equation (2.32)) determines 

that the state space analysis is admissable. Consequently, the 

steady-state solution of equation (2.36) may be inferred from equation

(2,35). The piston leads the displacer by a small phase angle of 

0,16°, This may appear paradoxical in the light of the accepted 

notion that a significant piston/displacer phase angle is necessary 

for an FPSE to achieve self-sustaining operation. While this is

26,2 kg/s 

-2,9 x 10s kg/s 

42,4 Hz 

-79,5 s'1 

•0,16°

5,69 J 

3,77 J 

159,68 W 

0 J
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undeniably true when Che dispiacer and piston strokes are nearly 

equal, in Che baseline parameter configuration the piston stroke is 

specifed as being more chan double che dispiacer stroke, The 

resulting racio between the expansion and compression space volume 

variations produces out-of-phase pressure profiles in each half of Che 

engine. The pressure differential thus established drives Che 

dispiacer and so maintains self-sustaining operation, Since it is che 

phase relationship between the pressure differential and the dispiacer 

motion which is cardinal to che back-Co-back FPSE operation, a given 

parameter sec may yield displacer/piscon phase angles which appear to 

be incongruous,

This highlights one of Che subtleties inherent in the scate space 

analysis approach, namely, the necessity of stipulating piscon and 

dispiacer stroke litnics ift order Co achieve a discrete closed form 

solution, Essentially chis is accomplished by converting the initial 

value problem of iquation (2.35) into the boundary value problem of 

equations (2,42) where the 'initial' conditions are such that the 

piston and dispiacer oscillations meet given boundary constraints. 

These boundary conscraincs are artificial paramecers since their 

values are implicitly contained in the full solution of equation

(2,35). Such a solution may only be obtained from independent inicial 

conditions at time C - 0 using numerical techniques. Thus use of 

piston and displacement stroke limits as independent paramecers 

(without prior knowledge of choir physical viability) makes multiple 

engine performance evaluations using a range of geometrically 

compatible scroke limits mandatory. Nevertheless, the analytic 

procedure used Co find the steady-state solution directly is 

physically adtnissable. This is demonstrated for the RE-1000 FPSE in



m w
V

section 2.4.3 where prior experimental knowledge of che piston and 

displacer strokes is available.

The nett cyclic indicated work done, is low in comparison with exiting 

Stirling FPSE hardware of similar size, although this is noc 

significant in view of che arbitrariness of Che baseline parameter set 

which is far from optimised (see cable 2.4). The cyclic output work 

is 34% less than the indicated work, indicating that Che work absorbed 

by Che displacer in a back-to-back engine can be significant. 

Nevertheless, an output power of about 160 W for a non-optimised 

configuration is encouraging.

Perhaps the most sigr.ificant attribute of Che back-to-back FPSE 

configuration is its ability to operate on the stability boundary 

since the additional dissipation work required is sero. This means 

thae det(F) > 0 for equation (2.40) without the necessity of reducing 

che piston If<uing coefficient from its maximum theoretical value, 

Apparently, the engine is inherently capable of operating on the 

stability boundary hypersurface since, over the entire numerical tesc 

sequence, no cases where det(F) £ 0 on the stability boundary have 

bean encountered. Considering this phenomenon from an available 

energy or exergy perspective, the bacU-to-back FPSE scorns tj have the 

capability of maximising tho energy yield from isothermal working 

spaces. However, ehis maximum need not be congruent with the 

realisation of an ideal Stirling thermodynamic cycle pe.r se since with 

a -0,16° displn-er/piston phase advance, the gas displacement parts of 

the cycle are far from isochoric. Therefore, even in a demonstrably 

non-ideal practical implementation of Che Stirling cycle, che back-to- 

back FPSE may have an intrinsic advantage compared with other Stirling



machine configurations.

2.3.3.2 Baseline Parameter Variation?

In addition to the. pf.ston nnd displacer stroke variations, the 

parameter variation profiles discussed are limiced Co Chose which show 

either definite performance optima or effects critical to the engine 

operation. Each parameter variation is depicted in two graphs. The 

firsc graph shows Che behaviour of the piscon loading coefficient, 

operating frequency, displaeer/piston phase advance and piston work 

output (which is the optimisation parameter). The second graph 

depicts the indicated and outpuc power characteristics. As each 

parameter is varied, Che remaining parameters are held constant aC 

their baseline values.

The displacer stroke variation is depicted in figures 2.8 and 2,9 

while figures 2,10 and 2.11 show the piston stroke variation. Both 

figures 2.S and 2.10 reveal that the piston loading coefficient and 

operating frequency maintain their baseline values and are independent 

of the operating strokes. This is anticipated analytically in the 

case of Che back-to-back FPSE, since both equation (2.30) for the 

loading coefficient nnd equation (2.31) for tho operating frequency 

are independent jf tho amplitudes of oscillation.

Figure 2.8 indicates that na the displacer stroke Is Increased from a 

minimum of 2 mm to a maximum of () mm (which Rives a 0,5 mm clearance 

prior to an enri-stop impact), the cyclic output work decreases from 

4,6 to 3,8 J corresponding l̂o an output power range (from figure 2.9) 

of 197 to 160 W, However, over tho stroke range, che dtsplacer/piscon 

phase advance Increased from -35 to -0,2°. Conversely, as Che piston
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stroke is increased from 2 to 19 mm (which also gives a 0,5 mm end- 

stop impace clearance), the phase advance decreases from 9,5 Co -0,2°. 

Since Che maximum strokes in each case correspond Co the baseline 

parameters, this behaviour demonstrates the influence of the strokes 

on the phase angle and thereby on the expansion/compression space 

volume ratio. This ratio, which determines the pressure differential 

across the displacor, is continuously adjusted to maintain self- 

sustaining operation, When the displacer and piston strokes are equal 

at 9 mm, the displacer leads Che piston by 4,7° which is intuitively 

reasonable for a back-to-back configuration. Figure 2.11 also reveals 

that as Che piston stroke is increased, both the indicated and output 

power increase non-linearly from a negligible value (0,1 W at 2 mm), 

behaviour typical of an FPSE. At the maximum stroke, approximately 82 

W is dissipated by the displacer. At a 9 mm stroke, the dissipation 

is reduced to 13 W although, in both cases, the dissipation is . of 

che indicated power (the same as the baseline percentage). However, 

as the displacer scroke is varied, the displacer related dissipation 

is reduced from 101 W at 2 mm to 82 W at 9 mm while remaining at 34% 

of the indicated power. The overall constancy of this fraction is 

consistent with the constancy of the damping and loading coefficients,

It can be argued that the most critical parameter in achieving an 

operational back-to-back FPSE is che displacer rod area or diameter. 

The displacer rod area determines the net driving force on the 

displacer assembly at any point in the cycle and hence whether the 

timing of the gas displacement will allow a positive indicator or 

pressure-volume diagram to be achieved. As shown in figure 2.12, the 

displacer rod diameter is limited to a range of about 9 to 26 mm. 

Exceeding this range results in the piston loading coefficient
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becoming negative, so excluding operation as an engine. A maximum 

cyclic work output of 7,2 J is achieved for a rod diameter of 

approximately 21 min, a 92% increase over the baseline case. At the 

optimum, the displacer/piston phase angle advance is close to its 

minimum of -2,4 , that is, the piston leads the displacer. This is 

perhaps surprising because the back-to-back FPSE was conceptualised on 

the basic of a classical Stirling pressure-volume diagram. However, 

in view of the baseline 2:1 piston/displacer stroke ratio, the result 

is consistent with those reported above, At the output work optimum, 

the frequency is at a minimum of 37,2 Hz which defines the lower bound 

of a 14,9 Hz variation range. These phase angle and frequency 

characteristics are Che inverse of those of conventional FPSE 

configurations such as the RE-1000 engine (see figure 2.28 for 

comparison). The power output characteristics aie shown as a function 

of the displacer rod diameter in figure 2.13. The output power 

reaches a maximum of 268 U ac the optimum 21 mm rod diameter while the 

Indicated power peaks at 848 W for a rod diameter of 25 mm.

Therefore, as the driving force on the displacer is increased by 

increasing the displ icer rod area, the additional indicated work is 

absorbed in overcoming the displacer dissipation at the expense of the 

piston output. Numerically, at the optimum, the displacer dissipation 

amounts to 59% of the indicated work while, at a 25 mm rod diameter, 

the displacer dissipation fraction dilates to 85%. These numbers 

indicate chat the work required to drive the displacer can be 

substantial, raising the question as to whether the displacer also 

should be considered as a work extraction site.
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This theme is reiterated by the displaoer damping coefficient 

variation profiles of figures 2.34 and 2,15, At che optimum damping 

coefficient of 35 kg/s, the work output reaches 8,9 J per cycle while 

the loading coefficient reaches its maximum of 81,4 kg/s for a 

displacer damping coefficient of 50 kg/s. Both the frequency and 

phase angle display monotonically increasing behaviour. Under optimum 

conditions, the displacer damping factor is 5,8 times larger than the 

baseline value and produces a phase advance of 24,6^ which begins to 

be more in compliance with observed FPSE behaviour. Based on the 

speculation that a prototype back-to-back FPSE employing external (as 

opposed to ariiular) heat exchangers is likely to have an effective 

displacer damping coefficient in the 80 kg/s or larger range (such as 

for rhe RE-1000 FPSE), the resulting phase angles of 45° or greater 

are consistent ith generic FPSE hardware. Figure 2.15 portrays & 

maximum output power .of 410 W for a 40 kg/s damping coefficient which 

also yields a maximum indicated power of 655 W. The displaoer 

dissipates 37% of the indicated work which is similar to the 34*i 

baseline value, revealing a typical order of magnitude for the 

baseline engine.

The effect of varying the displacer mass is displayed in figures 2.16 

and 2.17, Essentially, the profiles show that the displacer maos 

should be kept as small as possible in order to maximise the work and 

power outputs. A qualification to this assertion arises from the 

observation that the operating frequency decreases quite rapidly below 

a 150 g displacer mass. Thus the requirement of a specific frequency 

of operation may restrict the degree of mass minimisation desirable.

In practice, the realisation of even a 400 g displacer may be 

difficult using conventional materials bearing in mind that, in
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comparison, Che RE-1000 FPSE discussed Ln section 2,4.3 has a single

ended displacer with a mass of 42$ g.

Conversely, figures 2.18 and 2.19 reveal thac increasing Che piscon 

mass has a dramatic U, ,.cc on Che work and v°wer outputs although the 

i-.rease :tti work and power output- is achieved at the expense of an 

operating frequency roduer’nn. Thus for prospective applications such 

as alternating current e. rical power generation, where frequencies 

of 50 or 60 Hz are desirable, increasing che piston mass must be 

accompanied by a corresponding increase in engine pressurisaci'i.

This serves t'> offset Che drop in frequency by increasing Che 

stiffness of the equivalent gas springs against which the piston 

oscillates.

Figures 2.20 and 2.21 demonstrate chat minimising the piston diameter 

or area co maximise che work and power utputs, The minimum

piston diameter chosen is equal Co Che baseline disiplacer cylinder 

diameter and produces chfc iargesC cyclic work oucpuc of 42,4 J over 

t.ht* diameter range plocced. Decreo.-lng the diameter further to 35 mm 

r.-sults in an imaginary oscillating frequency while increasing the 

diameter beyond 71 mm produces a negative piston loading coefficient. 

Keeping the displncer and piston cylinder diameters equal reflects an 

existing FPSE design trend which in this instance seems to be 

substantiated. In Uhe case of the back-to-back FPSE, a practical 

limitation on minimising the piscon area arises from Che desirability 

of simultaneously maximising che piston mass. This occurs because, 

lor a givan ..-aterinl density, increased mass may only be achieved by 

Increasing the diameter or length of the piston. A diameter increase 

decreases the work output as shown by figure 2.19 while a length
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bearing area. Thus an overall optimised design requires the balancinf 

of these various factors. It may also be noted that the frequency 

increases with the piston diameter. This is a consequence of an 

increasing mean working spac<» volume at a constant pressurisation 

yielding an increasing equivalent gas spring stiffness. At lower 

piston diameters, therefore, the pressurisation may need to be 

increased to achieve a desired operating frequency.

Table 2.4 Back-to-back FPSE optimised parameter vector

Parameter Component Value

Displacer diameter 35 mm
Displacer rod diameter 20 mm
Displacer length 80 mm
Displacer mass 120 g
Displacer damping coefficient 20 kg/s
Displacer/piston damping coefficient 3 kg/s
Displacer stroke 8 mm
Piston diameter 44,5 mm
Piston length 30 mm
Piston mass 2,0 kg
Piston stroke 8 mm
Displacer cylinder diameter 37 mm
Displacer cylinder length 90 mm
Piston cylinder length 50 mm
Expansion space temperature 330°C
Compression space temperature 27°C
Charge pressure 50 bars
Working fluid Helium



Table 2.5 Back*to-back FPSE optimised parameter sec performance

Selected loading coefficient: 253,5 kg/s 

-4,6x10* kg/s 

53,3 Hz 

-319,9 s'1

Rejected loading coefficient:

Frequency of oscillation:

Non-steady-state terra damping coefficient:

Displacer/piston phase angle advance: 5,57°

Cyclic indicated work: 66,53 J

Cyclic output work: 28,8 J

Cyclic output power: 1536,10 W

Additional dissipation work: 0 J

2.3.3.3 Optimised Engine Performance

An attempt to achieve an optimised parameter set has been made using 

the results discussed above. The optimised parameter set is given in 

table 2.4 while the corresponding performance results are listed in 

table 2.5 Of particular note are the 30 g decrease in displaces mass 

and v1.'* % increase in piston mass while the displacer rod diameter and 

dampii.g factor are increased to 20 mm and 20 kg/ii respectively. The 

displacer and pisto:. -trokes are kept equal and restricted to 8 mm 

while the pr^ssurisatioi. is increased five times to 50 bars, which is 

not unusual for generic FPSE hardware. The remaining parameters are 

kept at their baseline values. Under these conditions, the predicted 

output power yield is 1536 V at a frequency of 53 Hz with a 

displacer/piston phase advanco of 5,6°. figures 2.22 to ?,25, which 

depict the -H',ilacer and piston stroke v.iriations, have the same 

charact' as figures 2.7 to 2.LC for the baseline parameter set.

The output power decreaaes from 2,2 to 1, 5 kW as the displacer stroke 

ranges from 1 to 9 mm for a constant piston stroke of 8 mm. Keeping 

the displacer stroke constant at 8 mm produces an 11 kU power output
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for a 19 mm piston stroke, an impressive theoretical yield v ch may 

not be achievable in practice. Figure 2.25 demonstrates that, over 

the entire piston stroke range, 57% of the indicated power output is 

sacrificed ro displacer dissipation under optimum conditions, A clear 

case for providing the required additional displacer dissipation via a 

work extiaction device may thus be made in this instance,

2,3.3,4 Conclusion

The numerical results for the back-to-back FPSE show the wealth of 

design information that may be gleaned rapidly and efficiently fr'vn an 

application of the state space analysis. Particular performance 

characteristics which appear to be unusual, such as thp. typically 

small displacier/pl-sron phase angle advance, are highlighted and 

alternate design strategies, such as using rhe displacer as a work 

extraction medium, art; suggested, Parametric studies may be used to 

bound the uncertainties inherent in Che design of new and untested 

hardware. Hence the major performance unknowns not explicitly 

produced by a steady-state analysis, namely rhe piston and displacer 

strokes, may be included in the nerformance estimates. From a 

hardware perspective, the characteristics of the back-to-back FPSE 

and, in particular, its ability to operate on the stability boundary 

hyparsurface under all parametric conditions, make it a configuration 

worthy of further analytical, and experimental study,
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RE-LOOP FREE-PISTON STIRLING ENGTKS

. 1 Introduction

rti«* RE-1000 free-pisCon Stirling engine (FPSE) was assigned and 

taluicated ac Sunpower Incorporated, Athens, Ohio. Since the engine 

.s intended for research purposes, an internally mounted dashpot power 

.‘bsi.-rbing device precludes the availability of any usable power 

output. The RE-1000 engine is designed to yield maximum efficiency at 

.» power level of 1 kW using helium working fluid at 70 bars 

[TfssutIsation, a heater metal cube temperature of 600°C and an engine 

ncy of 30 Hb . Owing to ics extensive testing by the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration1s (NASA) Lewis research center 

SrSV, the specifications of the RE-1000 FPSE have been publically 

disclosed, making it an ideal case study representing a typical beCa- 

■■-onf igurat ion FPSE.

A «,ch«inatlc of Che RE-1000 engine is shown in figure 2.26, The 

dis.placer slides on a spider mounted guiding rod such that a ground- 

coupled gas spring Is formed wichin the displacer piston cavity. A 

r.idialiy symmetric external heater, regenerator and cooler are 

positioned around the displacer cylinder. Thirty-four parallel tubes 

form the element of an l̂cictriufi1 resistance heater, permitting the 

passage ol' a low voltage curtcmt Co supply heat directly to Che 

'■IT,! in-. The heater tubes are Joined to an annular c.aviCy created by 

pn^itinning an external sleove around the displacer cylinder. Knitted 

si<iinLess steel ‘Metex’ mesh ' packed into the cavity to form Che 

regenerator. A series of 135 parallel rectangular passages located
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becweer Che regenerator cavtcy and Che compression space consticuce 

che cooler. These passages are formed by press-ficcing an aluminium 

gas passage fin module inco che annular cavity below che regeneracor, 

ensu-,..ig that che cooling water flows parallel Co che working gas.

The power piscon, which Is accached Co che dashpoc power absorber by a 

coupling rod, is sprung co grouna vie a ga= spring formed by che 

bounce space. Clearance seals are used throughout rhe engine to 

separace Che expansion and compression spaces from -jc'".' <vrV • and from 

che displacer gas spring and bounce spaces. The mocions of toe 

displacer and power piscon are centralised jy a sysceta of ports which 

connect che bounce space rich Che displacer gas spring and with the 

working space when Che displacer and power piston are, respecCively, 

ac their mld-scroke posicions.

2 I* .2 RE-1000 FPSE Scace Space Analysis

The specifics of Che application of the state space analysis to Che 

RE-1000 FPSE are described in seccion A,2 of appendix A. Since many 

of che application details are similar to those of the back-Co-back 

FPSE discussed in section 2,3.2, previous “’.aboracion will not be 

repeaced in che following discussion. A& .-j-.o , che application 

procedure follows che listing sequence described in section 2,2.

1. Scace vector solution and formulation of che governing 

differencial equations 

A compleCe list of Che assumptions made in describing che RE-1000 FPSE 

is given in section A.2.1. The expansion space and heater are 

considered as being isothermal at one temperature while the



compression space and cooler are isothermal at a lower temperature.

The temperature profile in the regenerator is constant and linear 

between these two temperatures. The displacer gas spring and the 

bounce space are treated as being auiabatic while the engine is 

assumed to be positioned vertically so that gravity influences the 

piston ard displace? dynamics. The four component state vector 

necessary to completely describe the AE-1000 is the same as that for 

the back-io-back FPSE (given by equation (2.19)).

The parameter vector has 22 components which are listed in table 2.6 

and shown in figure 2.27. The displacer and piston are assumed to 

oscillate about m - equilibrium position defined by the alignment of 

their respective conterinj ports. It may be noted that the parameter 

vector does not represent a minimum set; the expansion space dead 

volume and heater volume could, for example, be combined, as could the 

cooler volume and compression space dead volume. The deviation fro® a 

rigourous minimum is undertaken in the interests of maintaining 

compatibility with the published RE-1000 data set (Sc83), although 

prior to implementing the analysis the parameter vector i.s reduced to 

a minimum configuration (equations (A.28) to (A.31)).
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Figure 2.27 RE-1000 Eree-piston Stirling engine parameters
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Table 2.6 RE-1000 FPSE parameter vector components

Component Symbolic description

Displacer rod area
Adr

Displacer gas spring midstroke volume Vg

Displacer mass "d
Displacer damping coefficient °d

Displacer stroke between scops
xds

Displacer amplitude of oscillation xdmzx

Piscon bounce space midstroke volume h

Piston mass MP
PisCon loading coefficient CP
Piston stroke between stops

xps

Piston amplitude of oscillation xpmax

Expansion space cylinder area
AP

Expansion space dead volume < V d . * f
Expansion space / heater temperacure Te

Heater volume Vh

Regenerator volume vr

Cooler volume
Vk

Compression space dead volume <Vc>de*d

Compression space / cooler temperacure Tc

Working fluid charge pressure Pcrg

Working gas constant R

Working gas ratio of specific heacs 7

The governing differential equations describing eha RE-1000 FPSE in 

terms of the assumptions made may be stated using the threaded 

derivative formulation (equations (2.2)) as:
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where q and are given by equations (2

respectively and:

" 'Pcrg + V V V

+ «rfg / V V

2. Decerminacion of E and B in the reduc 

As che engine is oriented in parallel wieh

Thu Jacobian B is given by:

0 1 0  0 

B B22 S23 0 

0 0 0 1

/»„ - s
Arfr)/Tc - Ap/To)

(2.55.2) 

<2.53.3J

p*Ad p / Tc ' W
(2.55.4;

.20.5) and (2.20.6)

(2.55.5)

(2.55.6)

ed equaGion 

the gravicy vector:

(2.56)
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where Che elements of B are expressed in terms of the parameter vector 

components by equation (A.45) in appendix A.

3. Development: of the determinant of (XX-&) and investigation o£ its 

characteris tics

Using Che elements of B det(AI-B) may be expressed as:

deC(AI-B) - A* - A3(B?2 + Btt) + A . (,25 J( - B - £J3)

+ A Ŝ22B«3 + B 2i5.il) + Bn B k3 ' B23fl4i (2.58)

Expanding che coefficienCs of the A-Cerms in cerras of che parameter 

vector components (equation (A.47)) shows that Che sCate space 

analysis is unconditionally applicable, that is, no special case 

stipulations need be invoked.

4. Analytic description of the stability boundary hypersurface in 

the parameter space

Developing the characteristic equation using condensed coefficients 

from equatisn (2.54) produces:

A4 + X^A3 + K 2A2 + JC A + - 0 (2.59)

Substituting a particular complex eigenvalue given by equation (2.27 

and solving t.he resultant equation for the real and imaginary parts 

simultaneously produces on che stability boundary hypersurface (where 

a - 0):

*3*0 “ K i<-Ki'Ki/K3^ (2.60)

In terms of the parameter vector components, the stability boundary 

hypersurface defining equation becomes:

4h*

>*jfc



4 V ’< V " p  + n K ,Ad r ^ V rl "  * "rors''ro“ !) ^ r ‘

- v w »

( w ' v v *  - w < V ‘W / r° • y v i / - 1 * ■ t i v ' d r V ' r 1 

+ [ c, w f  * âIv K'»p
* ' ' d r V ' ^ ' V  + W [ ' ‘p/V'p ■ V l<V''1fr>/:r<:

■ V r« l/B<l1/',i' • ( w 1' ^ .  • C? V  iAp-Adr>/Tc ■ V r«n / “a

♦ k v ^ v 5;* 1 * ' ^ p V ^ ' O A y w y ]  <z 61>

where a. and Xg are given respectively by equations

(2.20.5), (2.20.6), (2.51.5) and (2.51.6).

5. Solution of Che scabillty boundary hypersurface equation 

Using Che dependent parameter methodology described for the back-to- 

back FPSE, equation (2.61) forms a cubic polynomial when expressed in 

terras of the piston leading coefficient c . This polynomial may be 

expressed as:

V p  + V p  + V p  + ** - 0 f2'62-15

where the coefficients; are given by the following threaded sequence:

Ki ” ’K icd,Hp (2.62.2)

Kz ” K6Md + KiiKs ' Cif/Nd) (2.62.3)

K3 “ K 7Md * ctlHpK6 + 'iKiApcdKti (2.62.4)

- V d Wp 4 APCX  <2 -“ *3>

Ks " ■ Mror,y:ii/“2) (2 .6 2.6)

-A «#» 'ii iltf <.urd&



(2.62.7)

*7 " 10

>cg - htotj?/rc«2 + 7 V ' ?b+l (2.62.9)

(2.£2.8)

*9 " ■ T V r a r ^ n ^ ^ r ^

*io ' ^ V ' ^ p  + ' K^ MT O ^ at)^ d

*xx " <Ap-Ad ^ Tc ' V T«

(2.62,10)

(2.62.11)

(2.62.12)

Equation (2.62.1) may be solved analytically using Cardan's formulae 

(Usft8). These formulae enable che extraction of a simple root, 

factoring equation (2.62.1) into the form:

The physical significance of the roots cp1< cp2 anc* cp3 may be 

interpreted in the light of the experimental behaviour of the RE-1000 

FPSE (Sc83) as follows:

a. If 0* - t*03 > 0 then the loading coeffic' ■-t is non-discrete 

and the engine may operate at more Char, c-.u loading state 

simultaneously, As this is physically incompatible with the 

requirements of the operating stability concision, che parameter 

set is inadmissible.

b. If j3 < 0 and 0* - 4/3̂  < 0 then the machine will not achieve 

self-sustaining operation as an engine, but may operate as a heat 

pump.

c. If 0 > 0 and 01 • h03 < 0, self-sustaining operation as an 

engine is possible.

(2.63)
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Supposing Chat Che last condition is true, Che coefficients in 

equacion (2.60) may be evaluated and the angular frequency of 

oscillation can be found from:

.)>

As for che back-to-back FPSE, if b is imaginary then the parameter see 

is physically incompatible. If b is zero Chen operating stability 

will noc be achieved.

m

Substituting a positive value of b inco equacion (2.27) produces a 

quadratic factor (AJ+h2). Dividing equation (2.5S) by this factor and 

invoking equation (2.60) produces che remain*'i- jenvalues given

by:

• 0,5(B22+B4i(> ± 0,5[(flj2+B4t)z 

+ + B21S »4)/(S2?. + Bk.

If A 4 are complex con. : and Cheir real pare is non-negative.

if they are simple and either eigenvalue is non-negative, then, by 

Lyapunov's first theorem (equation (2.14)), the behtviour of the 

reduced equation (2.11) is not significant and che -..alysis is 

inadmissable.

6. Soluclon of che roducad state space liquation

The reduced equation for th<? RE-1000 FPSE is give-' - ;-;:iation (2.11) 

since, by equacion (2.56), E is non-zero. Thus t' • letal solution 

of equation (2.12) is valid in this case. Using tlie .rothodology 

described in section A,3 for a particular set of iidmissable 

eigenvalues - ±ji3, X.} and , equacion (2.12) becomes:
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z - {2|zj cos(bt+^) + Z3 exp(A3C) + 2  ̂ exp(A^r)) (a ,0) + b''e|

- B’ lE (2.66,1;

Z1 - (B+j6I)(B.A3I)(B.AtI)/2j6(-A3+jb)(-A4+j6) (2.66.2)

Z i = (BSI + b2I)(B-A#I)/(A*+b2)(A3-A<) (2.66.3)

Zt - -(B*X + b2I)(B-X1I)/(X^+62)(A3-At) (2.66.4)

4>j - Can"1 {Imag(Zl) / ReaKZj)) (2.66.5)

As c •» « che steady sr/ite solution is given by:

zss - l2lZ if cos<6e41))(s(0> + B'lE) • B':E (2.67)

7. Selection of the initial conditions

The method used to determine Che inicial conditions is idencioal Co 

that elaborated for che back-eo-back FPSE. Since t-he piston and 

displacer by definition oscillate abouC their equilibrium positions, 

k(0) is defined by equation (2,37). This produces the following 

expressions for x and xy.

whore 0 = be.

(2 .68.1)x
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The angular displacements at which x^ and x^ are at. their maximum may 

b<? found from;

, r * ,
"pmax “ [-^2^1(Z1>1jlC*<°) + * *>j ain(+l)ljj

4 x
/ cos (+, > 1 j i j C2.6?

" Mn'^-tZJCS^jjhzcO) k sln< + 1>#JJ

^ i 1 
/  j i y « 1> ) ^ U ( 0 >  *  a '  ' S I ; c o »< +1) 3 J lJ ( 2 . 6 !

S'ibscicucing equation (2.6')) into equations (2.6R) produces tha piston 

and displacer equilibrium position velocity matrix equation:

y o >

i/0>
V i «  * *XSj

- i < ™ n p m x  * « v (2.70.2)

" I  '  ' * > J  « " < W  ‘ « • * > • > >

find t h e  c o t ' f f i c i n n t  m a t r i x  P I s  Ri v on  b y  e q u a t i o n *  ( 2 . 4 1 ) ,

t'sLng chfi sumo iterative method of solution described for the baok-to-

b.-ifk FPSE, o solution for x„((>) <md may bo £oun^ if det(F) > 0.

The phase angle by which tho displacer leads the piston is given at 

convergence by - 1 ^ .



8. Thermodynamic performance determination

Using the values of *^(0) and -<̂ (0) found from equation (2.70), the 

state variables are given by the components of equation (2.67). In 

tu.cn these stace variable solutions yield the net Instantaneous 

indicated power output given by:

"TOT -  P (V  +v )

which, after substitution of the state vector components and relevant 

parameters, produces the non-linearised form:

" r o r  -  ' W < V a r  *  V V  '  ♦  V  < V  '  \ ' T . '

- V p ' r-  <2':

where o is given by equation (2.20.5). The linearised pressure 

version becomes:

■ W j r V f 1 I ' V < V V > / W !V  - v / ^ 1 < < 2 '

The net instancanous power dissipated mechanically is given by:

"o is  -  v j  + v 5  <2- 5

while the gross power output produced by the piston is limited to:

ÔVT "  Vp  (2J
The cyclic integrals of Wj-q j , ^jjjs flnd ^OUT are Sivcri by

equations (2.47), (2.49) and (2.51) while rtie cyclic power outputs are 

given by equations (2.53).
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Invoking Che sar-e arguments cited for the back-to-back FPSE, the 

linearised equation for is also preferred here. Thus the cyclic

integrals of ^ I S  and ^OUT may expressed in a format similar

to that of equation (2.52) as;

r 4
V - (2»/b> I ICy [(jT'Djyr’d j  + 2111(2^1,1 c o . ^ ) ^  _

x lz(0) 4- S £}^) + tX l<Vjfcl aIn(^ >Jfc U(C) + B £)*JJ (2 76)

where i and j are any two state vector components (including cases for 

which i-j) and K is a constant.

The significance of a negative det(F) in terms of the indicated and .

dissipation cyclic work is the same as that for the back-to-back FPSE.

Hence the discussion given previously (in section 2.3.2) elucidating 

this significance is also applicable to the RE-1000 FPSE

9, Selection of an opcimisation index

Once again, either or are useful optimisation indices

because the assumption of isothermal working spaces does not yield any 

independent heat transfer information. As the RE-1000 is intended as 

a research engine, more attention seems to have been focussed on the 

power delivered to the dashpot loading device (Sc83) and hence Wqjjj is 

sfeiected as the optimisation index.



2.4.3 Numerical Results

A computer programme enticled 'RE1000' embodies the application of the 

state space analysis to the RE-1000 FPSE, Details of the algorithms 

use i as well as a programme listing are given in appendix B. The 

numerical results are focussed on using the available experimental 

data for substantiating the validity of the state space analysis. 

Initially, a baseline parameter vector is established by calibrating 

the results of the analysis against the nominal design performance 

test data supplied by Sunpower Incorporated prior to the engine being 

accepted by NASA Lev.is. Thereafter, a comparison between the state 

space analysis and NASA experimental results is made over a 

representative segment of the engine's performance map. Finally, a 

series of variations of several of the more prominent parameters 

affecting the power output is presented to provide an assessment of 

the optimality of che baseline parameter set.

2.4.3.1 Baseline Engine Performance

The baseline parameter set listed in table 2.7 reflects a more 

detailed definition of the heater, regenerator and cooler geometries 

than given in table 2.6. This results from an effort to maintain 

correspondence between the gecrr.atrical data reported by NASA (Sc83) 

and the interactive daca entry procedure incorporated in the RE-1000 

computer programme. As for che back-to-back FPSE, data entry is 

clarified by using diameters in preference to areas and strokes in 

preference to amplitudes. All rhe geometrical parameters quoted in 

table 2.7 are those supplied by NASA while the parameters defining the 

engine operating state (displacer and piston strokes, charge pressure 

and working space temperatures) correspond to those defining the



coefficient is obtained by calibrating the state space analysis 

performance results against these test data. The approximate value of 

the damping coefficient had been previously established using a 

simulation employing isothermal working spaces (GL85, LT8S). In 

conformity with its dependent status, the piston damping coefficient 

is not included in the parameter set used to implement the state space ' 

analysis numerically.

Table 2.7 RE-iOOO FPSE baseline parameter set

Parameter Value

Displacer rod diameter 16,63 mm
Displacer gas spring midstroke volume 31,79 c
Displacer mass 426 g
Displacer damping coefficient 80 k£/_
Displacer stroke between stops 40,4 mm
Displacer stroke 25,5 mm
Piston bounce space midstroke volume 20500 cm*
Piston mass 6,2 kg
Piston stroke between stops 42 mm
Piston stroke 23,2 mm
Expansion space cylinder diameter 57,23 mm
Expansion space dead volume 11,62 cm3
Expansion space / heater temperature 567,41°C
No. of heater tubes 34
Heater tube inside diameter 2,362 mm
Heater tube length 177,876 mm
Heater dead volume 3 3,11 cm3
Regenerator annular gap outer diameter 71,8 mm
Regenerator annular gap inner diameter 60,7 mm
Regenerator length 56,368 mm
Regenerator matrix porosity 75,9 %
No. of cooler passages 135
Cooler passage width 0,508 mm
Cooler passage depth 0,376 mm
Cooler length 79,19 mm
Cooler dead volume 8,08 cm3
Compression space dead volume 55,98 cm3
Compression space / cooler temperature 40°C
Charge pressure 70 bars
Working fluid Helium

The performance of the RE-1000 FPSE described by the baseline 

parameter set at the calibration point is listed in table 2.3.



Table 2.8 RE-1000 r'PSE baseline parameter sec performance

Ai .-lytical Experimental

Stability boundary hype/surface 
loading coefficient

1148,7 kg/s

Operating hypersurface loading 
coefficient

405,0 kg/s

Fr(quency of oscillation 29,9 Hz 3' 2 Hz

Son-steady-state term damping 
coefficients

-126,6 ± j129 ,0

Displacer/piston phase angle 
advance

49,6° 47,6

Cyclic indicated power 1766,2 W 1100 V

Cyclic output power 1000,0 W 1000 W

Power dissipated by displacer 227,2 W

Additional dissipation power 539,0 U 0 W

det(F) j 0,66018xi0'V

Using the previously determined displ.cer damping coefficient of 70 

kg/s as a starting point (CL85, LT85), the damping coefficient was 

varied to obtain the closest agreement between the analytical and 

experimental frequency of operation and displacer/pistoti phase angle 

advance. Thereafter the magnitude of det(F) was altered to equalize 

the experimental and analytical power outputs. This in turn changed 

the operating frequency and ph.ise anglp mandating another adjustment 

to the displacer damping cos’ffiolont. Iterating these adjustments 

produced the converged calibration seate described by table 2.8 

defined by a displacer damping coefficient of 80 kg/s and a value for



It may be observed immediately chat, unlike che back-to-back FPSE, the 

RE-IOQO engine is not capable of achieving self-sustaining operation 

on the stability boundary hypersurface, a characteristic which is 

consistent over the entire numerical test sequence. As noted in 

section 2.3,2 with reference ro the discussion of figure 2.7, the 

operating hypersurface lies within tha stability boundary hypersurface 

and is defined by det(V) > 0. However, the magnitude of det(F) is 

indeterminate without additional boundary condition data, thus 

•jredicating that, under design conditions, the limiting case defined 

by det(F) - 0 roust be used initially. The availability of the power 

output experimental data for tha 8.E-1Q00 engi-ne in this case permits a 

valuts of dst(F) to be chosen so as to enable a precise calibration of 

the analysis in output power terms. The small magnitude of det(F) of 

order 10 6 is consistent with that of the back-to-back FPSE which 

yielded values in the range of IxlO’7 to 2xl0"6 s2 on the stability 

boundary hypersurface. Of primary significance from a validity 

perspective, though, is the existence of a physically credible det(F) 

which enables the achievement of a calibration.

The conditions governing the solution of equation (2.63) are satisfied 

since the stability boundary hypersurface loading coefficient is 

positive while the remaining roots are imaginary. A 743,7 kg/s 

difference separates the stability boundary and perating 

hypersurfaces indicating that the RE-1000 operates well within the 

limits defining the maximum utilisation of the energy available from a 

thermodynamic cycle with Isothermal working spaces. Of the 666,2 W 

separating the analytical and experimental indicated works, 539 W or 

81% is devoteA to additional irreversible dissipation which chows the 

extent of the error made in using an isothermal analysis to describe
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Che RE-1000 FPSE fluid dynamics. Corresponding to Che eigenvalues 

>3 + in equations (2.62), Che non-steady-state term damping 

coefficients are a complex conjugate pair with negative real parts. 

This confirms the admissability of the state space analysis for che 

baseline parameter sec and che validity of the steady-state solution 

given by equation (2.67). At the calibration point, the analytical 

frequency differs from thae experimentally measured by 1% while the 

discrepancy in Che phase advance is 4,2%. In view of che assumptions 

made in describing che RE-1000, particularly with regard Co treating 

the piston loading and displacer damping as being l.nearly dependent 

on velocity, these discrepancies are considered to be acceptable. The 

displacer loading (which incorporates all che gas dynamic dissipation) 

is intuitively non-linear while, physically, a dashpot piston load 

tends to be proportional to the square of Che velocity. Thus for the 

relatively large calibration point piston and displacer strokes of

23.2 and 25,5 mm respectively, che errors accrued from the linear 

loading and damping assumptions are likely to be significant. This 

argument may be substantiated by noting that the phase angle errors in 

particular should increase with increasing strokes, a characteristic 

which is demonstrated by the NASA-I.ewis / stace space analysis daca 

comparison discussed below.

2.4.3.2 Comparison wich Experimental Data

The comparison of Che state space Analysis and NASA experimental data 

for the RE-1000 FPSE is summarised 5.>i fable 2.9. The experimental 

data used comprise a consecutive series of tests designated by the 

numerical sequence 598-617. These data, which were kindly supplied by 

Mr. J. Schreiber of NASA-Lewis in November 1984, were labelled as 

being preliminary and, as such, had noc been published.
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Subsequuntly, tests 598-602 have been published in fins] form in 

reference SG86. The data published in reference Sc83 reveals 

significant deviations front the nominal partoemance specification 

owing to prior physical defects in the engine and its instrumentation. 

Only after some considerable testing, rebuilding and modification by 

NASA was the engine restored to its performance specification as 

reflected by the baseline calibration results. Hence, the original 

choice of unpublished data was motivated by a desire to use test data 

garnered on the engine %s restored to its acceptance test 

specification,

The experimental data set covers four nominal heater temperatures, 

ranging ^rom 450cC to 600°C in 50°C increments, At each heater 

temperature, the piston stroke is varied over a nominal 18 to 26 mm 

range, The test results used as variable inputs for the state space 

analysis are the piston and displacer strokes, expansion and 

compression space gas temperatures and the mean cyclic pressure in the 

compression space, These parameters ostensibly enable the greatest 

degree of correlation between the actual and state space analysis 

approximated fluid dynamic operating states. All the remaining 

parameters, including the displacer loading coefficient, are kept 

constant, At each test point, det(F) is varied so as to match this 

experimental and analytical power outputs to at least two decimal 

places, hence the reporting of six significant figures for det(F), 

Three performance parameters are then compared to examine the validity 

of the state space analysis, namely, the operating frequency, 

displacer/piston phase advance and cyclic indicated power. Since the 

analytic indicated power is known from independent theoretical 

considerations to be a considerable over-estimate of that measured,
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'■"ily the frequency and phase angle comparisons are practically 

signlflcanc as validation Indies • .

Over the entire performance map, ehe largest discrepancy In operating 

frequency encountered is 2% (cest no. 598) while the largest 

discrepancy in phase angle amounts to 11,4% (test no. 612). For all 

four heater temperatures, as the piston and displacer strokes 

increase, the phase angle discrepancy increases in compliance with the 

assumption of linear loading and damping forces. Considering the 

smallest piston strok.s only (nominally 18 mm), the maximum phase 

angle discrepancy is reduced Co 0,7% over the tesc map. Examining the 

phase angle crend indicates chac, for all heater temperatures, as the 

piston stroke increases Che scats space phase angle decreases while 

che eynerlmencal phase angle increases. This may be attributed to ar. 

increase in det(F) with Increasing piston stroke to maintain 

experimental and analytic output power equality (while the displacer 

damping coefficient is kept constant). Varying Che displacer damping 

coefficient to beecer the linear approximation of the actual displacer 

damping as the displacer stroke changes yields a much closer agreement 

between the analytic and experimental phase angles over the entire 

piston scroke range. No consistent crend is exhibiced by the 

experimental operating frequencies, behaviour which is matched by the 

state space frequencies.

Both the experimental and analytic indicated powers increase with 

piston stroke for the four heatet temperatures considered, The 

discrepancies between the analytical and experimental venules are 

tabulaced in cable 2.10, In all cases, the analytic indicated powers 

are greater than cheir experimental counterparts.



Table 2.10 Comparison of Che Indicated power discrepancies

Heater Temperature (°C) Indicated Power Discrepancy (%) 

Average ' Maximum

600 60,4 62,1

550 66,2 ' 68,8

500 /0,2 73,2

450 77,0 79,9

Both the average and maximum discrepancies increase with a decreasing 

heacer temperacure. This trend Is consistent with the notion that the 

error resulting from an isothermal working space assumption (compared 

wieh accual non-isothermal conditions) increases with a decreasing hot 

side temperature. This occurs since the irreversible dissipation, as 

a proportion of the available energy, increases with decreasing 

expansion space / heater temperatures for approximately constant 

compression space / cooler temperatures,

Within the constraints of the assumptions made, the comparison between 

the analytic and experimental data for the RE-1000 FPSE demonstrates 

the validity of the scate space analysis in prodi-iting che output 

power, operating frequency and piscon/displaceir phase angle advance 

with worst case discrepancy of less than 12%. This is achieved with 

the availability of sufficient empirical boundary condition data to 

defino the operating boundary hypersurface. The magnitude of the 

parameter defining the operating hypnrsurfnce (namely, de“('F)) seems 

to be consistent within tin «dor of magnitude for both the RE-1000 and 

back-to-back engines. This establishes a pragmatic baseline standard 

for use in applying the state space analysis to untested FPSE designs
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which cannot operate on the stability boundary hypersurface.

A limiting case defined by det(F) - 0 (which determines the maximum 

theoretical output power yield) may, however, always be evaluated, 

thus establishing an upper bound on che design performance 

expectation. It is this capability of the state space analysis 

methodology which is fully substantiated by the

analytical/experimental performance data comparison and, therefore, 

which endows the analysis with its practical utility as a design tool

2.4.3.3 Baseline Parameter Variations

Six parameter variations are presented as a framework within which the 

optimality of the RE-1000 FPSE baseline parameter set may be reviewed. 

In each case, only the designated parameter is varied; all the 

remaining parameters are held constant at their baseline values. 

Furthermore, over the entire variation sequence, det(F) maintains its 

baseline calibration value. As for the back-to-back FPSE, each 

parameter variation is presented in two graphs. The first graph 

depicts the displocer loading coefficient, frequency, displacer/piston 

phase advance and output work. The second graph shows the indicated, 

output and additional dissipation powers. In compliance with the 

discussion in section 2.4.2, the output power is used as the 

optimisation index.

Figures 2.28 and 2.29 reflect the influence of the displace? guiding 

rod diameter on the engine performance. This parameter is arguably 

the most critical from a design optimisation perspective (Sc83), a 

characteristic shared with the back-to-back FPSE, A maximum power 

ouptut of 1478 W is attained for a displacer rod diameter of 19,5 mm
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while Che maximum work oucput occurs ac a 19 mm displacer diameter. 

However, che minimum additional disspation power of 358 W occurs at a 

diameter of 17,5 mm while the maximum Indicated power is experienced 

at a 21,5 mm displacer diameter. Self-sustaining operation for Che 

baseline parameter set is achievable only within a 16,5 to 22,5 mm 

range; no operating states for the given piston strokes exist outside 

these bounds, thus the narrow 6 mm diameter range for which self- 

sustaining operation may apparently be achieved is indicative of the 

precision required in the design of RE-1000 style engine 

configurations. The baseline value of 16,63 mm would appear to be 

2,87 mm smaller than optimum although the overall accuracy of the 

state space analyses of 12% does not warrant the conclusion that che 

baseline value is an Inappropriate choice, particularly if a 30 Hz 

operating frequency at a 70 bar pressurisation is desired, Figure 

2.28 shows a 5,6 Hz increase in frequency over the diameter variaCion 

range while the phase angle falls within an 18,7 degree interval, 

peaking at 69,6 degrees for a 21 nun displacer rod diameter. The 

pi-fton leading coefficient and work outpuC decrease ac the range 

extremities, che decrease being more substantial at the upper limit.

T;;( variation in displacer damping coefficient is depicted in figures 

2.30 and 2.31. As for the displacer rod diameter, no operating states 

for the given piston and displacer strokes are possible outside a 45 

to 81 kg/s displacer damping coefficient range. A maximum power 

output of 1421 W is achieved for a 54 kg/s damping coefficient while 

the minimum additional dissipation of 95 W occurs at a 58 kg/s damping 

coefficient. However, che output power optimum is not particularly 

notable, as the output power is within 1,6% of the optimum value over 

a 46 to 62 kg/s damping coefficient range. Of more interest is the
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observation that, ac the calibration value of 80 kg/s, the output 

power is at a minimum, as is the phase angle, while che operating 

frequency is maximised. The contrast between the optimum and baseline 

displacer dsraping coefficients is indicative of a fundamental dilemma 

facing the FPSE designer, namely, a desire to achieve a required level 

of displacer dissipation to optimise performance while simultaneously 

not being able to manipulate the dissipation in a design sense. This 

ax s because the fluid dynamic dissipation cannot be controlled 

precisely. In particular, the friccional dissipation in the 

regenerator matrix (which is the principal fluid flow related 

irreversibility) may be manipulated with Che least amount of 

precision. Such dissipation may be included in the state-space 

analysis using an approach based upon one proposed by Chen and Griffin 

(CG86), although ac some increase in analytic complexity.

Practically, it usually materialises that even though every effort is 

made to reduce the displacer related dissipation, the value obtained 

is still greater than the optimum, a situation exemplified by the RE- 

1000 FPSE. The operating frequency experience? a 3,8 Hz rise over the 

damping coefficient range while the phase angle advance spans a 6° 

interval, neither variation being substantial in a relative sense.

The displacer mass variation given in figures 2.32 and 2,33 shows that 

the output power increases monotonically with displacer mass, 

behaviour which is Che inverse of Chat exhibited by Che back-to-back 

FPSE. Furthermore, Che additional dissipation power decreases as the 

output power increases. This behaviour, however, is limited to the 

312 to 445 g range plotted, no operating states for Che given 

displacer and piston strokes being possible beyond these confines.

Thus the baseline value of 426 g for Che displacer mass is an
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appropriate choice. In addition, Che necessity of minimising 

displacer mass is not a critical constraint, permitting some design

flexibility. Both the piston loading coefficient and output work ■

increase over the displacer mass variation range, while the frequency 4k

and phase angle decrease uniformly over 2,3 Hz and 4° intervals 

respectively.

As expected, the requirement of constant displacer acid piston strokes 

limits the expansion space / heater temperature range for which

operating states exist. For the baseline parameter set, this range is .

limited to about 605 to 600°C as shown in figures 2.34 and 2.35. As 

the Not end temperature increases, the output power increases and the .

additional dissipation power decreases, both variations being

tnonottonic. The indicated power also increases with temperature, -

although the gradient is significantly less than Chat of the output

power increase. Hence the baseline expansion space / heater 1

temperature of 567,4°C enables 93% of the maximum power output Co be

achieved within the given stroke limits. The operatLng frequency is

minimal1y influenced by the hot end temperature, experiencing a 1,3 Hz

drop as the temperature increases. The phase ar.gle a.’.so decreases

with increasing temperature, although the 8,1° phase angle drop

indicates a more marked dependence on temperature.

The behaviour of the engine as the compression space / cooler

temperature is varied (shown in figures 2.36 and 2.37) is the inverse

of chat for the expansion space / heater temperature variation. The

temperature range enabling operation for the given displacer and

piston strokes spans about 80DC between 30DC and 116°C, which is more

restricted than the corresponding 200°C hot end temperature range. 1
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Increasing che compression space / cooler Cemperature causes a 

reducCion in output power and an increase in additional dissipation 

power. ConcomiCanely, che indicated power experiences a relaCively 

gradual drop. Hence the baseline cold end temperature of 40°G is 

close Co che allowable minimum for Che given scroke limits and 

therefore is appropriately optimised. The operating frequency and 

phase angle advance characteristics are mirror images of thosn shown 

in figure 2.34 for the hot end cemperature variation. Over the 

temperature range plotted, the frequency and phase angle undergo a 1,3 

Hz and 8,2° increase respeccively.

The permissible charge pressures (for which operating states at the 

given stroke limits exist) may range between 11 and 13 bars as 

depicted in figures 2.38 and 2.39. The baseline charge pressure falls 

centrally wichin Chis range, indicacing that the remaining baseline 

parameters as a whole have been well-configured to achieve the design 

performance. In compliance with generic Stirling engine hardware, as 

the charge pressure is increased, both the indicated and output powers 

increase while the additional dissipation power decreases. Increasing 

Che charge pressure also increases Che stiffness of the equivalent gas 

springs thus resulting in an expected frequency rise. Figure 2.38 

shows that the frequency increases marginally by 1,4 Hz over the 

charge pressure range plotced, As the charge pressure increases, the 

phase angle advance decreases by 3,2* degrees while both Che output 

work and piston loading coefficient increase monotonically. These 

characteristics are in harmony with the aforementioned observations,

2.4,3.4 Conclusion

Generally Che six parameter variations discussed reveal trliat Che
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baseline parameter see describing the RE-1000 FPSE represents an 

adequate state of optimisation with respect to the design performance 

specification. Perhaps some additional fine-tuning of the displacer 

guiding rod diameter and further effort at reducing the fluid dynamic 

dissipation may be justifiable. When modelling the RE-1000 FPSE using 

isothermal working spaces, it is evident that the state space analysis 

inadequately assesses the fluid dynamic irreversibilities which have a 

significant impact on the overall performance. However, it is worth 

repeating that this is a restriction Imposed by the assumptions made 

rather than an intrinsic limitation of the state space analysis 

methodology presented per so.

2.5 CLOSURE

The derivation of the state space analysis and its application to the 

back-to-back and RE-1000 free piston Stirling engines establish the 

validity of the first thesis statement (section 1,3), namely, that 'a 

parameter space boundary hypersurface is a sufficient and unique 

characterisation of the combined dynamics and thermodynamics of an 

FPSE’. The application examples demonstrate the two possible 

parameter space hypersurfaces that may ari;e when describing any 

physically realisable FPSE, namely, one which is locat' on the 

stability boundary hypersurface and another, defined as the operating 

hypersurface, which occurs within the stability boundary. Unambiguous 

analytic criteria for locating the position of the stability boundary 

hypersurface and the limiting position of the operating hypersurface 

are established as well as a means of determining which hypersurface 

is appropriate for a given FPSE configuration. A comparison of the



state space analytical predictions with experimental performance data 

for the RE-1000 FPSE demonstrate the numerical validity of the state 

space analysis and quantify the hypersurface criterion defining self- 

sustaining FPSE operation. The parameter variations described for the 

back-to-back and RE-1000 engines exemplify the usefulness of the 

analysis as a design tool without the limitations imposed by defined 

piston and displacer motions (which are characteristic of many design 

analyses presented in the literature).

Given a means of reliably translating fluid dynamic dissipation data 

into a linearised approximation, the state space analysis shows an 

overall accuracy of 12% in predicting the combined

dynamic/thermodynamic output performance of a representative piece of 

FPSE hardware, ev* within the limiting confines of the particular 

assumptions made. Although the case studies analysed have been 

restricted to fourth order state spaces, there, is no theoretical limit 

on the order of the state space vector. Hence the introduction of 

working fluid temperatures and velocities as state variables would 

enable a much more comprehensive description of the fluid dynamic 

dissipation co be built into the analysis. Hereby, a considerable 

refinement in prediction accuracy with respect to the indicated and 

additional dissipation works and powers would be attainable,

Ultimately, however, the staee space methodology, while eminently 

suitable as a design tool, cannot replace a full fluid dynamic 

simulation for the purpose of obtaining a complete understanding of 

the detailed operation of a free-piston Stirling engine, Thus a dual 

track approach yields an optimum design/analysis mix, The state space 

methodology may be used to design and optimise a raw configuration and
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define the working spaco gcomeCry and kinematic boundary conditions. 

These defined boundary conditions make Che subsequent use of a full 

fluid dynamic simulation as cost-effective and productive as possible. 

Within this context, the remainder of the thesis is devoted to an 

examination and development of a fluid dynamic analysis of the working 

spaces of Stirling cycle machinery in general.



’ i m p  p l o w

Traditionally, the postulates expressing the conservation of mass, 

momentum and energy have been inferred from empirical evidence gleaned 

from macroscopic experiments. In this century, through the dynamic 

growth of nuclear physics, the prolifsration of microscopic 

experimentation has yielded new perspectives on the physical universe. 

These perspectives cannot be inferred purely from macroscopic 

observation. Hence the intuitive formulation of microscopic or 

differential conservation postulates based on macroscopic observations 

philosophically seems open to question.

Although extensively used and well-founded in the literature, as 

typified by standard reference works such as that of Schlichting 

(Sc79), this approach is not fundamental in Cha sense that it 

predicates an intuitive transformation of macroscopic conservation 

onto the microscopic plane. This process has resulted in considerable 

argument amongst, the Stirling machine research community (Be7S, Or82, 

Sc78, Ta84, Ur77) as to what constitutes the 'correct' set of 

conservation equations for use in Stirling machine analysis. 

Semantically, the argument seems to be spurious, sinoe the 

conservation equations applicable to Stirling machine boundary 

conditions must be identical to those used for every other set of 

boundary conditions in the physical universe provided that the

CHAPTER 3



conservation basis is held invariant.

Hence the essence of the formulation of the conservation equations 

does not reside in the mechanics of symbolism but rather in the 

definition of a set of postulates which can be experimentally 

demonstrated to represent the physical universe adequately depending 

on the scale of observation. This 'postulational' approach is 

described in Tisza (T166) in his discussion of the evolution of the 

concepts of thermodynamics. Callen (Ca60) uses this approach to 

develop the physical theories of equilibrium thermostatics and 

irreversible thermodynamics. In 'summarising the efficacy of the 

postulational approach, Tisza wakes the following critical 

observation:

’First, and most important, we claim no absolute validity for our 

postulational basis. The valiaity of the postulates and the 

usefulness of the primitive concepts are only tentative and have 

to be justified by the experimental verification of the 

implications of the theory.'

Thus the postulational approach used to develop a symbolic description 

of the fluid dynamics of Stirling cycle machines ultimately can be 

justified only by the extent to which the results produced can be 

given validity by experimental observation.

The first postulate is based on the classical concept ttat matter is 

uniformly distrlbui-ed through space (S181). Even though this



postulate is known to be unrealistic j.n terms of tho particulate, 

discontinuous nature of matter, ics usefulness lies in the simplicity 

with which macroscopic phenomena may be described. The following 

statement of the first postulate is adopted:

Postulate I Matter is confinuous and distributed uniformly within an 

arbitrary bounded space.

This statement is more restrictive than those usually offered (S181, 

2H76) since the uniform and continuous distribution of matter is 

postulated only within a space delineated by boundaries. Thus the 

unbounded continuity of matter is not Included in the definition which 

admits the existence of discontinuities at the space boundaries, this 

permits discontinuous physical phenomena such as shock waves and phase 

change interfaces to be accomodated within the piecewise continuum 

model postulated. The particular characteristics of a continuum 

necessary to give quantitative meaning to postulate I are stated in 

section C.l of appendix C and may be summarised as follows:

1. A control volume may be used to delineate an arbitrary bounded 

space such that discontinuities may be completely demarcated by 

control volume boundaries.

2. Continuity within the control volume is maintained by 

representing the behaviour of a continuum with smooth functions 

which may be repeatedly diflurentiated (ZH76).

3. The physical appropriateness of the continuum description is 

ensured by limiting the largest particle motion considered to be 

much greater than the molecular mean free path (ZH76),



Having defined a continuum in postulate I, Che essential requirement 

is cr describe che temporal variacion of InCenaive properties within 

rhe control, vol'une from macroscopically observable external 

conditions. If, for example, the mass density of a cohesive material 

h,-.dy is denoted by p. . the txtal mas? of Che body may he p>rpn»ssed

Thus the rate of change of mass of the body is given by:

d'! » ddtj pdV (;

In order to determined how the density of the body varies with time, 

it is necessary co interchange the fferonciation and integration 

operations i.r> the right hand side of tquacioti (3.?).

The derivation of the equations describing how this process may be 

performed is presented in appendix C, soction C,2, A generalised 

scalar, vector or tensor quantity $ is defined by:

0 = tf(x.r) (2

The total temporal derivative of che quancicy 11> for a cohesive 

material body is then denoted by:

The derivacioi ir> seccion C.2 produces:

4



Equation (3.5) indicates Chat che coGal change of tp for che entire 

material body is a function of rhe change of i> ac each fixed point 

w'Thin che body plus rhe transport of at the boundaries of the body.

. .; nation, which is known as che 'transport theorem' (S18L),

fi-"’ restrictions on che nature of the body other than that it be 

regar'.'.". as an autonomous entity within a given volume ^ (m) and that 

it have “he characteristics of a continuum. In particular, the degree 

of cohestver.f^a is arbitrary, implying that equation (3.5) is 

applicable li  ̂body irrespacc5ve o.f its scsce, whether it bs solid, 

liquid '£ gas--o\..--. Hence the body may be generalised to a system of 

particles with cohesiveness. This allows equation (3.5) Co be 

applied if the volume occupied by the system of ^articles is identical 

to that ' f cl. i booy and the normal component of the velocity of Che 

parti.cjc? fcc the fc>. indary of the system is equal to the normal 

coriponant of the bv ndary velocity of the body. Thus:

Therefore f om (3.5) an'. (3.6):

It = I {
*Vts> K *

Equation (3.7) is known as this ’generalised transport theorem1 (S181) 

and, in csscnce, is thfc -.ffibolic realisation of the first postulate. 

The transport theorem of e uiai lor. (3.5) provides che means by which 

the macroscopic conservation postulates may first be transformed into 

their microscopic or differencial counterparts. Thereafter, the



generalised transport theorem permits the differential conservation 

postulates to be applied to a system of particles such as that 

comprising the working fluid of a Stirling cyule machine.

Three postulates of macroscopic conservation have classically been 

cited (BS60, Sc79, S181;. namely those of mass, momentum and energy.

On a differential basis, these conservation postulates may be 

expressed in two ways depending on the observer's frame of reference. 

In the Lagrangian frame, the observer moves with the body while in the 

Eulerian frame, the observer remains stationay relative to the fixed 

stars. A Lagrangian temporal derivative is denoted in terms of 

equation (3.3) by D^/Dc (usually ter-ed the substantial time 

derivative (BS60)) while the Eulerian temporal derivative is given by 

the partial derivative form 8tfi/dc. As both forms of the differencial 

conservation equations are useful, both are giver, in the course of the 

following discussion.

3.3.1 Conservation of Hass

The macroscopic conservation of mass of an arbitrary material body is 

exprc- sed by the following postulate (S181):

Postui ■ i II The mass of an autonomous material bod-- is independent 

of time.

Symbolically, from equation (3.2), this may be expressed aa:
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ddtrj pdV - 0 (3

Choosing $ - p in Che transport theorem, Che following equation 

describing Che differencial conservation of mass in a Eulerian frame 

of reference is derived in section C.3.1 of appendix G:

Sp/dc - -(7-pv) (3.

In a Lagrangian frame of reference Chis becomes:

Dp/Dc - -p(7-v) (3

aquations (3.S) and (3.10) describe how Che intensive properCy 

'densicy' varies ac every poinc in a body,

3.3.2 Conservation of Momentum

The macroscopic conservation of momentum of an arbitrary material body 

is expressed by the following postulate which is referred Co 

classically as Euler’s firsc lav' (S181):

Postulate III The Cime rate of change of Che momenCum of an

autonomous material body relative to the fixed scars is 

equal to Ch-s sum of Che forces accing on the body.

In general, three kinds of forcei may act on a material body, namely:

- contacC forces on Che surface of Che body

- external forces resulting from the body being located in a force 

field (for example, gravitational, electrostatic, or magnetic
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fields)

- mutual forces resulting from tha interaction between Che 

particles comprising the maCerial body (such as mutual 

gravitational forces between any two substituent portions of the

Thus denoting Che concact forces per unit area by s and the external 

and mutual forces by f, postulate III may be symbolically expressed

le pvdV - 
•Kan J-\

In this case, selecting - pv (che momencum per unic volume' in the 

transport theorem (equacion (3.5)), che following Eulerlan 

differencial momenCura conservation equacion is derived in appendix C 

(section C.3.2):

0(/rv)/Sc + 7.(fw) - 7*T - VP -i- pf (3.12

The first term on the left hand side denotes the temporal variation of 

the intensive property 'momentum per unit volume1, while the second, 

term is a dyadic product which describes the differential advection of 

momentum. The first and second terms on the righc hana sido represent 

che contact forces resultant from the shear stresses and thermodynamic 

pressure respectively, while the last term describes Che mutual and 

external forces at each point in the body.

In the derivation of equation (3.12), the sign convention adopted for 

determining the extra shear stress tensor T is such that T represents 

the scress acting at any point wichin a material body. L'hus invoking



Stokes hypothesis (Sc79), the extra shear stress for a Newtonian fluid 

may be expressed in terras of the deformation tensor D as (S181):

T - 2^D - (2/uV*v/3)l (3.13

D - O.Sftfv + (7v) ) (3.:

In the case of gaseous fluids, equation (3.13.1) may be modified to 

include the 'bulk viscosity' (BS60) as follows:

T - 2pD + ((A-2m/3)(V.t)}I (3.1

A manipulation of equation (3.12) described in section C.3.2 results 

in the Lagrangian form:

pDv/Dc = V-y - VP + p£ (3.1

It may be noted that the right hand sid-’s of equations (3,12) and

(3.15) are identical while the left hand side is reduced to the 

substantive derivative of velocity only, This is consistent with the 

notion that, in a Lagrangian system, an observer moving with the 

particle velocity will not perceive any advection of momentum.

S * j

The conservation of ensrgy postulate for a material body is not as 

clearly defined in the literature as is the case for mass and 

momentum. Host authors (Ca60, ,:c79, Wn77, ZHZ6) adopt the first lax 

of thermodynamics as their postulational bnsis, namely (ZH76):
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d(total stored energy) - SQ •

In Che context of this work, equation (3.16) is not specific enough 

for a macroscopic material body since, in particular, the nature of W 

(the work lone), which is usually considered in thermodynamic terms, 

is not precisely stated. Furthermore, the meaning of 'total stored 

energy' is also imprecise in a postulational sense since there may 

exist forms of energy as yet unobserved which do not obey equation

(3.16). Thus the following formulation advocated by Slattery (S181) 

for Che macroscopic conservation of energy of an arbitrary material 

body is preferred:

Postulate IV The time rate o£ change of the internal and kinetic

energy of an autonomous material body relative to Che 

fixed stars is the sum of the rate at which forces 

acting on the hody do work on the body and the rate of 

energy transmission Co the body.

In this context, che internal energy V is defined in equilibrium 

thermodynamic terms using the posti-lational relationship V - UCS.V.T.) 

(Ca60) where represents the mole numbers of the i chemical species 

constituting the material body.

The forces acting on the body are the contact, external and mu il 

f.irces described for postulate III (sect? jn 3,3.2) while the energy 

transmission to the body has three similar components, namely:

- contact energy transmission through the bounding surface j£ the 

body

(3.16)SW

%
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external energy transmission (such as chat arising from 

radiation)

mutual energy transmission resulting from an exchange of energy 

between any two portions of a material body (such as that caused 

by mutual radiation).

I

Thus denoting the contact energy transmission rate per unit area by q 

and the external and mutual energy transmission rate by £, postulate 

IV may be expressed i/mboLically as:

dde fiW+v'/: *-s)«U + p(v»£)dV + q6A + pEdV (3.17)

The first and second terms on the right hand side represent the work 

done .iy the corresponding force terms in equation (3.11).

IC may be noted ch.ic the intensive --onservative property on the left 

hand side of equation (3.17) is the sum of the internal specific 

energy U and the kinetic energy per unit mass v?'/2. The conservation 

of potential anergv is included 'n the interaction of the first two 

integrals on the right hand side of equation (3.17) to produce a 

change in (l/+v*/2), This is demonstrated in section C.3.3 (appendix 

C) for the particular case of gravitational roti»neial energy. Under 

these conditions, the mutual and external force per unit mass term £ 

may be split into two r. xnpononfs such that the. forces arising from a 

gravitational field are accounted for separately. Hence defining the 

'invitational potential energy per unit mass as a conservative field 

T, f may be expressed as:

£ - f* • VT (3.18)
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This allows equation (3.17) to take the form:

ddt />(£+v2/2+T)dV - (va)dA + p(v£*)dV'+ cjdA + pE6V (3.19)
■ K m  K o n  K n >  ivta,

Thus equation (3.17) implicitly includes che conservation of 

gravitational potential energy and, by extension, that arising from 

any other consevvativa fotca field.

Choosing the internal plus kinetic energy per unit volume as the 

transport property by setting \j> - p(t/+vz/2) in the transport theorem 

(equation (3.5)), the following Lagrangian differential energy 

conservation equation is derived in appendix C (section C.3.3):

#.D(t)+v*/2)/Dt - ?{(-■£)+£? + V*(I«r) - V‘ (Pv) - V-q (3.20)

This equation describes the differential conservation of therrcsl and 

mechanical energy, It may be simplified by observing that the 

differential conservation of mechanical energy may be determined 

separately using postulate III. Forming the scalar product of 

equation (3.15) with v yields che differential conservation of 

mechanical energy equation in a Lagrangian frame of reference (section

C . 3 ,2,':

>)D(v2/2)/Dt - tf-CT-v) - (T:7v) - (vVP) + /s(v.f) (3.21)

The second ter.n on the right hand sic* is a censor scalar product 

which Sepresents the irreversible conversion of mechanical energy into 

thermal energy, or dissipation. Subtracting squatio-n (3.21) from 

equation (3.20) results in the Lagrangiar differential conservation of 

thermal energy equation:
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/jDIZ/DC - pE + (T:Vv) ■ P(V-v) - V-$ (3.2:

In Eulerian terms, chis becomes:

B(pU)/dt + V*(pt/v> - f (T:Vv) * P(V-v) - 7.q (3.2;

Equations (3.15) and (3.22) contain ehe same information in terms of 

intensive properties as contained by equation (3,20). Thus a 

conservative diffetenl.ial equation system consisting of equations

(3,15) and (3.20) contains a redundancy which is absent from a 

combination of equations (3,15) and (3.22) and their Eulerian 

counterparts, Although either equation set is admissible, and both 

sets must ultimately yield identical results, in this work the farmer 

set (equations (3.15) and (3.22), or equations (3.12) and (3.23)) is 

preferred because of the convenience it affords in describing Stirling 

machine fluid dynamics.

3,4 THE INTEGRAL BALANCES

The generalised transport theorem of equation (3.7) allows the 

differential conservation balances to bo applied to a system of 

particles. The resulting inregral balances expressing the 

conservation of mass, momentum and energy for such a system are 

produced in total temporal derivative form. This formulation is frame 

indifferent such that the aquations may be applied to Eulerian, 

Lagrangian or combined Euleirian/Lngrangian frames of reference. Thi.i 

frame indifference is demonstrated for each of Che integral balances 

by describing both the Lagrangian and Eulerian forms. These forms are 

particular cases of the generalised integral balances which correspond



Co Che combined Eulerian/Lagrangian form. In all cases, the details 

of the integral balance derivations may bo found In section C.4 of 

appendix C.

Identifying che mass per unit volume as the transport property (that 

is, $ «• p) in che generalised transport theorem (equation (3.7)) and 

replacing 3p/3c with equation (3.9) results in:

In Chis generalised or combined Eulerian/Lagrangian form, the rate of 

change of mass of a system of particles is equal to the net advection 

of mass across the boundaries of the system. It should be noted Chat 

fhe adveccion velocity is Che relative velocity between the parcisles 

and che boundary itself.

In a Eulerian frame of raforence ▼ - 0, hence equation (3.24) 

becomes:

dMtcJ/de “ | (pv'-rOdA

However, in a Uijjrtmgint 

equacion (3.24) into:

, which transforms

, . ..I, - > J . ■ *  m . m M L



mm
V

t *
Although equation (3.24) has been rigourously derived, it is 

interesting to note Chat some aul. cs of Stirling machine analysis 

have used che particular case of equation (3.25) directly as t-he 

postulational basis (Be78, Ur77). This approach is justifiable even 

though it potentially complicates experimental validation of the 

relevant equations by introducing additional assumptions at a 

fundamental level.

3.4,2 Conservation of Momentum

Defining thn momentum per unit volume (i> *• pv) as the transport 

property In equation (3.7) and replacing d(pv)/dt with equation (3,12) 

yields the generalised or combined Euierian/Lagrangian form:

Thus the rate of change of momentum of a system of , rticles is equal 

to the net advection of momentum across the boundaries of the system 

relative to the system boundary velocity plus the contact, mutual and 

external forces acting on the system.

(3.27)

In a Eulotian frame of reference v,_, «* 0, which transforms equation



In a Lsgtangian frame of reference v - v , thus equation (3.26) 

allows equacion (3.27) to be expressed as:

■ - FncU - (T--n)cU + pfdl
K S > -Ke) -Ks,

In contrast with die approach presented h re, equation (3.27) has been 

used directly in t’.e guise of equacion (3.28) as a postulational basis 

by other Stirling machine analysts (6«78, Sc78).

d__v/dc (3.29)

3,4.3 Canservacifvfl af En&rp.v

Choosing che internal energy per unit volume as che transport property 

in the generalised Lranspoic theorem (that Is, ^ - ptf in . •juation 

(3,7)) and substituting equation (3,23) for 8(pUs/8t results in the 

combined Eulerian/Lagrangian formulation;

<U,„.UMt„J/6r. - IpE + (T:Vv) + (vVP)tdV +
k . >  J-1,.,

+ I P«((v-v,eJ'-nlcU - P(v,e .»)cU (3.3C

Thus the irate of :.:tiange of internal energy of a system of particles is 

equal co the sum of six components, which in left to right sequence 

tk.v b® described as:

1, the rate of mutual and external energy transmission to the system

2. the rate of: irreversible conversion of mechanical into thermal 

energy within the boundaries of the system
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3. the Gibbs free energy and isentropic heat generation rate (Wa77) 

within the boundaries of the system

4. the net rate of contact energy transmission across the boundaries 

of the system

5. the net advection of enthalpy across the boundaries of the system 

relative to the boundary velocity

6. the net rate at which mechanical work is done at the boundaries 

oi the system

Equating v [si with zero yields the Eulerian version of equation

(3.31):

V + |  (.d(m ir>J(s))/dc - (pE + (T:Vv) (v-7?))iV + (q*-n)dA

- | ptf(v-n)d/. 
JA(S)

Since ▼ - 0, equation (3.31) indicates that i.i an exclusively 

Eulerian system with fixed boundaries no mechanical work is done by 

the system of particles. In contrast, for a Lagrangian system v - 

which, after invoking equation (3.26), yields:

M d U/dt = (/>E + (T:Vv) + (v.7P))dt/ + (q*-n)dA
151 11 Ja.„ J*(„

- P(t  -n)<M (3.
JA<.)

Thus in this frame of reference, the only mode of mechanical energy 

transmission between adjacent systems of particles is via the action



of mechanical work at che interface between systems.

The integral balancas v£ equations (3.24), (3.27) and (3.30) are 

strictly applicable in the liirit as AC ■* 0 (H175). However, when the 

balances are applied to systems in whic ir is finite, then the 

balanc&s are precise only for laminar flow conditions order 

turbulent flow conditions, the transport properties may experience 

random fluctuations with periods less than AC thus invalidating the 

instantaneous constancy of the temporal gradients implied by the 

equations as derived. This limitation is minimised for it «  Ac* 

where Ac is the period of the highest frequency perturbation, as 

illustrated by figure 3.1 for a generic quantity i/i defined by equation 

(3.3).

*

Figure 3.1 Turbulent flow profile



The instantaneous value of ^ may be represenr.d as the sum of a time- 

averaged component and a fluctuating component (Sc79):

In terms of the thesis statement, attention is focussed on directly 

obtaining the time-averaged quantising . This treatment should not 

be construed as a limitation o: the continuum analysis presented but 

dimply a restriction imposed by the scope of this thesis.

Thi*. most general approach to obtaining the time-averaged or turbulent 

energy balances is to j-erform the averaging process on the integral 

balances direcrly (S181). This admits fluctuating control volume 

geometries such as those occurring in combined Eulerian/Lagrangian 

systems with non-rigid boundaries. The method used to time-average 

the integral flow balances (equations (3.24), (3.27) and (3.30)) is 

described in appendix C (section C.5) and results in the following 

relationships.

(3.33)

Mass;

(3.34)

Momentum:



(q--n)dA

EpW{(v-v(S))•-n)dA - T (S)-n)dA (3.36)

Equations (3.34), (3.35) and (3.36) are by definition also applicable 

under laminar flow conditions since, from equation (3.33), when

- 0.

3.6 CLOSURE

In order to implement the integral conservation balances for gaseous 

fluids such as air, helium and hydrogen which are commonly used as 

Stirling machine working fluids, an equation of state is requ.jed.

The equation of state for an ideal gas has the form;

In keeping with the established prs-'tice for Stirling machine analysis 

(Scl871, Wa73) the ideal gas equation of state is used here. 

Nevertheless, there are no intrinsic restrictions placed on the form 

of the equation of state; other equations describing the behaviour of 

real gases, such as that of Redlich and Kwong (RK49), may be used, 

Generally these equations are significantly more complex than equation

(3.37) and are thus not as convenient to use numerically, mainly 

because of the difficulty in establishing fiduciary pressures and 

densities at absolute zero (Ca60).

PV - MKT (3.37)
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Equations (3.34) through (3.37) thus provide an analytic basis in 

terms of the continuum model for determining the time-averaged working 

fluid behaviour of Stirling cycle machines. The equation set is 

generally applicable to combined Eulerian/Lagrangian, Eulerian or 

Lagrangian frames of reference in one, two or three dimensions 

employing arbitrary coordinate systems,

m



IN
CHAPTER 4

T H E  D I S C R E T E  S I M P L A T I O H  M O D E L
4

4.1 INTRODUCTION : /'

€ ,
An examination of the generalised form of the time-averaged integral

balances developed in chapter 3 reveals that the equations may rto£ t.-s

solved directly using numerical methods for two principal reasons. In

the first instance, the time-averaging is performed over groups or . '

ensembles of parameters so that the equations are not expressed in

terms of individual cime-averaged parameters. The time-averaged ■

ensembles may only be converted into groups of individual tirae-

averaged components with knowledge of the temporal fluctuations of j

each component. However, as derived, the integral balances are 

explicitly devoid oT any features permitting the determination of the 

fluctuating transport property components.

Secondly, the total derivative of each of the transport properties

defined by the integral balances of mass, momentum and energy is 1 1

expressed (strictly in volume-averaged terms, However, these ■'!(

derivatives are determined by expressions composed of parameters

which, in general, are not volume-averaged. In other words, the left

and right hand sides of the integral balances are not consistent with

respect to volume-averaging. This arises since the rigourous ..

derivation of the integral balances has the consequence that, by

definition, the spatial variation of intensive parameters such as :

density and temperature within any control volume is not described *

explicitly. Hence, the volume-averaging inconsistency precludes any



literal application of the integral balances as derived.

These impediments are resolved by Che postulation of a turbulence 

model and a volumetric spatial discretisation scheme, respectively.

In the following development, th>. generalised integral balances are 

cast into numerically soluble form by describing then applying the 

turbulence model and spatial discretisation scheme successively.

4.2 THE TURBULENCE MODEL

As has been seated, a principal difficulty in solvin,- the time- 

averaged integral balances is the unavailability of che fluctuating 

components of the transport properties. One of the main thrusts of 

current fluid dynamics research is to develop numerical and ocher 

methodologies for determining or simulating these fluctuating 

components, In a numerical context, these methodologies have been 

termed 'higher-level' simulations for turbulenc flows by Ferziger 

(Fe83). He classifies these simulations into two categories, namely, 

'large eddy' and 'full' simulations In a large eddy simulation, the 

differential conservation balances are averaged over a small volume so 

that an equation for the large eddies of the turbulent field is 

derived. Sincc the small eddies are noc explicitly simulated thair 

effect on the large eddies is accounted for by invoking empirical or 

theoretical correlations, k full simulation attempts to solve the 

differential conservation balances directly using time-steps small 

enough so as to track Che turbulent fluctuations, However, as 

Ferziger notes, this approach is limited to low Reynolds numbers in 

view of its inherently severe computing requirements.



Both of these highoi'-level simulation approaches are beyond the scope 

of this thesis which, by stipulation, is limited to determining time- 

averaged behaviour only. Consequently, the analytic approach adopted 

for dealing with turbulence falls into the category of 'Reynolds 

averaged equations' (Fe83), In this context, since the integral 

balances derived include both time- and volume-averaging, Ferzi^er 

raak..s the following observation:

'... The equations describing the mean field contain averages of 

products of fluctuating velocities and there are fewer equations 

than unknowns - the well-’snown closure problem, In fact, the set 

of equations can never be closed by further averaging; a closure 

assumption, or what is the same thing, a turbulence model, has to 

be introduced. The closure assumption must represent the unknown 

higher-order average quantities in terms of the lower-order 

quantities that are computed explicitly.'

The difficulties inherent in developing turbulence models for 

compressible fluid flow may be attested to by the preponderance of 

research performed for incompressible fluid flow (Hi75). The usual 

approach to such modelling is to develop < rrel&tion equations which 

are parametric in particular flow properties and then fit the 

equations to experimental data. One of the most common correlation 

equations is the double velocity correlation which may be described in 

terms of figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Double velocity covre’.ation

The correlation tensor Q is given by:

"i,J - W b <4 '»

This correlation has been extensively analysed for spatially 

homogeneous (the same quantitative turbulence structure in all parts 

of the flow) and isotropic (no statistical preference for any 

particular flow direction) incompressible turbulent flow fields. With 

this as background, Hinze (Hi75) makes the following comment with 

regard to compressible turbulent flows:

'Now for the incompressible case it was already impossible to 

obtain complete solutions of the dynamic equations for the double 

correlation (v^>A<v^Ja . Neediustf to say, it will be hopeless 

for the compressible case.'

Furthermore, the experimental correlate i developed have been for 

relatively simple flow geometries and boundary conditions (Fe83, H175, 

LS72, Sc79). None of these cases appears to be aquivalent to the 

complex geometrical interstices of Stirling cycle machines with 

oscillating velocity boundary conditions.



These observations crystallize into the central difficulty inherent in 

the numerical simulation of Stirling cycle machines, namely, that 

despite their superficial simplicity, Stirling machines have fluid 

dynamic boundary conditions which elevate a completely rigourous 

treatment to a plane beyond that of currant practical capabilities.

This difficulty has not really been given full cognisance in previous 

numerical analyses of Stirling cycle rachines (Be78, Or82, Sc78, Ur77) 

since the underlying assumptions regarding turbulence necessary to 

make these analyses tractable are not explicitly stated.

In this woiK, the minimum set of assumptions constituting a turbulence 

model which enables the time-averaged solution of the integral 

balances developed to be achieved is clearly stated. The turbulence 

model adopted is defined by the fo’ irictions:

Restriction I

The turbulent flow field is stationary such that:

^ccurbule/::fiaracterlstlc ^  ^analytical time increment: (4.2

The turbulent flow field is spatially homogeneous such that:

^turbulencc characteristic <<: ^cont. >1 volume (4.3)



These observations crystallize into the central difficulty inherent in 

the numerical simulation of Stirling cycle machines, namely, that 

despite Chair superficial simplicity, Stirling machines have fluid 

dynamic boundary conditions which elevate a completely rigourous 

treatment Co a plane beyond that of current practical capabilities. 

This difficulty has not really been given full cognisance in previous 

numerical analyses of Stirling cycle machines (Be78, Or82, Sc78, Ur77) 

since the underlying assumptions regarding turbulence necessary to 

make these analyses tractable are not explicitly stated,

In this work, the minimum set of assumptions constituting a turbulence 

model which enables the time-averaged solution of the integral 

balances developed to be achieved is clearly stated, The turbulence 

model adoptee. Is defined by che following restrictions:

Restriction I

The turbulent flow field is stationary such that:

Acturbulence characteristic <<: ^analytical time increment ^

Restriction II

The turbulent flow field is spatially homogeneous such that:

^turbulence characteristic ^control volume (4,3)



Tbe ergodic hypothesis (Hi75)* Is valid for scalar turbulent 

fields.

Restriction IV

The effect on the mean flow resultant from vector turbulent 

fields may be modelled.

Restriction V

The control volume boundaries -» not experience temporal 

fluctuations.

Sigourc ..sly, equations (6.2) and (4.3) are conflicting conditions for 

any turbulent flow. This arises since if a turbulent flow field is 

homogeneous then it is simultaneously a decaying flow field. However, 

if it is also stationary then the dissipation in the field can only be 

balanced by a non-homogeneity in order to maintain the decaying 

charaotsristic. The following rationale offered by Hinze (Hi75) for 

proceeding with the stationary, homogeneous flow field model is 

adopted here.

Fortunately, the rate of decay of the mean properties is 

rather slow with respect to the time scale of the smaller eddies, 

Therefore, the actual state of non-stationarity is considered not 

to be a serious drawback in the experimental study of the smaller 

scale turbulence. For the theoretical study, this makns it 

possible to apply the concepts and theories of stationary random

*The ergodic hypothesis states that for a stationary and homogeneous 
turbulence:

1V]<T -  T  -  ton>ombUj ^ ’

where represents a scalar or a component of a vector. The ensemble 
average is the average over a number of identical experiments for the 
r.̂ me boundary conditions.



Thus if che turbulent: field is stationary and homogeneous then by the 

assumed validity of the ergodic hypothesis for any scalar turbulent 

field property;

or, the volume-average of any sr-alar property is equal to the time- 

average of that property. But, by definition (equation (3.35)), a 

time average has no fluctuating component, that is:

Hence by equation (4.4), a volume average also has no temporally 

fluctuating components, or:

Equations (4.6) constitute two of the explicit restrictions of the 

turbulence model described in section D.l of appendix D while equation

(4,2) represents a third. Since the ergodic hypothesis is applied to 

scalar properties only, non-zero temporal fluctuations of vector 

properties are permitted. Thus, in particular, the velocity field 

need not necessarily be both stationary and homogeneous. The effects 

of the velocity fluctuation on the time-averaged flow field pi.-opert5.es 

are, by assumption, included via modelling using empirical

,v)^acalar “ ^scalar (4.4)

(4.5)

Hence in particular for density and temperature:

0 (4.6.1)

0 (4.6,2)
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equations (4.7) ard (4.8) do not result in any further assumption for 

the particular class of problems being considered.

In applying the turbulence model, it is necessary to introduce the 

incept of a second order time average or, the time average of a time 

average. Thus from equation (3.33) and the definition of a time 

average given by equation (C.52) in appendix C, a second order time 

average may be formed as follows:

From the derivation detailed In section D.l of appendix D it is shown 

that because equation (4,2) holds by assumption such that:

‘"turbulence characteristic ' analyeicai time increment 

then:

Hence as a lemma to equation (4.2), the exactness of equation (4.10' 

is taken to be the sixth restriction of the turbulence model, namely:

The stationarity of the turbulent flow field is sufficient for 

Che equality of the first and second order time averages, or:

^ - if> (4.

Thus by taking the time average of equation (3.33) it immediately 

follows that:
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The six restrictions of the turbulence model cited are sufficient to 

reduce the generalised turbulence integral balances to a form in which 

they are amenable to numerical solution without explicit knowledge of 

the fluctuating components of the transport properties.

4.3 APPLICATION OF Thg TURBULENCE MODEL

The details of the application of the turbulence model to the equation 

of state (3.37) and the resultant thermodynamics of the working fluid 

are described in section D.2 of appendix D. Similarly, the reduction 

of the time-averaged intRgral balances of equations (3.34) to (3.36) 

is detailed in section D.3.

4.3.1 Thermodynamics of the Working Fluid

As stated, the equation of state (3.37) is applicable to a finite mass 

of gas W occupying a given volume V(S.• Hence expressing equation

(3.37) in volume-averaged terms results in;

,vi? ~ I f | ? W

Taking the time average and applying equation (4,6.1) results in the

,tv,P - (4,13)
Equation (4.13) is often stated in non-volume-averaged form as a 

necessary assumption in order to solve the compressible turbulent flow



equation set (Sc79), even Chough, as shown, ie is a consequence of the 

turbulence model adopted.

Equation (4.13) may ve expressed In terras of second order time 

averages and time-averaged fluctuating components using equation

(3.33). In this form, equations (4.6), (4.11) and (4,12) may be used 

to show Chat:

which is intuitively expected.

In cerms of Che characteristics of an ideal gas, Che internal energy 

and enthalpy are functions of temperature only such that they 

disappear at absolute zero (Ca60, Wa77). Thus if the ppecific heats 

are taken as being constant, the volume-averaged internal energy is 

described by:

These latter two equations enable the integral energy balance to be 

expressed in terms of temperature which may then be used as a primary

v)P ' “ 0 (4.14)

(4.15)

while the specific enthalpy takes Che form:

(4.16)



4-3.2 The Reduced Turbulent Integral Mass Balance

AC this stage it is convenient to introduce the mass flux g into the 

analysis. Tuis simplifies ehu numerical solution of the equation set 

by eliminating the necessity of determining density transport at the 

control volume boundaries. The mass flux is formed from the product 

of density and velocity, or:

Applying equations (4,$) (which result from restriction V) to the mass 

balance of equation (3.34) and substituting equation (4.17) results 

in:

The Eulerian and Lagrangian forms of (4.18) follow the same pattern as 

those of equation (3.24). It may b-» noted that, from equation (4.17), 

g - g under Lagrangian conditions. This must be true in any case 

since, by equations (3.26) and (3.33):

drt(s)/de = G - d«{s)/ d c - 0

In a combined Eulerisn/Lagrangian application, the further reduction 

of g) may be achieved by an appropriate choice of spatial 

discretisation scheme as described in section 4,5.

g - pv (4.17)

(4.18)

Applying equations (4,8) to the right hand side of equation (3,3i) and



using equations (A.17) and (4.7.2) respectively Co reconstitute and 

reduce the left hand side yields:

In Germs of restriction IV, the effect of Che fluctuating velocity 

field on the time-averaged turbulent field is modelled. This may be 

achieved by defining Che Reynolds stress tensor for a combined 

Eulerian/Lagrangian field. This definition is a generalisation of the 

Reynolds stress tensor definition for incompressible Eulerian flow 

fields usually quoted in Che literature (Sc79, Fe83) and is given by:

T(t) - <g v - 5 v{s)) ■ (5? - g?{JJ) (4.20)

which by invoking equations (A.11) and (4.12) has Che functional form:

in terms of p, v and v (s) is dependent upon Che spatial discretisation 

scheme adopted in a similar manner to that required for the further 

reduction of equation (4.18).

d([tv]g ̂ (s))/de " j„ ((sv - - jM PndAI
(4.19)

(4.21)

The formulation of a correlation equation useful for expressing T (t>

Substituting equation (4.20) Into (A.19) and collecting cerms results 

in the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian form:



"  j -  lp^  + ir:Vv) *1' <v ,v p >ld ';  + j -  c5

’ | l K 'J (S>

+ cp L  Ugr - /jTv£ s)) • -n) tU - I (Pv *n)dA (4.24) 
<s>

The effect of the fluctuating velocity field on che enthalpy cransporc 

is deCermined by modelling as permitted by rescriccion IV, In Chis 

context-, ic is important to note that equacion (4,6.2) cannoc be used

■ u l l b , , . A  *



to simplify Che Cime . qraged enthalpy transport given by the ehird 

integral on the right h -i''.n of equation (4,24) since the enthalpy 

transport is not expresses in volume-averaged terms. Thus a 

generalised turbulent energy flux vector applicable to a combined 

Eulisrian/Lagrangian syscem may be defined analagously to the Reynolds 

stress tensor. Likewise, chis generalised definition is based upon a 

definition for a Eulerian field commonly cited in the literature 

(Sc79, S18L) and Is given by:

H ■ cp a ST ■ /,v{s)n  - (g r - pv fi)D )

By equations (4.31) and (4.12), the turbulent flux vector has the 

functional relationship:

f(Cp , p ' v T ,  p’’ ,J">

The development of a suitable correlation equation using p, v, v (s) 

and T is dependent on the spatial discretisation scheme adopted as 

noted previously.

Substituting (4.25) into (4,24) and collecting terms produces the 

combined Eulerian/Utgrangian form:

V H [tv l? ” j~  + + < v-VP)} dV + j_  {(5+q( t I )*-n}dA

- (F? -n)d5 + Cp tr(g-^._,)--n)d4 (4,27
■ k ,  ‘ K >

The Eulerian and Lagranginn forms of equation (4.27) are similar to 

equations (3,31) and (3.32) respectively, The latter form is achieved 

by noting that, as for equation (4.18), under Lagrangian conditions 

Che last integral on the right hand side of equation (4.27) disappears

m

(4.25)



because g - g(g(. However, q!t> does noc vanish under Lagranglan 

conditions since by equation (4.23.2) It cakes the form:

q‘6i - Cp(7rr - ?> (4.28)

Thus che application of che turbulence model eliminates Che need for 

fsxpllcic knowledge of the fluctuaclng componenCs of Che Curbulent 

field. The influence of Chose flucCuaCing componenCs required to 

describe the time-averaged Curbulent field is included in the form of 

empirical correlations which use time-averaged quantities as 

independent variables.

4.4 THE SPATIAL DISCRETISATION SCHEME

in his comprehensive review of computational fluid mechanics, Roache 

(Ro82) describes a variety of spatial and temporal discretisation 

schemes for the numerical application of the differential conservation 

balances. Generally, these schemes fall inco two categories which may 

be loosely termed 'coincident' and 'staggered' mesh systems 

respectively. Furthermore, the mesh systems may be applied both 

Spatially and temporally thus yielding a multiplicity of schemes 

Involving combinations of coincident and staggered mesh systems.

In a coincident mesh scheme, the three differential transport 

properties, namely, densicy, velocity and temperature, are evaluated 

ac the same time and/or at Che same spacial location. However, In a 

spatially staggered mesh, generally the density and temperature are 

computed at one set of grid points whil' the velocities are computed 

at an offset grid point mesh as shown in figure 4,2 for a particular

1/0
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Figure 4.% Spatially staggered two-dimensional grid

In a temporally staggered mesh, the velocity is computed at a half 

Cime step offset from Che density and temperature, A realisation of 

this scheme is shown for a one-dimensional spatially coincident mesh 

in figure 4.3 and for a spatially staggered mesh in figure 4.4.

i+3it *

O  = VELOCITY NODES

Pigu^*. 4,3 Temporally staggered, specially coincident one-dimensional 
grid



Figure 4.4 Temporally and spatially staggered one-dimensional grid

In recent years, particularly with the advent of commercial general 

purpose fluid dynamics computer pi.'•grammes, a tangible consensus 

npp>- t s  to have emerged that spatially staggered, temporally 

coincident discretisation schemes are convenient and useful for fluid 

flow modelling (FeB3, Pa80). Roachs seems to infer that che first use 

of a version of the spatially staggered mesh may be attributed to 

Harlow and Fromm (HF64), although its apparent reinvention over the 

intervening two decades is an attestation of its efficacy.

In the field of Stirling machine analysis, Uriel! (Ur77) applied the 

temporally coincident, spatially staggered grid to a generically 

simple machine geometry. Schock, by contrast, used a temporally and 

spatially coincident grid one! introduced the concopt of volumstrically 

weighted averages for computing flow rates between grid points (Sc78). 

Both of these discretisation schemes involve the application of the 

differential conservation balances in a one-dimensional Eulerian frame 

of reference.
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Although Che spacial discretisation scheme used in Chis work contains 

elements employed by Urieli and Schock, it has its origins in the mesh 

structure used in the 'Marker And Cell' (MAC) method of Harlow and 

Welch (HW65). In particular, the general precepts of a temporally 

coincident, spatially staggered numerical discretisation scheme 

suitable for the application of che differential conservation balances 

are applied to the time-averaged integral balances described in 

section 4.3. This application admits a three-dimensional space in a 

combined Eulerian/Lagrangian frame of reference.

4.4.1 The Staggered Control Volume Spatial Discretisation Scheme

As the mass, momentum and energy integral balances are fundamentally 

based upon the concept of a control volume, the spatial discretisation 

scheme naturally devolves to partitioning a given space into an 

assemblage of finite volumes with coincident boundaries. All the 

intensive parameters are thus expressed in volume-averaged terms so 

that, by definition, the value of any intensive parameter at a point 

within a control volume is unknown. The essence of the spatial 

discretisation scheme involves a method of constructing the control 

volume grid so that, within any control volume, scalar intensive 

parameters are assigned a position and vector intensive parameters are 

assigned a plane respectively. This introduces the concept of a 

'volumetric filter' which maj be defined for a scalar field as a 

control volume surrounding a point such that the value of a scalar 

intensive parameter at that poinc represencs che volume average over 

the filtered space. Similarly, for a vector field, the volumetric



filcer is a region of space splic by a plane such that the value of a 

vector intensive parameter over that plane represents the volume 

average over the filtered space normalised with respect to the area of 

the plane. Hence every point or plane in the spatial domain may be 

associated respectively with a unique scalar or vector volumetrically 

filtered intensive parameter so that the variation of the 

volumetrically filtered parameters is spatially continuous,

The methodology employed to construct the spatiai discretisation is an 

adaptation of the staggered grid construction used by Harlow and Welch 

in the MAC method. The characteristics of the scheme may be 

illustrated for the sake of clarity by a two-dimensional, Eulerian 

space using a Cartesian coordinate system as shown in figure 4,5.

■ MOMENTUM CONTROL 
VOLUME IN THE 
x DIRECTION

M O M E N T U M  CONTROL 
VOLUME IN THE 

x, DIRECTION

Figure 4,5 Spatial discretisation scheme characteristics
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The mass and energy integral balances are applied Co a common control 

volume while Che moinrmtum balance is applied Co a control volume which 

is offset horizonCally or vertically from che mass/energy control 

volume depending on the coordinate direction. In this arrangement, 

the integral momentum balance is split into its vector components so 

that each component balance is applied tr. a unique offset control 

volume. As indicated by the double iross-hatched area in figure 4.5, 

Che net momentum over any volume may be determined by veccor addition 

of Che momentum components determined individually for Chat volume.

The nee vector momentum field for the entire spatial domain may thus 

be determined from its vector component fields which are explicitly 

produced by applying Che staggered control volume discretisation 

methodology. It may also be observed that the volume-averaged 

intensive parameters corresponding to Che mass/energy volumetric 

filter, namely, density and Cemperature, are locaced at a point 

defined by the intersection of che dashed lines within a mass/energy 

control volume. However, the volume-averaged intensive parameters 

corresponding to che momentum volumetric filter, namely, Che velocity 

or mass flux components, are located on the planes bounding tha 

mass/energy control volumes. This latcer condition mandates chat in a 

generalised coordinate system where the planar area of a momentum 

component control volume is non-uniform, Che mass/energy control 

volume boundary areas must be used as the normalisation basis for the 

volume-averaged values produced by the momentum integral balance.

Generalising chese concepts to a three-dimensional space with an 

arbitrary coordinate system, the characteristics of the staggered 

control volume grid may be expressed symbolically by denoting the 

mass/energy control volume as V (g) and any momentum component control



volume as Vn(s). Then considering any adjacent mass/energy control 

volumes v(s)j; and in a particular coordinate direction, the

following attributes may be defined for the control volume grid.

A momentum control volume straddles every mass/energy control 

volume boundary and has a magnitude equal to half that of the sum 

of the adjacent mass/energy control volumes. Symbolically, this 

may be expressed as:

P(S) n Vmgi - V(s)/2 (4.29.1)

V<s>l1'2 U " 7n<s) (4.29.2;

Attribute IT

The volume-averaged intensive parameters corresponding to a 

mass/energy control volume are located at its 'centroid' which is 

positioned at the intersection of the boundaries of all the 

surrounding momentum control volumes. Thus is located at

the centroid so that for each coordinate direction:

r° fa
Andx - t

J-<* Jo

where a is the location of the centroid.

Attribute III

The volume-averaged intensive parameters corresponding to a 

momentum control volume are located on the plane separating 

adjacent mass/energy control volumes. Therefore [y ^  is 

determined by:
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(4.29.4)

The adjacent mass/energy control volumes may be of arbitrary

magnitude, or:

(4.29.5)

where y,s){+l is taken to be non-zero for the sake of reference.

Equation (4.29.3) implies that in the case of a one-dimensional 

coordinate system, the centroid is defined by a plane separating two 

adjacent momentum control volumes. In a two-dimensional system, the 

centroid becomes a line perpendicular to che coordinate surface while 

only in three dimensions does the centroid become a point.

The concept of the volumetric filter as expressed by the attributes of 

the spatial discretisation scheme enables all the non-volume-averaged 

boundary terms in the reduced integral balances to be replaced with 

volume-averaged terms. The staggered grid arrangement permits the 

boundary mass fluxes required for the mass and energy balances to be 

computed explicitly while simultaneously ensuring that the pressures 

driving the rate of change of momentum are located correctly. Hence 

the attributes of the discretisation scheme are sufficient to enable 

the numerical solution of the reduced equation set developed in 

section 4.3.
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A detailed descr-lpno.; of the manner In which Che attributes of the 

spatial discretisation scheme (equations (4.29)1 are used to apply the 

reduced integral balances of equations (4.18), (4.22) and (4.27) is 

expounded in appendix D in sections D.4.1 to D.4.3. The following 

discussion summarises and elucidates the salient features of the 

application methodology.

Applying attribute III to equation (4.18) and invoking the 

restrictions of the turbulence model to reduce the time-averaged 

product tarn results in the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian form:

!iW(s)/dc “ J"_ ]8 " [tv ]p Tn(« , ( 4 . 3 C

where the subscript n denotes that the relevant parameters are 

associated with the momentum control volume. The Eu.lerian and 

Lagrangian forms of equation (4.30) follow the same pattern as those 

for equation (4.18). In particular, it may be noted that under 

Lagrangian conditions:

g -  I  (4 .3 1t tV n j l t Vn ]6( S)  '

since, by definition, the mass/energy control volume boundary velocity 

is the same as that of the momentum control volume straddling that 

boundary, or:

(4.31.2)



The transient density field may be extracted from the temporally 

integrated mass field by applying restriction V of the turbulence 

model (equation (4.7.2)) which results in:

tv]P - M<s)A ts; (4.32)

Further, by attribute III of the discretisation scheme, the momentum 

control volume density is given for a pair of adjacent mass/energy 

control volumes I and i+1 by:

The shear stress tensor T given by aquation (3.14) may be expressed in 

time- and volume-averaged form with respect to a mass/energy control 

volume by applying the kinetic theory of gases to the commonly used 

working fluids for Stirling cycle machines, namely, helium, hydrogen 

and air. Thus in terms of the Sutherland molecular model (Sc79), the 

viscosity may be expressed as a function of temperature only, or p - 

fi(T), Similarly. Hirschfelder eC al (HCS4) show that, from the 

kinetic theory of dilute gases, the bulk viscosity is also a function 

of temperature, or A - A(T). Hence substituting equation (3.13.2) 

into (3.14), taking the volume and time averages and simplifying the 

result by an invocation of the turbulence model restrictions yields:

;vn/  “ + S<S U +i)/2Vn<S) (4.33)

4.5.2 Application of the Reduced Integral Momentum Balance

tV!P(V| |V + (V[tV)v)T) + (( ;VIA • (4.34)
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In considering che analysis of che fluid dynamics of Stirling cycle 

machines, Che only mucual and external forces operating are chose 

resulting from Che influence of an external gravieaclonal field. In 

most cases (ocher than che use of Stirling machines in outer space) 

the gravitational field is constant for a particular location. Hence, 

considering a terrestrial location for the sake of specificity 

(although any arbitrary constant gravitational acceleration is 

acceptable), the mutual and external forces per unit mass are given 

by:

f - -g (4.:

Applying attributes I and II of the spatial discretisation scheme to 

equation (4.22) and substituting equations (4.34) and (4.35) produces 

the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian form:

d([lVn!g vn(s))/d£-

- j_ (m TltI--n)dA - Wn(s)g

+ ((!tviA-2itv)'i/3)(V'!tviT),I1*'nJ<W <4'3£

It may be noted that v (s) is not expressed as a volume average since 

it represents the motion of the planar boundary separating adjacent 

momentum control volumes. The Eulerian and Lagrangian forms of 

equation (4.36) follow the prescription for those of equation (4.22).

In particular, under Lagrangian conditions, the Reynolds stress tensor 

is given by:



since under these conditions the boundary velocity is equal to the 

time-averaged velocity across the boundary, or:

(4.36.2)

4.5.3

The application of the reduced integral energy balance of aquation

(4.27) to the staggered grid requires a greater amount of manipulation 

than was necessary for the mass and momentum balances. In particular, 

those terms which are expressed as volume integrands are not readily 

apparent. Following an argument similar to that used to produce 

equation (4.34), the time- and volume-averaged dissipation term may be 

reduced to the following form after application of the turbulence 

model r «Tictions:

where 1 and J represunt coordinate direction indices.

Further simplification of this expression requires the definition of a 

dissipation tensor similar in nature to the Reynolds stress tensor. 

Generally, equation (4.37) is approximated using an empirical 

correlation (Sc79) owing to the complexities Involved in establishing

(4.37)



a formal correlation in the form of equation (4,1) for Stirling 

machine boundary conditions. Thus it is convenient to define a 

dissipation term $ such that:

[tvli - (,V|-T-^ (4.38)

The volume integral of the (v»W) te-n: is reduced by applying the 

turbulence model restrictions to its volume average so resulting 

in:

U V 1 ( ^ P )  - C[tV1v ' V vl? > (4-39)

The pressure gradient in equation (4.39) is expressed in terms of ehe 

staggered grid by a finite difference approximation between the 

centroids of adjacent mass/energy control volumes. This results in a 

pair of finite difference pressure gradients occurring for each 

coordinate direction in a mass/energy control volume, a situation 

requiring a careful numerical interpretation.

The numerical evaluation of equation (4.38) may be accomplished 

directly in two or three dimensions using time and volume averages. 

However, in a one-dimensional system, which necessarily requires an 

empirical correlation to account for significant three-dimensional 

dissipation effects, the physical significance and numerical 

application of this equation becomes problematic. An interpretation 

of the equation which has been demonstrated numerically to yield a 

successful solution is described in chapter 5,

The boundary time-averaged heat flux term may be evaluated in the 

context of the staggered grid spatial discretisation i»i:heme by 

invoking Fourier's law of thermal conduction (S 1.81), After



appropriate volume- and time-averaging, this process produces:

As for equation (4.39), the temperature gradient centered over the 

momentum control volumes is determined by a finite difference 

approximation between the centroids of the constituent mass/energy 

control volumes. In this case, the approximation is natural since the 

temperature gradient Is single-valued over each momentum control 

volume. However, the boundary thermal conductivity k̂ is 

determined using a weighting procedure involving the conductivities of 

the adjacent mass energy control volumes as discussed in section

The final issue arising in the application of the discretisation 

scheme involves che determination of Che mechanical work done at the 

boundaries of a mass/energy conCrol volume, As this Cerm does not 

represent the flux of a transport property, the pressure acting on 

each side of a boundary is the volume-averaged pressure (in 

discretised terms) associated with the mass/energy control volume in 

the direction of the unit inward normal (-n) for that side. Thus 

after invoking the restrictions of the turbulence model, the 

mechanical work race W for a discretised mass/energy control volume 

may be expressed as:

But since the volume-averaged pressure is constant over the control 

volume boundaries:

(4.40)



Applying che generalised transport theorem of equation (3.7) with $ - 

1, time-aveiaging and invoking equations (4.7) gives:

which represents the classical equilibrium thermodynamics expression 

for che rate of performing mechanical work (Ca60, Wa77).

In Che light of the above discussion, aCtribute III of the spatial 

discretisation scheme may be applied to equation (4,27) to produce the 

final combined Euleri&n/Lagrangiai' form:

or in discreCisod terras for a mass/energy control volume:

Hence substicucing into equation (4.41) results in:

(P dv /dc (4.42)



The Eulerian and Lagrangian form" of this equation are similar to 

those of equation (4.27). In particular, under Lagrangian conditions,

Che advection flux term (the last term on Che right hand side) 

disappears as a consequence of the argument expressed by equation 

(4.311. The turbulent flux vector then takes the fo? -:

I...’" 1 - » ■ « >

Thus the scaggered grid, volametrieally filtered discretisation scheme 

enables all the parameters in the reduced integral balances to be 

expressed in volume-averaged terms. This makes the equations 

consistent with respect fo volume- and time-averaging so permitting 

Cheir numerical solution without che intrusion of implicit or hidden 

closure assumptions,

4.6 THE IMPLICIT CONTROL VOLUME BOUNDARY TERMS

In order to implement equations (4.36) and (4.43) numerically, 

expressions for det&rn.ining the control volume boundary terms which 

are not explicitly available roust be found. For che momentum control 

volume these terms are [tV]8. ,tV,v  and V tv ▼, while for the 

mass/energy control volume che only additional unknown term is [tv T̂. 

Furthermore, che determination of the advective term in the momen“i:a 

equation is not obvious since the mass flux [tvi8 Is a transport 

parameter which must be normalised with respect to the momentum 

control volume area across which the averaged flux jg flows.



These unknown terms may be found conveniently by splitting che 

analysis into three sections. The first section deals with the mass 

flux and velocity gradient within a mass/energy control volume, while 

the second section describes che mass flux advected across che 

momencum control volume boundaries. The third section develops a 

formulation for determining Che advected temperature on che 

mass/energy control volume boundaries.

<+.6.1 Mass/Enerev Control Volume Hass Flux nnd Velocity Gradient

The details of the analysis for determining c.ie mass flux and velocity 

gradient in che raass/energy control volume are given in appendix D, 

secCion D.5. The analysis is initiated by noting thac, since volume 

is distributive over density, che rate of change of density may be 

split arbitrarily inco chree suosticuents such thac each substituent 

may be associated with a boundary mass flux vector component. Thus 

for the three coordinate directions J, from equation (4.30):

_ 3 _ _
'W «S/ dc " I  d((tv^(V(si)/dC<s, > x  ttV, J (S,

Consider a generalised, combined Eulerisn/Lagrangian mass/energy 

control volume in any coordinate direction j as shown in figure 4.6. 

LeC Che control volume be splic inco left and right hand components by 

a plane of area A moving with velocity v at a displacement x from 

Che arbicr i 1 -ined boundary entrance plane. A mass flux g with 

velocit> v flows across the bifurcating plane. The entrance boundary
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area AnL is Lagrangian and consists of a piston moving with a velocity 

Vn<s) w^3'^® exi^ boundary Is Eulerian with an area across 

which flows a mass flux g ^  The control volume has a length 61 such 

that the centroid of the control volume occurs f (,sVy '

M

Figure 4.6 One-dimensional mass/energy control volume

By equation (4.32), the time- and volume-averaged density is single

valued over che entire concrol volume which is spatially fixed. Thus, 

dropping the overbar and j subscript notation for the sake of 

simplicity:

which results in:

ipL/dC -  dpg/dc

i

4
^  .. ..



Applying equation (4.45) in single coordinate airection form Co che 

left and right hand components of figure 4.6 separately, rearranging 

the resultant expressions to isolate the temporal derivatives of the 

total density, substituting into equation (4.46.2) and simplifying 

produces:

<'vm »  A l  ‘ W ' l  ‘

Expressing the left and right hand averages in terms of length- 

averaged areas results in:

* - <4 -47> 

From equation (4.17) it can be shown (see the development of equation 

(D.56)) that:

ItVj8 " uvjpit.vjv (4.48)

which allows the velocity across plane A to be given from (4.47) by:

” - <4'4S) 

Differentiating with respect to x gives the velocity gradient:

>v/ t*  -  <m V n j A , K  ■ u < 4 ' 50>

In conformity with the attributes of the volumetric filter, the 

velocity gradient is constant over the control volume while the 

averaged velocity and mass flux at any plane within the control volume 

is displacement dependent.

At the control volume centroi-l defined in terms of attribute II 

(equation (4.29.3); oy the mass/energy control volume velocity

and velocity gradient may be expressed in full notation for each



coordinate direction i from equations (4.49) and (4.50) by:

- <■«„,'V « . , A , „ i  * .....ii.A,,,!.,!/2,.,/ 3 ,»> <4 '51^> 

*1. A , . Sv,i

' I«»ni'i''n(s u 3ni»>i/ W "'ic<il'),l l / V . v /  3 is> <4 -51-2> 

where i and i+1 represent adjacent momentum control volumes in the ith 

coordinate direction.

Furthermore, it is shown in section D.5 that the velocity of the 

centroid is given by:

\ „ i  -  <4 M >

In the case of a fully Eulerian control volume v j = 0 end equations 

(4.51) are applicable with the following alteration:

<‘ - 5 3 >

4.6.2 The Boundary Advection of Momentum

In the 1 gbt of the attributes of the staggered grid discretisation 

scheme and, in particular, the area normalisation requirement for the 

averaged momentum, the interpretation of the momentum advection term 

In equation (4,36) is not self-evident. Superficially, it might be 

concluded that equations such as (4.47) and (4,49) for (tV]g and 

▼ may be used to determine completely the boundary advection of 

momentum. However, such an approach is not transport!va in nature and 

therefore violates the physical meaning of the generalised transport 

theorem. Roache (Ro82) discusses the importance of maintaining the
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transportive property in numerical terms and demonstrates that under 

certain conditions, failure to ensure eransportivity results in 

numerical instability, In the context of Stirling machine analysis,

Chess difficulties were encountered by Urieli who overcame them by 

using the well known 'upwind differencing method' for determining the 

boundary momentum flux (CI52), However, this method is only first 

order accurate (Ro82) and is justified by an a posteriori numerical 

stability analysis.

The approach adopted here is based on a methodology developed by 

Spalding and Patankar (Pa80) in which the momentum balance is reduced 

to a steady-state, one-dimensional Eulerlan form amenable to analytic 

solution. The solution thus obtained (the details of which may be 

found in section D.6 of appendix D) is used as che basis for 

determining Che discreCised nature of the boundary momenCum advecCion.

Following the methodology used to develop equation <4.36), by applying 

equation (4.22) to a mass/energy control volume and ignoring mutual 

f.nd external forces and turbulent momentum fluxes, the momentum 

balance may be expressed as:

d ( [ t v ) i  i/( s ) )/dir -  f b¥o3i< (tVnJv* j _  ( ( ^  jT - -n)d4 (4.54)

Consider a Eulerian mass/energy control ' -ume in any coordinate 

direction I as shown in figure 4,7. Let the control volume have a 

length AI and an entrance area A across which there is a diffusion r 

and a mass flux g with velocity v. At the exit plane, the area, 

diffusion, mass flux and velocity are incrementally larger thati their 

corresponding terms at the entrance plane by AA, At, Ag and Av
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respectively.

Fif.ire 4.7 One-dimensional, Eulerian mass/energy control volume

Expressing Che volume in terms of a length-averaged area and 

substituting Che entrance and exit plane boundary conditions into 

equation (4.54) in one-dimensional form results in the following 

expression (which is simplified by dropping the time average overbar 

notation):

d(flJ5#al)/dt ~ (gv-r)A - i(g+tg)(v+Av) - (r+ir))(A+M) (4.55)

Applying equation (D.49) in one dimension to the boundary conditions 

of figure 4.7 results in an expression for dp/de. Thus using equation 

(4.48) to decompose the mass flux g on the left hand side of equation

(4.55) into velocity and density components allows a simplifying

substitution for dp/de. After ignoring second and third order of -

smallness terms, Chis produces:

dv/dt + gAAv - A(rA)
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Substituting equation (4.34) in one-dimensional form for r, treating 

the bulk viscosity of the common Stirling machine working fluids as 

being zero or vanishingly small (HC54) and noting that (tV]/i is 

constant over a mass/energy control volume results in:

Applying equation (4.51.2) in Eulerian terms to the boundary 

conditions of figure 4.7 and substituting the result into equation

(4.56) produces in the liraic as tl -* 0:

since (tv)£ constanc over a spatially fixed mass/energy control 

volume.

Considering equation (4,57) in steady-state form enables the following 

analytic solution to be found:

(gA) - ((gA)nJj-(gA)nL)(exp(Wpex/l) - i) / {exp(tfpe)-l) + <^>nL (4.58.1)

where Npg is the Peclet number defined at the centroid of a finite 

mass/energy control volume of length 1 by:

(ljApAl dv/dt + gAAv “ 4pA(A8v/3x)/3 (4.56)

pAdv/dt + v3(gA)/3x - {h^i/^p)^^{gA)/8x,■ (4.57)

(4.58.2)

and the L and R subscripts represent the control volume boundary

Denoting the net boundary momentum flow (advection plus diffussion) 

across a single momentum control volume boundary as G, equations

(4.58) result in Che following expressions:



- 0 then:

a - <4m/3pl){(SA)llL-(gA)nR) (4.59.1)

if Npe yi 0 Chen:

G - v[ (£A)n£-H (8A)ni~ ̂ '4)nfj' lexp(Wj5e) -1)) (4.59,2)

Under steady-state laminar flow conditions in one-dimension, equations

(4.59) provide an exact solution for the net boundary momentum flow. 

Some authorsi notably Patankar and Spalding (Pa80), seem to suggest 

using these equations for *11 „ases even under transient flow 

conditions, despite the steady-state assumption made in their 

derivation. However, such an approach is not considered warranted for 

Stirling machine boundary conditions which can be highly transient, 

particularly at machine operating frequencies which have already 

/approached 100 Hz (S1S5) in certain pre?oeypo configurations.

However, equations (4.59) do provide a physically meaningful 

methodology for detarmining the boundary advected momentum flux. 

Consider a plot of the net momentum flux C as a function of the Peclet 

number Npg as shown in figure 4.8. Since the Peclet number expresses 

the ratio between che advection and diffusion of momentum across a 

momentum control boundary, figure 4.8 shows that even at very low 

Peclet numbers the advcccion term dominates, At a zero Peclet number 

there is no advection while in the intermediate range, the momentum 

flux is partly diffusive nnd partly advective. Furthermore, from 

equation (4,59,2) the net momentum flow exhibits the following 

behaviour in tne limit:

As W.Pe - v<<"»nL (4.60.1)
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(4.60.2)

Peclel Number

Figure 4,8 Net momencura flux dependence on che Peclec number

Thus figure 4,7 and equations (4.60) establish & physically meaningful 

model which may be used Co determine Che boundary adveccion of 

momentum. In keeping with che transient nature of the problem being 

considered, Che diffusion is included separately as a discretised term 

and is noc lumped together with che advection flux in a single term. 

Considering che spacially discratised momencum balance of equation 

(4.36) and the definition of the Peclct number given by equation

(4,58.2), the independent pat.'ametci. determining the value of Che 

advected me ‘s flux in a given coordinate direction is the relative 

boundary velocity defined by:

v* - ? - v(s) (4.61.1)
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Hence for a particular coordinate direction i

If

,8(v*' •n)dA (4.61.2)

and if '! < 0 Chen:

k tV!g(v*.-n)dA
1

(4.SI.3)

where, i and 1+1 denote adjacent momentum control volumes.

Equations (4,61) intrinsically perform the area normalisation .required 

for equation (4,36) as mandated by Che atcributes of the 

discretisation scheme. This occurs since Che transportive term is gA 

(or the mass flow rate) which is independent of the momentum concrol 

volume boundary area. Hence che advected mass flux depends only on 

the averaged mass flux [LV jg flow area which, by definition, is the 

normalising area,

it is noteworthy that equations (4.61) represent a convoluted integral 

version of Che 'second upwind differencing' iner'i'xl proposed by Gencry, 

Martin and Daly (GM66). An analysis of this method shows that, while 

it is clearly transportivo (as with the classical or first upwind 

difference), it is also second-order accurate for the aavaction field 

(Ro82). Hence, although Che advection is determined on a physical 

basis, it also has a mathematical justification,
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The determination of the energy advection term for the discretised 

integral energy balance of equation (4.43) is less problematic than 

that for the equivalent term in che momentum balance. This arises 

since the on.., term at issue is the advected temperature and

rLiere is no requirement for any area normalisation.

The approach ao. J (detailed in section D.7 of appendix D) is 

similar to that used in section 4.6.2 above and thus will only be 

described in outline below.

Consider a constant area Eulerian momentum control volume of length 

Aln in any coordinate direction i as shown in figi-e 4.9. is

composed of the lengths and A2|+J which locate the centroids of 

the adjacent mass/energy control volumes. Let the averaged mass flux 

0_ flow across the boundary normalising area An which is taken to be 

the constant cross-sectional area for tne control volume. The 

temperatures in the adjoining mass/energy control volumes are given by 

r  and r+ar respectively, This constant area approach is justified by 

noting that only the boundary A is active in the energy transport 

between adjacent mass/energy control volumes.

Applying equation (4,43) to a constant area Eulerian momentum control 

volume (by exchanging mass/enorgy and momentum control volumes) and 

ignoring all non-boundary and turbulent flux terms results in:



CUd<r.v ,r "n,«,>dC ■

Cp(|tvnlg-«) _ (tv,3

Figure 4 * Normals tied tislarlan momentum control volume

Substituting eqi^ti-;o (4,331 into (4.62), applying the one-dimensional 

boundary c-ic1 -ions o: figure 4.9 and dropping the overbar notation 

produces. for a constant crosa-sectionai area:

cv&ind(Tnpn)/dc - Kna(cr/ax) - CpgntT (4.6:

since the volume is given Uy:

Dividing equation (4.63) by Ai^, ignoring the temporal derivative and 

taking th®. limit as b.ln -' 0 .-esults in the steady-stace differential 

equation:

Cpg8T/8x - K S2T/dx2 (4.f
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Since equacion (4.64) has the same form at; the steady-state version of 

equation (4.57) it has a similar solution given by:

T - (rj?-rL){exp(^pex/l)-l)/(exp(Wi.e)-l) + TL (4.61

where is the Peclet nuraoet at the boundary between two finite 

mass/energy control volumes whose cen.roids are separated by a length 

1. Under these conditions, "j,. is redefined (compared with equation 

(4.58.2)) as:

“ cpgnL/«n (4-6:

The L and R subscripts denote the temperatures at the boundaries of 

the momentum control volume.

Denoting the net boundary energy flow (advection plus diffusion) 

across a single mass/energy control vol une as G, equations (4.65) 

produce the following expressions:

if fipe - 0 then:

j - *nvri*rs)/i (4 6f
if Np r1 0 then:

C “ SnCpA„lTL + (T^-Tjj)/(exp(Wpg) -1) ] (4.6f

Jsing an argument analagous to that used in section 4.6.2 to produce 

equations (4,61) from equations (4.59), a physically meaningful model 

for the determination of the boundary enthalpy flux may be developed.

As be>fr,i', in keeping with the transient nature of the Stirling 

machine analysis problem, the diffusion of energy acros-. a boundary is 

included separately as a disctetised term and not lumped together with 

the enthalpy advection flux in a single term. From the form of the



advection Cersi in equation (4.43) as well as the definition of the 

Peclet number in equation (4,65.2), the independent parameter 

determining the value of the advected enthalpy flux in a given 

coordinate direction is the relative boundary mass flux given by:

“ (itv„i8 ' r<.vnip '9n<s>) *

Hence for a particular coordinate direction i:

If g*. > 0 then;

and if g^ < 0 then:

L
J An,s> U

where i*l and i denote adjacent mass/energy control volumes.

From a numerical analysis perspective, equations (4.67) represent the 

integral version of the upwina differencing scheme. In this case, 

since the attributes of the staggered grid permit the explicit 

determination of Che boundary mass flux, the upwind differencing and 

second upwind differencing schemes are operationally equivalent and 

hence equations (4.67) also maintain second order accuracy for the 

advection field.

The discretized boundary diffusion of heat as described by equation 

(4.40) requires the determination of a boundary thermal conductivity 

which is also used in the Peclet number definition (equation 

<<'t. -j5 .2)). This boundary conductivity is evaluated as the harmonic



mean of the thermal conductivities in the mass/energy control volumes 

associated vith any momentum control volume. As detailed in section

D.7, the boundary thermal conductivity is given by:

!>*„>* " (iI(,5V)i + ItVl'i.l
/ fl.Vl'i.,*1, , . ™  + !4'6!

where 1 and i-J-1 denote adjacent mass/energy eonCrol volumes in Che ith 

coordinate direction and A2( }Vi denotes a centroid location as 

depicted in figure 4.6.

4.7 CLOSURE

Both from the standpoint of rigour and chac of the available 

experimental evidence for Stirling cycle machines, none of the 

assumptions made in developing the turbulence model or Che spatial 

discrecisation scheme can be unequivocally or directly substantiated. 

Nevertheless, all of the claimed experimencal validation of existing 

Stirling machine numerical analyses has tradicionally been ussd as a 

means of Justifying the assumption praccice. This is contradictory in 

the sense chat, strictly, the fictitiousness of ass.unptijns in 

deviating from physical reality should mitigate against the 

achievement of 'validation'. However, the prevalent resort to an 

empiricism which forces validation can be justified pragmatically only 

if such an empiricism is acknowledged unambiguously. Thus the 

proceeding application of the discrete simulation model developed is 

undertaken in the spirit of using the validation process as a means of 

testing Che consequences of the turbulent model and spatial 

discretisation scheme in as objective a manner as oossible.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

As the numerical analysis of Stirling cycle machinery has evolved from 
Che purely analytic techniques espoused by Schmidt (Scl871) to the 
plethora of computerised numerical methods surveyed by llrieli (Ur83), 
three ■listinct approaches may be discerned. The first approach, 
initially promulgated by Finkelstein (Fi60) and refined by Uriel! 
(Ur77) ?nd Schock (Sc78), divides a Stirling machine working space 
into an arbitrary number of fixed control volumes or 'nodes’ to which 
the partial differential eouations of mass, momentum and energy 
conservation are applied in Eulerian form. The resulting set of 
equations are solved in what Organ (Or82) has termed an 'ad hoc' 
fashion in which the partial differential equations ar<a treated as 
total or ordinary differencial equations and temporally integrated 
using explicit numerical algorithms.

One of the principal objections co the ’ad hoc' nodal approach made by 

Organ <0r8?) is that:
'(These) numerical schemes draw no distinction between the 
respecCive speeds of propagation of pressure information, of 
temperature information and o£ the integration process itrself. ’



This criticism should noC be interpreted to imply a generalisation 
that control volume based numerical schemes are inherently incapable 
of accuratraly modelling compressible gas flow, as such a 
generalisation would manifestly be repudiated by the large number of 
compressible gas flow control volume based numerical schemes reviewed 
by Roache (Ro82), In particvlar, approaches such as the 'Implicit 
Continuous-fluid Eulerian' (ICE) method of Harlow and Amsden (HA71) 
and the more esoteric 'Flux-Corrected Transport' (FCT) methods of 
Book, Boris and Hain (BB75' are examples of successful methods used to 
simulate physical situations in which the accurate modelling of 
information propagation is cardinal. However, in the sense that the 
nodal Stirling numerical simulation schemes treat partial temporal 
differentials as total differentials and violate physical continuity 
by imposing artificial discontinuities on the working fluid domain as 
a result of the discretisation process, Organ's criticism is 
warranted. Organ proposed a second approach to Stirling machine 
simulation, namely the 'method of characerJstics' solution described 
by Shapiro (Sh54), This approach has been applied in one dimension to 
a hypothetical isothermal Stirling engine with gradually varying area 
changas (Or82), Taylor (Ta84) has extended the one-dimensional method 
of characteristics solution to include a non-isothermal working fluid 
flow field.

While undoubtedly providing a physically accurate description of L, . 
information propagation effects in a corapres ible flow field, the 
method of characteristics approach has not been widely implemented for 
a large array of problems owing to the difficulties inherent in its 
application to geometrically complex boundary conditions such as those 
found in Stirling .acbine working spaces. As an example, Taylor
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(Ta84) notad initially that in the context of a one-dimensional 
Stirling machine analysis:

'Attempts ... to allow for f!r.o sudden changes in cross-sectional 
area, usually encountered in a Stirling engine, have led to 
instabilities in che solution.'

Thus in the context of simulating generalised compressible fluid 
flows, including turbulence effects in two or three dimensions, the 
method of characteristics becomes cumbersome with excessive 
computational requl.rem* nf s , even by 'supercomputer' standards.
Perhaps for U k .s' is unusual to find the method of
characteristics s =he simulation of turbulent compressible
flows such as those occurring in Stirling machine working spaces 

<Is83).

Furthermore, both the characteristics and nodal approaches as 
presented by Taylor and Uriel! respectively utilise explicit 
integration algorithms which have a time step magnitude limitation 
imposed by the requirement of satisfying the Courant criterion (CF67). 
In essence, the Courant criterion requires that the integration time 
increment be chosen such thac information may propag^a at most across 
a single control volume in a nodal simulation or a single spatial grid 
interstice in a characteristics simulation. Thiu ensures that in che 
characteristics case the solution remains stable (Ta84) while, for e 
nodal simulation, the infotmation propagation rate error is bounded,
In both approaches, maintaining compliance with the Courant criterion 
necessitates the capability of using a unique integration time 
increment at every node or grid point in the flow field. Usually the 
tendency in explicit: algorithms is Co choose Che smallest integration



time increment determined within the flow field as the universal time 
increment, In Uie case of a characteristics simulation involving 
geometrical complexities (such as the discontinuous flow area changes 
found in Stirling machines), this mandates the use of iterative 
1 Indirect marching' methods requiring a grid point interpolation which 
is a potential source of inaccuracy. The minimum time increment 
selection in a nodal simulation leads to what Roache has termed 
'phase' and 'dispersion' errors in the simulated pressure field in 
particular (Ro82). In this regard also, Organ’s criticism of nodal 
methods is appropriate.

The salient issue in the context of Stirling machine fluid dynamic 
Simulation is that even in a one-dimensional Implementation, 
compliance with the Courant criterion results in both the nodal and 
method of characteristics solutions requiring large amounts of 
computation on a unit cycle baris. Coupled to this Is the notion that 
ultimately only the cyclic steady-state or equilibrium solution is of 
interest. This ma.idates that many cycles be simulated prior to the 
steady-stftte being achieved, so compoundin' the computation problem, 
Therefore the principal difficulty with the method of characteristics 
approach per so is one of practical implementation in view of its 
excessive computational requirements, particularly in the predence of 
complex geometrical boundary conditions.

A third approach to Stirling machine simulation is described by Rix 
(Ri83), This approach seeks to overcome the entharpy advection 
deficiencies of the nodal methodology which arise from the imposition 
of arbitrary discontinuities on the temperature field, The method is 
based upon a Lagrangian rather chan a Sulerl-.n system model of the
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entire working space. However, Rix only demonstrates this method for 
a case in which transient momentum conservation is ignored, Changing 
the frame of reference cannot, by definition, have any effect on the 
physical laws describing the working fluid dynamics. Therefore, the 
working fluid behaviour determined by an observer moving with the 
fluid (Lagrangian system) may be converted into the behaviour 
determined by an observer who is stationary with respect to the fluid 
flow (Eulerian system) and vice versa by or. appropriate coordinate 
system transformation.

In particular, for any property <6, from equation (C,9):

Hence, provided v(e) and i>(c) are known functions, no improvement in 
physical accuracy for a wholly Lagrangian analysis is apparent. 
However, in the classical nodal simulation approach, the problem is 
that, over any time increment &e the functions v(c) and i>(t) are 
unknown and are assumed either to be constant at their starting values 
(Pa80) or to be approximated by the characteristics of the integration 

algorithm as iihown in figure 5.1.

(5.1)
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Figure 5.1 Incremental property profile of the explicit integration 
algorithm

A wholly Lagrangian simulation avoids this difficulty since, by 
definition (equations (3.2G), (3.29), and (3,32)), the control volu. e 
boundary mass fluxes are always z"ro. However, as the Lagrangian 
approach of Rix and the classical nodal approach both employ control 
volume spatial discretisations, the difficulty with the Eulerian 
approach may not be attributed to the discretisation scheme but rather 
to the characteristics of the explicit integration process used. The 
degree to which the difficulty may be resolved thus depends on the 
effectiveness of the chosen explicit integration scheme in 
approximating the iA(t) and v(e) profiles over At. It should, however, 
be noted that in order for chose algorithms to be effective, At must 
be constrained so chat i f  approximations of V(c) and v(t) produced 
are physically credible. This constraint is usually defined 
numerically in cerm6 of the truncation error with its attendant 
stability implications. Almost without exception in compressible flow 
situations, such a truncation error constraint is satisfied by che a



priori requirement o£ satisfying the Courant criterion.

Acknowledging the integration algoric restriction, the choice of 
using Lagrangian or Eulerian frames of reference is usually boundary 
condition dependent, as some boundary conditions are more amenable to 
a Lagrangian than a Eulerian treatment (No64). In any event, che 
wholly Lagrangian approach advocated by Rix is also seemingly a 
candidate for Organ's 'ad hoc' criticism in that, unlike the method of 
characteristics which rigourously yields total temporal derivatives, 
Rix’s method is based on the integration of substantive temporal 
derivatives. In this sense, che method devolves to a transformed 
version of the nodal method, thus predicating that the two methods 
share che same 'ad hoc' deficiency. Nevertheless, use of such a 
Lagrangian system can be advantageous In overcoming at least one of 
the deficiences in the classical nodal approach (Ur77), namely, in 
eliminating the assumption of zero momentum in the expansion and 
compression spaces. However, in view of the complex heat exchanger 
and regenerator geometries of actual Stirling machines, Lagrangian 
methods ara not practically convenient throughout the working space. 
Thus a combined Eulerian/Lagrangian (CEL) system in which che variable 
volume spaces are created as Lagrangian and the constat. • volume spaces 
as Eulerian potentially offers a better utilisation of the Lagrangian 
analysis concept suggested by Rix,

Coalescing the attributes of che nodal, method of characteristics and 
Lagrangian approaches to Stirling machine fluid dynamic simulation, an



Idealised methodology may be defined. In this methodology, the 
Cractability o£ the control volume approach is combined with the 
information propagation accuracy of the method of characteristics 
solution and the flexibility of the Lagrangian scheme in accomodating 
non-ststionary boundary conditions. Thp foundation of such an 
idealised scheme must be based l.ncer alia on a rigourous analytic 
treatment of the conservation equations which yields a foirmul ion 
devoid of the 'ad hoc’ deficiencies of existi.ig control volume 
approaches. In particular, the formulation must be cast in frame-of- 
reference indifferent, total temporal derivative terms such that no 
arbitrary discontinuities are Imposed upon the tsroperaturft and 
pressure fields. Within the limitations of che turbulence and 
discretisation models proposed in chapter 4, the theoretical 
development of chapters 3 and 4 ostensibly dots provide a conservation 

equation formulation with the necessary attributes, although no 
absolutism of any kind is claimed or warranted for this formu’ition.

A t e  
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The selection of a numerical algorithm to apply the integral 
conservation equation set to Stirling machine boundary conditions may 
be made on a physical basis since each algorithm has dafinite 
Implications in terms of accurately modelling information propagation. 
A suouaazy of che relevant numerical Algorithms is tabulated 
hierarchically in “able 5.1-



Table 5.1 Stirling machine numerical algorithm hierarchy

Algorithm Physical Implication
Implicit - implicit mass, momentum 
and energy conservation.

Transient solution under cyclic 
equilibrium conditions only.

Hybrid implicit/explicit - explicit 
momentum, implicit mass and explicit 
or implicit energy conservation.

Transient solution under cyclic 
equilibrium conditions only with 
numerically restricted 
integratioT. time increment.

Pressure domain splitting, hybrid 
implicit/explicit - explicit momentum 
and explicit or implicit energy 
conservation, implicit mass 
conservation with characteristically 
determined local field limits,

Transient solution with 
numerically restricted 
integration time increment.

Method of characteristics, explicit - 
explicit mass, momentum and energy 
conservation.

Transient solution, governed 
by Courant criterion.

Explicit - explicit mass, momentum 
and energy conservation.

Transient solution with phase 
and dispersion errors, governed 
by Courant criterion.

Table 5.1 is arranged such that th ■ physically unrestricted transient 
algorithms are located centrally and are bounded by restricted 
explicit and implicit algorithms. The traditional approach to 
Stirling machine simulation as discussed above has been to progress 
from the bottom of table 5.1 upwards, while in this work, the approach 
adopted is to move from the top of table 5.1 downwards.

When compared with the wore traditional explicit algorithms (Sc78, 
Ur77), an implicit numerical algorithm has several advantages to 
recommend it in thp context of one-dimensional, Stirling machine fluid 
dynamic simulation. These advantages may be cited as follows:
1. Numerical stability independent of the 'stiffness' of the total 

temporal derivative equations to be solved.
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mComputatior times on a unit cycle basis which ate significantly '
lower than explicit algorithms owing to a reduced computational 
volume and ability Co accomodate large time increments.
Reduction in the number of simulated machine cycles needed to 
achieve numerical convergence at the steady-state.

Moreover, in physical terms, implicit pnd hybrid implicit/explicit
methods have advantages over purely explicit methods in that, when ■
properly formulated, they permit a physically U!sc”;?e .'.hunting of :

*information propagation and advection effects in a manner which is ^
independent of Courant criterion res trie rions. This may be understood .
by considering the incremental time step profile of any transport 
property in an implicit process depicted by figure 5.2.

is *S+At
Time

Figure 5.2 Incremental property profx • of an implicit integration 
algorithm

In this case, ^(e) is effectively assumed to be constane at its final 
value over the time increment ic, but the final value is a variable 
determined by the requirement that the mass, momentum and energy 
conservation balances are satisfied simultaneously over the entire



flow field ac Cirae CS+AC. Thus knowledge of over AC is not
mandatory in order to guarantee that the conservation criteria are 
satisfied without advective anomalies.

The structure of an implicit algorithm must account properly for 
information propagation boch on a cyclic equilibrium as well as on a 
tran.iient bas.is. Such a struc.cuv.i dependu upon the analytical 
methndology used to formulate the conservation of mass aquation so 
that it implicitly defines the pressure field. This methodology is 
described in section 5.5, and yields pressure field equations of the 
form:

where i denotes the individual mass/energy control volumes of which 
the flow field is comprised and m is dependent on the dimensionality 
of che problem. In a cyclic equilibrium solution, equation (5.2) is 
applied Co the entire flow field, while in a transient solution 
equation (5.2) is applied to a series of pressure domains, one for 
each mass/energy control volume as illustrated (for a particular two
dimensional Eulerian field) in figure 5,3. Each pressure domain has 
an extent determined by Che information propagation characteristics 

where is the sonic velocity within each mass/energy
control volume comprising a parcicular pressure domain. Hence by Chis 
process of partitioning, the 'pressure domain splitting' (PDS) 
algorithm may be structured to yield a transient information 
propagation simulation. This simplified explanation ignores the 
complexities arising from defining che pressure domain boundaries 
under supersonic or sonic flow conditions (that is, when ]vj^ 2: (v )̂ )

(5.2)
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since such an explanation is beyond the limits set by the thesis 
statement. However, it may be mentioned that under these conditions 
the PDS algorit m essentially devolves to a standard approach such as 
the 'region-to-rragion' method (Jo69).

Figure 5.3 Structure of the pressure domain splitting algorithm

Applying equation (5.2) to the entire flow field (or treating the flow 
field as a uniCacy pressure domain) enables the cyclic equilibrium 
solution to be obtained directly. Two approaches to obtaining the 
equilibrium solution may be hypothesized:

1. Infinite information propagation
This hypothesis may be justified by the notion that, at cyclic 
equilibrium, sufficient time has passed such that every point in 
the flow field has received information from every other point in 
the flow field for all instants over the cyclic period. This 
concept is graphically illustrated by Organ (Or82) who depicts a 
Mach line net for about 1,25 cycles after the initiation of the 
oscillation of an alpha-configuration Stirling engine as shown in 
the reproduction denoted as figure 5.4. The infinite information
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propa ,ation hypothesis may be implemented by arbitrarily 
selecting an integration time increment which is much less than 
the smallest information propagation time characteristic of .1 

particular machine. The time characteristic may be defined as 
the interval required for a pressure wave to exactly traverse the 
unitary pressure domain once. Henceforward, the infinite 
information propagation Hypothesis is distinguished by referring 
to its implementation as the 'equilibrium algorithm'.

2. Characteristically determined integration time increments

Here, the integration time increment is treated as a dependent 
variable which is instantaneously equal to the machine time 
characteristic. In this instance, the equilibrium solution 

produces the spatially limiting case of the pressure domain 
splitting algorithm and as such yields an approximation to the 
full information propagation transient solution. The 
implementation of tne characteristically determined integration 
time increment hypothesis is termed the 'unitary pressure domain 
(UPD) algorithm'.

The validity of the unitary pressure domain and cyclic equilibrium 
algorithms is limited strictly to Stirling machine configurations 
which never experience sonic or supersonic conditions at any time 
during their operation. This is apparently not a restriction of 
consequence for a representative sample of the Stirling engine 
hardware constructed to date. Over this hardware map (SS86) the 
largest Mach numbers encountered have been much less than 0,5 (Se86) 
while both algorithms have been successfully tested to threshold Mach 
numbers of at least 0,85 (G0 8 7.I). As intuitively expected, both



algorithms fail for Mach numbers of unity or greater.

However, the assertion Chat most Stirling engine hardware experiences 
low cyclic maximum Mach numbers is by no means definite. The maximum 
Mach numbers referred co have been determined for each piece of 
Stirling hardware at the minimum flow area (usually tKi 
heater/regenerator interface) where the peak cyc H . flow velocities 
are inferred to occur. Yet Organ (Or84) has argued, based on single 
screen experimental data, that the flow in the regenerator may choke 
at upstream Mach numbers in ci range 0,2 < <0,5 for regenerator 
matrix porosities in che range 0,4 < i < 0,8, a porisity range 
spanning most Stirling machines. Should this be truf then the 
consequent existence of a weak shock front in the reger.vracor 
militates against the use of the equilibrium or UPD algorithms, so 
mandating Che use of the PDS algorithm.

Referring once again Co cable 5.1, it may be observed chat, in 
addition to the pressure domain splitting and implicit cyclic 
equilibrium algorithms, a hybrid implicit/explicit version of the 
cyclic equilibrium algorithm is also described. This hybrid 
algorithm, even though numerically restricted, becomes useful when 
considering two- and three-dimensional flow fields with relatively 
fine control volume spatial discretisations. Under these conditions, 
the computational effort in the fully implicit method mandated b■' '■Vie 
repeated inversion of very large square matrices may become comparable 
with or greater than the effort involved in using partially explicit, 
numerically restricted algorithms. This statement also takes 
cognisance of the particular difficulties arising from Stirling 
machine boundary conditions which yield 'stiff' differential equations
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(Sh82), so predicating Che use of icerative explicit algorithms (Ge67) 
which can become fairly complex i,Bu64).

Thus In the light of the foregoing discussion and in accordance with 
the thesis statement which stipulates that only cyclic equilibrium 
solutions are of relevance, stiention is restricted here to the
development and application of vhe fully implicit algorithm under ;
cyclic equilibrium conditions only. The remainder of this chapter is 
therefore devotad to transforming the time-averaged and spatially
discretised integral conservation balances developed in chapter 4 into '
a form amenable to solution by an implicit numerical algorithm,
Although this development is undertaken in one-dimensional terms (as 
required by the constraints elucidated in section 1.4), the 
methodology may be applied readily in two or three dimensions. Such 
multi-dimensional applications are in some respects simpler than the 
one-dimensional case discussed, since they avoid some of the 
convolutions necessary to apply uni-dimensional empirical correlations 
in a volume-averaged setting.

In presenting the development of the implicit numerical algorithm, a 
complete listing of all the relevant equations as actually implemented 
in the simulation programmes is given. Unavoidably, such an approach 
results in a certain amount of tedium hut eliminates any loss of 
rigour in translating analytical symbolism in':o numerical details.



The system model depicted in figure 5,5 Is a literal one-dimensional 
application of the discretisation scheme described by equations (4.29) 
Co a Stirling machine working space. The working space is divided 
into three sub-regions termed the expansion, transfer and compression 
spaces respectively. In turn, the expansion and compression spaces, 
which are defined as having constant cross-sectional flow areas, are 
split further into purely Lagrangian and combined Eulerian/Lagrangian 
(CEL) zones. A single CEL mass/energy control volume provides Che 
interface between the purely Lagrangian and Eulerian control volumes 
bordering the Eulerian/Lagrangian zone, Each Lagrangian mass/energy 
control volume is denoted by a numerical sequence which increases from 
che piston inwards towards the transfer space. This produces what may 
cursorily appear co be a needlessly complex mirror image numbering 
sequence in che expansion and compression spaces, However, in view of 
the structure of the Eulerian/Lagrangian interfacing scheme discussed 
later, this notation yields the most effective computer programme 
structure. In both the expansion and compression spaces, the 
Lagrangian momentum control volumes (v.1 ee centroids are depicted by 
che single chain dashed lines) are numb a so chat the numerical 
indices denoting any mass/energy control volume and its piston side 
momentum conCrol volume are identical. The properties of che firsc 
momencum control volume in both the expansion and compression spaces 
describe the kinematics of the pistons, so defining che momentum 
boundary conditions for che entire flow field.
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Figure 5.5 One-dimensional Stirling machine workinR space system model



There are NE/NC^ mass/energy and NE+l/NC+1 momentum control volumes 
insc«uitaneously in the expansion and compression spaces respectively. 
The universal sign convention defines positive to be in the direction 
from che expansion space to the compression space. In addition, zero 
piston displacements are defined for both variable volume spaces to 
occur at their junctions with the transfer space. Therefore, momentum 
control volume positions wilJ appear as negative and positive values 
in che expansion and compression spaces respectively. The momentum 
control volume velocities and displacements in both spaces adhere to 
che universal sign convention such that positive vectors are directed 
towards the right.

Separating the expansion and compression spaces is a Eulerian transfer 
space comprising the heater, regenerator and cooler as well as any 
intermediate ducting. The mass/energy control volume discretisation 
of che transfer space may be arbitrary with the restriction that 
discontinuous changes in flow area occur at mass/energy control volume 
boundaries. The momentum control volume stiaddling the left hand 
boundary of a given mass/energy control volume has the same numerical 
Index as the given mass/energy control volume. This results in che 
crarsfer space having an aggregate of NT mass/energy control volumes 
and NT+1 momentum control volumes. In terms of the universal sign 
convention cited above, all mass fluxes and velocities in the transfer 
space are positive whan vectored Cowards the right (or compression 
space end). The entrance' eo and 'exic' from a particular control 
volume are defined Co be coincident with its left and right boundaries

^Non-boldface upright capitals refer to computer programme- 
nomenclature which is introduced directly into che notation in order 
co simplify the symbolism and allow che programme listings to be 
interpreted more readily.



respectively.

In Che following discussion as well as in Che computer simulation 
programmes, the sign conventions discussed above are meticulously 
applied 'hroughout and Ehus will no longer be alluded Co explicitly.

5.4 THE REDUCED AND DISCRETISED ONE-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL BALANCES

The one- dimensional conservation balances as veil as their associated 
boundary advecCion terms are a simplificaCion of Che generalised 
equacions developed in sections 4.5 and 4.6. Henceforward, the 
nomenclature is simplified where appropriate by ignoring the overbar 
averaging nomenclature and reducing all Che veccor Cerms to cheir one
dimensional form which, in terms of the adopted system sign 
convention, need not be referred to using bold-faced symbols. As the 
system model involves Eulerian, Lagrangian and combined 
Eulerian/Lagrangian control volumes, the one-dimensional conservation 
equacions are given in all Che forms necessary for a compleCe 
descripcion of Che Scirling machine fluid dynamic system.

5.4.1 One-Dimensional Integral Mass Balance

From equation (4.30), the Eulerian version of the integral mass 
balance is given by:

drti/dc - (gnAn)l - (gnV i » i  (5'
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where, as before, the subscript n refers to those parameters occurring 
at a momentum control volume centroid.

From equation (4.18), under Lagrangian conditions, the integral mass 
balance becomes:

dtf./de - 0 (5.4)

while for the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian control volumes in the 
expansion and compression spaces (which are denoted henceforward by 
the Greek subscripts c and 7 respectively):

drtc/dt - (5.5.1)

d*7/dt - <«nAn)MI4.l (5.5.2)

5.4.2 One-Dimensional Integral Momentum Balance

The one-dimensional Eulerian version of equation (4.36) is complicated 
by the properties of the system model. In particular, the non-uniform 
flow areas and the necessity of including the multi-dimensional 
characteristics of the stress tensors into a uni-dimensional mould 
mandate that equation (4.36) be applied with careful adherence to 
local geometrical boundary conditions.

Consider a momentum control volume straddling a flow area 
discontinuity between two mass/energy control volumes L and i+1 as 
depicted in figure 5.6.
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full scress censor incorporated into equation (4.36) may be simplified 
considerably and expressed in terms of che cylindrical coordinate 
system of figure 5.6 as:

+ < V V1;>T- + I < E fcV ‘ 2ctvi'*/3)<7,(b?i^11i 

[ (4^/3 + \)dv/dx + pi (3vr/3S)/r + dv/dr}]1 (5.7)
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From equations (4.34) and (4.36), the total stress tensor, including 
the Reynolds stresses, may be expressed as:

_ U (eV)T +  - I t(ftvJT +  [VJT<c').-n)dA

(5.8.2)

(5.8.3)

Examining equations (5.7) and (5.8) with reference to figure 5.6, it 
may be noted that:

5 * 0 ‘n <5-

m T <5 ’!

Hence substituting equation (5.7) into equation (5,8) and simplifying 
in terms of equations (5.9) produces:

T + T(t,y - n)cM - [l(4p/3 +• A)5v/3x + r£'V-n]dA|- lC,tv,T + [v;T,c)).-n )d4 - |̂ |

JAg
[^((Sv/a«)/r + dv/dr)

In terms of the one-dimensional system model Sv/3B and dv/3r are 
explicitly indeterminate and thus must be expressed, via an empirical

l(u v ,T + T {t)).-»>dA



correlation, as a function of v (BS60). The Reynolds stress tensor 
components Txr xg acB also explicitly indeterminate and must 
likewise be expressed empirically in terms of v. It is convenient to 
combine these correlations a.id express them as the single relationship 
fl(v). Hence the second integral on the right hand side of equation 
(5.10) becomes:

[̂#j( (3v/SS)/r + dv/dr} + ] * 'nj &
•Mr ' '

represents the solid surface bounding the two mass/energy control 
volume segments comprising a momentum control volume.

Following an argument offered by Schlichting (Sc79), t^x is 
ignored since, by an ord?r-of-raagnitude analysis, it is significantly 

less than rxr*x0' ^ us from equations (5.10) and (5.11):

{(4/j/3 + A)3v/3x)-n)d4

+ (n(v)A(r)i + m(v)A(r)iti I

Hence, reducing equations (4.36) to one-dimensional form and 
substituting equations (5.6) and (5.12), the Eulerian form becomes:

d(gn!'n)i/dt - (gvA)I_l - (gvA)j_ + (An)i(Pi l-?i) - («n)ig
- (((4/i/3 + A)3v/9x)A]i.1 + [ 1 ( W 3  r h)dv/8x)A}1

- |n(v)Aff)I.1 - tQ(v)Aj)i



Substituting equations (4.50) and (4.61):

d(*ntn V dt “ v±-i(-8A)i-i ' + (-An h ('Pl-i'PJ) ' (tfn)
- + lA(4'i/'3+A)/rt}i.l((gnAn)i.i - (gnAn)i)
- (n(v)Aff}j, - lA(4/i/3+A)/«)i((gnAn)i - (g„An)J+1) (C.13,1)

where (g&) . s determined such that for J - i-1 and j ■

lf Vj “ 0 Chen: (gA)j ’ (sn V j

if Vj < 0 then: - (£nAn)jh,

and Vj is given by:

v i " + < * n Vf+;J 7 *'^1

(5.13.2)

(5.13.3)

•*n n'J*: ‘V j

Equation (5.13.1) is applicable to the Eulerian momentum control 
volume at the junction of the expansion and transfer spaces with the 
modifications described by equations (5.14),

When j - i-1 - £:

if v t a 0 then: (*A)* - Pc(v„An)N1 

if v < 0 then: (gA)c • (S„A )

(5.14.1)

(5.14.2)

Since the centroid of the c mass/energy control volume constitutes a 
moving boundary, from equations (4.51.1) and (4.36), v is given by:

■ ,Pc < W t < 6 + l  + ton-Vl }/2fic \  ' °’5(Vn)NE^l <5

and hence by inference:

M V V h b + i  “  ( W j  (5

•Jlf* > i if ■»



Similarly, for the Eulerian momentum control volume at the 
compression/transfer space interface, equation (5.13.L) applies with 
the changes given by aquations (5.15).

When J — I - y.

if a 0 then: (®A)* ~

if v < 0  then: (gA)^ ~ p 

where:

J / 2 V

(5.15.1)

(5.15.2)

W S A c * i  * <*nAn>J*i

The Lagrangian form of equation (4.36) may be expressed using the 
structure of equation (3.28). In terms of the system model (figure 
5.5) the Lagrangian form is used only in a constant flow area 
environment, This permits the simplified result:

d< V n V dc " ' fn<v)V i - i  ' >n(v> V i  * (lV l S
+ (A(4/i/3+A)/i>. .{(.vn). < V i <

■ (A(W3+A)/l>J{(vn)I - (vn)ltl) (5.

The form d(Mnvn)i/de equation (3.28) is preferred to
given by equation (3.29) in order to accomodate the 

NE+1 and NC+1 momentum control volumes in the. expansion and 
compression spaces respectively (see figure 5.4). In terms of 
equations (4,33) and (5.5), these particular control volumes will in 

general have d(M ^
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Equation (5.16) is applicable to the NE+1 momentum control volume in 
the expansion space with the replacement (determined from equation 
(4-50)):

' M V V n e * !  ' <*nAn V /M« “ l(V i  ' (vn h* i]/1i <5'

and the addition of an advective I n on the right hand side so chat:

{RKS of (5.16)) - v_ (gA) -* {RH3 of (5.16)) 

where (gA)* is given by equations (5.14).

Similarly, for the NC+1 momentum control volum- in the compressi 
space equation (5.16) applies with the replacement;

( ( ^ „ ) , l n  - /VV nVirc*iJ/W, " <<Vi-x ■ 1

and the addition:

{RHS of (5.16)1 f v (gA) ** (RHS of (5.16)) 

where (gA) is given by equations (5.15).

In translating che generalised integral energy balance of equacion 
(4.43) inco a one-dimensional Eulerian form, difficulcies similar to 
chose encountered above for the dissipacion and turbulence terms 
arise, namely, the inclusion of essentially multi-dimensional 
phenomena in a uni-dimensional structure. Thus in Cerms of che uni
dimensional velocicy v, irom aquations (4,37) and (4.38), the
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dissipation is gi in cylindrical coordinates by:

( [bVI*) i  -  (av/ar)2( (av/af)/r )2)

(5.19)

where Che function F represents an empirical evaluation of the 
dissipation resultant from the temporally fluctuating component of the 
volume-averaged velocity. As for equation (5,7), (3v/3r) and (3v/8S) 
are not explicitly determinable and hence it is convenient to combine 
these terms with the functional term F into a single empirical 
relationship fc*(v). Equation t'i.2.9) then becomes:

([tv,5)i - ( W 3  + A)(3v/3x)z + 4>*(v) (5.20)

The non-advective heat flux and turbulent heat flux surface integral 
terms in equation (4,43) may be combined and repartitioned into flow 
and non-flow surface area components as follows:

4

%

(5.21.1)

where:

(5.21.2)

(5.21.3)
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In a one dimensional field, Che second incegral on che righc hand side 
of equacion (5.21.1) (which describes Che heac transfer becween che 
solid portions of che boundary »nd Che control volume fluid) is 
dependent on 6T/8r, 3T/86 and v(r,0) as well as on Cheir temporally 
fluctuating components. As none of these terms are explicitly 
available, ic is cuscomary to lump all Che solid boundary / fluid heat 
transfer effects into a single convective heat transfer term (BS60).
This term incorpo Ces an empirically decermined heat transfer 
coefficienc as follows:

I l(u v n)''7itvn)? + (vni^(t)>“ n,drt " h< V , (r’rcr> <5 ’22
i*B ” n n

where ii is the empirical heat transfer coefficient and (An)o denotes 
the solid surface bounding a mass/energy control volume. By analogy 
with the momentum balance, following Schlichting (Sc79):

U1 Liie lULUUlbllL. iLUA W. Q ">  t L -UJ. •  llia£U.LI.UUS

analysis and may thus be ignored.

Hence combining equations (5,21), (5.22) and (5.23) and substituting 
the result together with equation (5.20) into equacion (4.43) yields 
the one-dimensional Eulerian form:

Cv d (rM )i /dC -  Mi £i  + Vi [(4>i/3 + A )(3 v / 9 x )Z 4 <t>*<v) + (VvdP/dx) £

+ lA< V . (V r),i + (V V i + i (3V 5x)i*i
* ^ P (snTnAr }i '  V W n ' i H  * (Kn V i (a V 3'v ) i  (S ' 24)



the discretisation of all Che gradients in equation (5.24) is quite 
natural in terras of the °Yste»r. model with the exception of the 
(SP/dx)■ gradient. A-', n tioned previously in the discussion of 
equation (4.39), an approach which has proved Co be numerically 
successful is developed with reference to figure 5.7 for the 
particular case of a constant area mass/energy control volume.

0
x=?,./2 x=l.

- , t’!
© 0

( ‘V '  C'n).'+:

Figure 5.7 Pressure gradient discretisation

As there are two pressure gradients existing in the mass/energy 
control volume, Che aggregate effect may be obtained by integrating 
v(3P/dx) in two parts as follows:

i V 2{Vv3P/ax)l - Al [ |v(x)(Pi-Pi_1)/(i|l)x)d.'<:

(v<x)(P. -Pf)/<2n),..)dx|
)l,/2 i+1 1 " 1+1

Substituting equation (4.49) for v(x) and rearranging:



(Vv8P/dx)1 -

Integrating and simplifying produces:

(VvOP/dx)i - (!1/8(Dj)((Pi-Pi.l)|3(6-nAn)i + {gnAn)itl)/dn)i
(5.25)

This equation is a paradigmatic expansion of (VvdP/dx)^ although the 
algeora may become quite complex when A. is an arbitrary function of 
x. As the constant area esse is most prevalent, equation (5.25) id 
used henceforward for exemplifying the algorithm development.

Substituting equations (4.50), (4.67), (4.68) and (5.25' into equation 
i5.24) yields the final Eulerian form:

Cydd-rt^/dt = + < W 3 + A ) x[((gnAn)i_>1 - (gnAn)i)/p\]/Vk + {V#’(v))i

+ d l/ipl)[(.Pl ■ ?*.,)(3<SnV i  + 

+ (Pi+1 - ',J) t ( ^ V i + 3<V*,

(S.26.1)

where (^n)j a^e determined such that for J “ X and J =■ i+1:

if (gn)j a 0 then: <Tn)* - TJml (5.26.2)

If (gn)j < 0 then: (ly* = Tj (5.26.3)
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The Lagrangian form of equation (4.43) may be expressed using che 
scruccure of equacion (3.32). In terms of che system model given by 
figure 5.4, che Lagrangian form is used in a constant; flow area 
environment only and thus may be simplified to yield:

CvU1dTi/dr - + <W3+A) .7i(((vn)i<.l-(vn)i)/Ii]2
+ {V$*(v))i + (7I/8)[(Pi -

+ <?i*i ' - W < vn>i+i-<Vl»
+ lh(.An)s(.Tw -T))i + Ai(<ri.l-ri)2'ci-i'ci/('siIi-i+'ci-iIi)
- (ri-Ti+1)2«.«I+1/(«i+1li+«ili+i)) (5.27)

The energy equation in the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian c. mass/energy 
control volume in che expansion space is given b>:

C„dCTH>e/dC - N'Ec •* ?cW k e * i  + ( W 3+A)c(((5nAn)1//>[ ' (V V n E + i ]Z/V. + (1c/8){(F4 - ?f(E)(3(vnAn)lJE + l+(̂nAn)l//3c}/(In)HE + l
+ CP, - + " 5P < * i A , W l
+ {h(An)a(Tv-T)}c + W n)HE4.l(r1JE-rc)2KHE«£/(«i;ii)K+«|!Ei£)
+ (^*”(v)}£ - (An)1(r£-r1)2*gK1/(K1ic+*ei1) (S.28.1)

where (r ) is determined such that:

if (g ) £ 0 then: (T )* - T£ (5.28.2)

if (gn)t < 0 then: (Pn)* = Tl (,5.28.3)

Similarly for the y mass/energy control volume in che compression 

space:

. j. Ai



Cyd(TM)i/dC - + ( W 3 + « , t l ( v n4J,),c+1-(gnV l| „ 1/ f J l7''1

+ {W>'(v)l 7 + (1^/8)[(PT - P

+ ( W l 1Ctli/(y H + i + (PNC

+ 3 < V V nc+1)/(In)Hc.i] + {ii(Aa)^(Tw-r>)T -

+ y  w mi + ̂ V hi+i +(An,

+* H l V  * (A ) AT -T :)2k-«NC/(«H,I +« 1HC ) (5.29

where (rn)MI+1 is determined such chac:

if («„)„*! ^ 0 chen: <rn>Niti " rNT (5.29.2)

if <5n)NItI < 0 then: <^n)’Ttl - T (5.29.3)

5.5 THE IMPLICIT NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

The implicit numerical algorithm used has its origirr in the Implicit 

Continuous-fluid Eulerian (ICE) technique of Harlow and Amsden (HA71) 

and the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations, Revised 

(SIMPLER) of Patankar (Pa80). In turn, this latter meth-. d reportedly 

(Xs83) extracts its central idea from a serai-implicit scheme developed 

by Chorin (Ch68). Although elements of the implicit algorithm are 

clearly identifiable with the ICE and SIMPLER algorithms and, in 

particular, the overall iterative approach used conforms to the 

SIMPLER scheme, the details and sequencing of the algorithm have not 

been encountered in the literature (Es83, Ro82).

The implicit algorithm is discussed in several sub-sections. Firstly, 

the necessary implicit pressure, temperature, velocity and mass flux 

field equations are developed from the one-dimensional integral



balances discussed in section 5.4, As before, Che Eulerian,
Lagrangian and CEL forms of the relevant equations are listed for the 
sake o' completeness. Thereafter, the algorithm itself is defined in 
terms of these implicit field relationships. Finally, the methodology 
used to interface the Eulerian and Lagrangian fields is discussed in 
terms of the defined algorithmic structure,

5.5.1 Thg Irarlicit Pressure. Temperature. Velocity and Hass Flux

Central to the implicit algorithm is the methodology by which the 
implicit pressure field equation (5.2) is extracted from a combination 
of the conservation of mass and momentum equations. This methodology 
is in essence similar CO thac proposed by Harlow and Aff.sden in the ICS 
algorithm.

Discretising the lert hand side of equation (5.13.1) and invoking 
equations (5.13.2) and (S.13.3) allows the Eulerian integral momentum 
balances to be given the form (for 2 £ i < NT):

Field Equations

(5.30.2)

0R - (An)J+i(A(4M/3+A)/«JJ (5.30.3)



(V i  ■ (Vn V At +

<*nJi ~ <*n*nV*£ ' (V i S  ' W ^ V l - i  ' W v> V i

For che momentum control volume straddling che expansion/transfer 
space junction (i**l), equation (5.13.1) is coupled with equations
(5.14) to produce:

“ (* m . W N E * i  + + <An )i(Pc’Pi) + (an h

where 0^ and (Kng), ace given by equations (5.30.3) and (5.30.5) 
respectively with i=l while:

PL- 3+A)/M)(

" pc i^L | + V c ° V n e * i

(Kn \  “ (Vn V Ac + < V  A  'h BR

1 -  .

= <t,X )i/ac ’ (M«)x* ' tft<v)AA  ' (0(* > V i  <5-

Similarly, for the momentum control volume straddling the 
compression/transfer space junction (i-NT+1), equations (5.13.1) and

(5.15) are combined to yield:
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i“a'NT+1 *• nl/NT + i'^n'NT ^aR't

where, in this case, 0^ and (^n£^NT + i are Siver> respectively by 
equations (5.30.2) and (5.30.4) with i“8T+l, while:

fif (A(V/3+A)/M)i

<*„*>

<*„>»!♦! " n̂>HT,i/iC + H +
- V (An>«tI "• "  "* j i f  v„„ < 0

(5.30.16)
jif v > 0

(«n)Ntil - <1W i«i m /Ai: • <Nn>Hi*i® ' <n<v>-V«T • (5.30.17)

The Lagrangian integral momentum balances are obtained from equation
(5.16) which may be manipulated to yield, for 2 < j S BE or 2 < j <

NC:

(Knvn h  " </fnt,I<vn>i-i + + (V i <pI-r?i } + <an>i (S'31-1)
J J J*i J J-i J J  J - i  J

(Kn/?)1 “ IA(W3+A)/1I. (5.31.2)

(XnL) . -
J J  + i

“ < W Ac + <KnL>i +
J j J J

(«n)J - < « X V AC - («„)iS - «0(v)Aff}1.l - {0<v )Ab)1
J j J .i+l J

try -V  ■

X



J— i . #  Z

x‘ i  
«

The integral moment’."1! balance for Che (NE+1) control volume J.n che 
expansion space is determined from the combination of equations (5.16) 
and (5.17) resulting in:

+ ^n^NEti<**»> i + U n)NS + i(f’»E-Pc)

* <5 31'6> 

where (Kni)VStl i-s defined by equation (5.31.3) with i - NE+1 and:

PR = U(W3+A)/M)( (5.31.7)

(Kn)„x, - <Vke*i/ac + +

"  (rtnvn )HE*i/AC '  ' (n(v)iV ifE  '  in (v > V «  (5.31.10)

Similarly for the compression space, the (NC+I) control volume 
integral momentum balance is obtained from equations (5.16) and (5.18) 
which combine Co produce:

< W i r c +i “ (W « c i (V Sitl + (KnR>oc*x^n\c + < V hc* i <p, 'p,c>
+ (« „ )hc* i (5.31.11)

where (̂ n^)HC+1 is defined by equation (5.31.2) with J - NC+1 and:

PL - (A(4p/3+A)/M) (5.31.12)
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(XA c * i  “  + W a c * i h  + < * «* > «♦ !

' v P <An>«e*i (5.31.14)[ 7 1 n *c 1 jif ^  < 0

( V „ cti " (l‘'nVn \ c ^ /£lL ' ' l°<v>V-, * W W V k c  <5-31-15)

Discretising the left hand side of equation (5,3) and substituting the 
equation of state (4.13) produces:

(.PV/RT-H’) ^  - (gnAn)i - V „ ) l H  (5.32)

The lefc hand side of equation (5.32) is implicitly dependent upon the 
information propagation rate at time c’+it (see figure 5.2) for the 
mass/energy control volume i. This may be shown by noting that V^ is 
a constant for a Eulerian control volume so chat:

PV/RT - M5 - V{P - i?r/)/J?T
- VRT(.p-p‘)/gT

- W/RT)(.5P/2p)T<,p-p') (5.33)

where (3P/dp)j is the square of Che isothermal speed of sound for a 
fluid wich constant specific heats,

Substituting equ.icion (5.30.1) into equation (5.32) and rearranging 
produces the implicit Eulerian pressure field relationship:

Pi( V Rriac + + ^ j V V i + i 1 ‘ Pi-i(An/Kn) i
■ pU l (A^ xnh^i

HJ/4C + CAn) J ( <^n> t CJTn£f)^ +

' + <Sn) U i (̂ nR) + ^ V i + i  ̂ V i + i  (5'34)
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The Lagrangian pressure field rela H  onshi p may be found by 
manipulating equacion (5.4) as follows:

0 - dtf./dr
- (>Ldl^/de + VL<ipL/<it

Since Che control volume flow areas in Che Lagrangian zones are 
constant, in advanced Cimo form Ehis becomes:

dp^/dc -

Discrecising che left hand side and substituting equation (4.13):

(P/RT ■ ps)L/LC m P1(v1-''i n )„/I] <5-35)

Following a manipulacion similar to that used to produce equation 
(5.33), the implicit dependence of che left hand side of equation 
(5.35) on the informacion propagation rate may also be demonstrated. 
SubstiCuCing equacioi. (5.31.1) into equation (5.35) and rearranging 
yields the implicit Lagrangian pressure field equacion:

p ^ d / R T ^ t  + v (W i  + ( y c nj I ( 1) / i . )  -

' ?i+lpll-An/Knh+i/1l

p\/*t + Pi[Uv'n)i.1(Kni)i + ( +

Considering the c CEL control volume, using a process similar to that 
which produced equation (5.35), equacion (5.5.1) may be cransformed 

into:

(P/RT ■ p * ) e/ L t - Pcv„B+l/Ic - <«nAn>i/l,c (5,37)
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Substituting equations (5.30.8) and (5.31.6) into equation (5.37) and 
rearranging yields the £ control volume pressure field equation:

ptu / s T K  + p , ( W h m / j, + ~
- p i<A^ n )1/vc 

P\/M *

- + t-Sj ilKnS> i + < * n V /(V i 7« <5’38)

Similarly, the presr.ure field relationship in the 7 CEL control volume 
is given by:

P^l/JCTAe + + '\(W hciW

' ' ^hc- V V V nc* / 2,

'> £ + <V„. +
+ “̂n^Ni*i l'/^n^KT +jVi " ^^n^Hr+i^nl^HC+i + v̂n^Nc^nipHC + i 

+ (5'- 

The temperature field equation in this Eulerian zone may be determined 
directly i'rom equations (5.26). Disoretising the left hand side of 
equation (5.26,1) and rearranging yields:

h Ti - l h h Tl ;  ■ < W l „  - “i

where the constants are defined by the threaded sequence:

h  " * “i - M

Pr " 2(An)i+i'sl''it/('ci+iIi + ltL1U i'1

^ L h  “ h  + CP('SnAn)l if (gJJ)I a 0

(5.40.2)

(5.40.3)

(5.40.4)
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W m  I
J if <8a)t < 0

K1 " W AC + + Pr  + (h(V * ' i  ' W W l1 Jif (^n)i < 0
I -I’ K(.gnAn).^ I (5.40.6)
{ e n n 1+1 Jif (*n)itl > 0

ax - C ^ M ' T ^ ^ & C  + + ( W 3 t A ) l[((gn/ln)i n  - ( j ^ )  . ] 2/ ^

+ !V $ " ( v ) ) I  +  ( i 1/ 8 ? i ) t ( P i -Pi . 1') !3 (5 nAI1) i  +  ^ n V i  + i ^ V i

+ (fW ?I){tenV i  + 3(^nAn )l*i>'/(1n)U ^  + ;* < V , V i  <5.40.7)

The implicit temperature field equation in the Lagrangian space is 
similarly defined with the notable addition that the woi-k term 
(PjdV^/dt) is included in the temperature coefficient term rather 
than in the constant term This is accomplished by substituting
the equation of state (4.13) into the second term on the right hand 
side of equation (5.27) yielding:

?iAit(v'n)i-.i’(vn)i) “ ',i*IV lii(vn)i+1-(vtt)i} (S'41)

Hence, discretising the left hand side of equation (5.27), 
substituting equation (5,41) and rearranging produces:

V i  ■ < W i - .  ■ < W i . ,  - “J

where the crnstants are redefined by:

(KL)i - 2A1ici.1»ei/(Kxl1.1 + #cx. (5.42,2)

+ <5-42'3>

- C ^ / i t  + (.KL+KR)l + ^iRAi({vn)1+1-(vJ1)i) + W A n)v\i (5,42.4)
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- ^ ( W ' J j/AC + MiEi + ( W 3 + A ) / J[((vn)J + l-(vn)J)J/i1]a 

+ (V**Cv) 1^+ <V1/8)[U’J-l,I.l)t3(vn)i + (vn)itl) / (Vi 

+ (Pi n ' f’i),(vn)i + 3(v'rt)i-i,/(I« )i+J  (5.42.5)

Similarly, for Che CEL e control volume, using an equation of state 
substitution, equation (5.28) may be manipulated Co yield:

K T - (X.) r - (Kp) T - a (5.43.1)

(Kl)c - 2(An)[IE+1KNEKc/(«c2[iE + «SE1()

+ W

<*»), - 0D * W V i1 Jif (gn\  < 0
K c - C/I/At + (*,)_. + ^  - />e* V v n>SE + l + (h(An)(r)c

Jlf (*„), £ 0

■ Cv(MsTs)t/AC + + (4p/3+A>([(<ff„Vi/p« '
+ {V**(v)J + (1/8)E(P -P..){3(v A ) + ( J A )  /p 1/(1 )H!(

(5.43.2)

(5.43.3)

(5.43.4)

Likewise, for the combined F.ulerian/Lagrangian 7 control volume, afcer 
manipulaeion. equation (5.29) produces:

KyTi ' < W h t  ' < W « c  “ a, (5'4‘

+ (V Pe)l(W HE*i + + {h<V * V «  (5.43.«>
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W n W j lt(Sii)>rjiS0 < = ■«■=)

(Kr )̂  - ^ V t f c ^ V s c / ^ s c 1* + k71nc) (5.44.4)

Kf - V * / A C  + ^  + CJCjjJ, + f W / V . C M  +

' 2J>(*nV » i * i  (5.44.5)P n n »!♦! j i f  (^ >sj+i < o

- CvlM‘T ‘) y At + + (W3+A),rt(vlfAn )M  + 1-(gaAn))|rM//»7] V ’T 

+ (™ * ( v ) } T + < V 8> t< P ,-P „> l3 < «nAn>Ht t i ^ ,  + ^ . A A c h ^ V i t + i

+ <h < V „ V ,  (5.44.6)

Fina!ly, the implicit forms of Che momentum equations may be 
determined from the previous discussion. For che Eulerian zone, che 
implicit mass flux field equaCions are given by rearranging equations 
(5.30) as:

1‘ A > ,  - I ' W V , , , .  ■ <*„*>,<*„>* -  < V . ‘V iV  * <«»>! ;5-45-1>

W , , . ,  • <EnI>.,..<«n>»T • =
+ <S M ’«

and for 2 S i S NT:

‘W l  ■ - I V j V j . ,  - < V l ‘Pi-.-iV  + <“n>t <5 '«-3>

Similarly, the velocity field equations in the Lagrangian zones are 
given by rearranging equations (5.31) Co produce:

+ <5.46.1)
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computational sequence;
1. Determine the expansion space and compression space piston 

kinematics at time e*+At, that is, find le> (x

2. Guess the Lagrangian zone velocity fields he + i and

nc+i an<1 Ĉ e £u*er*an zone mass flux field 
NT + i at cime cS+ic by setting (v*}j « (v^)^ and

(#*)x -  ( g „ V

Explicitly compute the CEL zone control volume masses using 
equations (5.5) as follows:

Ht - AT* • ACig^A^ x (5.47.1)

M (5.47.2)

4. Test whether the masses in Che e and 7 CEL control volumes are 
sufficiently large. If not, reduce the time increment At and 
return to step 3.

5. Explicitly compute the Eulerian zone control volume masses using 
equation (5.3) as follows:

+ Ae<SnAr?L ' ^n'Vi+i 1 (5.47.3)

6 . Explicitly compute the Lagrangian zone momentum control volume 
displacements from:

(vn )L - V dl
such that.
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7. Determine the density field in all spaces using equation (4.32).

8. Compute the necessary fluid properties such as viscosity and 
conductivity and calculate the mass/energy control volume 
velocities using equations (4.51.1) and (4.J3). Thereby 
determine the required empirical coefficients (heat transfer 
coefficients and friction factors) using appropriate correlation 
formulae or tabulations.

9. Implicitly solve equations (S.40.1), (5.42.1), (5.43.1) a-..
(5.44.1) to produce the unified cemperature field at tims

10. Implicitly compute all the necessary thermal conduction 
temperature fields (such as those occurring in tuoe walls and 
regeneracor matrices) using the advanced time fluid temperatures 
of step 9 as boundary conditions.

11. Implicitly solve equations (5.34), (5.36), (5.38) and (5.39) as a 
unified field, using the latest advanced time temperatures to 
determine the pressure field at time c +&e.

12. Solve equations (5.45) and (5.46) implicitly to produce the 
unified advanced time velocity and mass flux fields, using the 
advanced time pressures of step 11.

* - M t y . ------------ . .A, .. — a.  -  .'.-ttm



13. IF:  ̂all gn and vn are sufficiently converged, or:

max UHs'/sJPi-t.NT*! , < P  (5.49)

where 0 is of arbitrary smallness j 
MEN:

go to step 14. j

ELSE:  ̂set:

P c o n v ^ n h *  ^ P c o n v ^ O i  " Ji-l.NT+l

^ c o m / V i  + <l-Pconv><vn>I “ <vn>ilU-2.NE+1 
i-2,NC+l

where Pconv is a convergence faeeor in the range 
0 < 0 < 1. Go to step 3.

14. Test the n in Che t CEL control volume as follows:

(  " ,  •= a,,d SE 1  1 ]

THEN:
 ̂Combine the N£ an c mass/energy control volumes and 
reduce the number of Lagrangian control volumes by 1 or 
NE-1 -* NE. Go to next step, j

ELSE IE: [ M c > CMc)max ]
THEN:
| Create a new Lagrangian mass/energy control voluir.e 
by partitioning the c CEL control volume and .Increase 
the number of Lagrangian control volumes by i or 

NE+1 - HE. Go to next step. 1

• # *



15. Repeat step 14 for che 7 CEL control volume by replacing £ with 7 

and NE with NC.

IS. Set £ -* rs and all necessary $ -* \6a (where \j> = mass,
momentum, energy, etcetera) and repeat from step 1 .

5,5.2.2 Unitary Pressure Domain (UPD) Algorithm
The UPD algorithm (which is the limiting case of the pressure domain 
splicctng (PDS) algorithm) has the potential for generating very large 
tine increments. This has the advantage of producing a significant 
increase in computation speed since fewer time increments are required 
co integrate the equacions over a cycle. However, fewer time 
increments make a fine resolution of the flow field in the Lagrangian 
spaces impractical using the algorithm described above because of the 
need to reconfigure expansion and compression space control volumes at 
almost every time step. It may be notftd, though, Chat chis 
impracticality would not apply to Che full PDS algorithm since 
arbitrary time increments of adequate smallness may be selected to 
restore he viability of Che CEL interfacing scheme described.

The UPD algorithm may be formulated as a subset of che infinite 
information propagation algorithm since the CEL interfacing steps fall 
away and the expansion and compression spaces are represented 
throughout the cycle bj the c and 7 control volumes respectively.
Thus the UPD algorithm may be described in terms of seeps 1*16 listed 
in section 5.5.2.1 as follows:

a, Compute the time increment Ac from:
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At - »»x [ I V l v ^ ' i l ,  ,

b- Step 1.

c. Guess the Eulerian zone mass flux field (ga)i,1 KI + 1 at time 
Ca+iC by setting

d. Execute the following steps omitting all references to the 
Lagrangian zones: 3, 5, 7-12.

e. i£:  ̂all gn are sufficiently converged, or from
equation (5-48):

max (<1-!£n/g„l.i)j„2iSr,I) < # }
THEN;
[ go to step f. j

f .

£LS|: sec: &conv{gn)L + (1 • ^ £>„y)(Sn)J - <gn)i
Go to step a. J

Step 16 and repeat from step 1.

In practice, this algorithm has an artificial limitation in the sense 
that it does not permit precise values for cyclically integrated 
parameters (such as heat transfers and indicaced works) Co be 
computed, This ar'.ses because, in general, a given cyclic period will 
not contain an integral numbei of time characteristics, or, the end of 
a cycle and the completion of a pressure p'^se traverse will not 
coincide, Various methods of dealing with this difficulty hove been 
tested including the obvious protocol of interpolating between data 
points to determine the cyclic closure values. However, the 
characteristics of the implicit algorithm combined with the relative 
sparsity of data points produced make the interpolation protocol quite
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hazardous and prone to large errors. Thus an alternate approach has 
been developed In which the average time increment over an entire 
cycle is used to generace the nearest integral number of increments to 
be used in the next cycle, or:

no. of increments - integer (cp„/<4t>„,.„sa + 0,51

This approach, while eliminating the numerical cyclic integral errors, 
ha9 been demonstrated to yiald small discrepancies in closure 
temperatures and pressures under oneious boundary conditions (Go87.1). 
Hence, in physical terms, the cyclic integral values produced by the 
time Increment approximation are not exact UPD values. The cyclic 
inregral errors seem to bp proportional to the operating frequency 
such that a: 100Hz, the errors reach values of about 2-3% (Go87.1),
If necessary, this discrepancy must be taken into account when 
compa' ng experimental results with those simulated by the UPD 
algorithm.

The structure of the implicit algorithm described above is the result 
of s prolonged trial and error development process, Hence the 
principal justification for the algorithm's structure is its 
demonstrated efficacy under a wide range of generalised fluid dynamic 
boundary conditions including, for example, its application to a 
generalised cavity flow problem in two-dimensions (Go85). Since 
myriad different approaches co solving the given equation set are 

theoretically possible, tbs selection process necessarily depends on 
criteria such as computational speed, ease of implementation and data

■ # *



storage requirements. Hence for Scirling machine boundary conditions, 
the implicit algorithm described above outperformed the SIMPLER 
algorithm In all categories, notably in computational speed, This is 

attributable to the implicit algorithm's significantly faster rate of 
convergence, that is, fewer iterations are required to satisfy 
equation (5,49) than needed by the SIMPLER algorithm. However, this 
improvement in performance is only substantial under conditions in 
which the various coefficient matrices are inverted using non
iterative techniques such as Gaussian elimination or Crout reduction 
(Ge70). In a one-dimensional context this is not a limitation, since 
all the implicit field equations may be cast in the following tri
diagonal matrix (TDMA) form:

The coefficient matrix [K]|j may readily and rapidly be inverted using 
Gaussian elimination techniques such that only the elements in th% 
three no.i-zero diagonals need be scored,

An essential difference between the implicit and SIMPLER algorithms, 
however, is in the treatment of the temperature field equation, In 
the SIMPLER algorithm, steps 8 and 9 which produce the temperature



field are performed after steps 12 and 13 in which the velocity and 
mass flux fields are determined. Furthermore, the temperature field 
equations in the CEL and Lagrangian zones do not apparently (Pa80) 
include the indicated work term within the coefficient matrix (using 
the substitution of equation (5.41)), but rather incorporate the 
indicated work in the constant term. Since the piston motions drive 
the flow in a Stirling machine, the driving impetus is thus not as 
directly involved in tho convorgcnce process in the SIMPLER algorithm 
as it is in the implicit algorithm, This offers an explanation for 
the inferior convergence performance of the SIMPLER algorithm under 
Stirling machine boundary conditions. One other difference between 
the two algorithms is the use of equations (5.47) and (5.48) to 
explicitly determine the Eulerian masses and Lagrangian displacements 
respectively, a procedure which is not explicitly included in the 
SIMPLER algorithm as reported in reference PafiO. The above 
comparative discussion is strictly relevant to a one-dimensional, 
compressible fluid flow situation. In two or three dimensions, as 
well as under incompressible flow conditions, the two algorithms as 
described are not comparable, Compressible flows in more than one- 
dimension yield coefficient matrices E*)^j equation (5.50)) which 
are no longer tri-diagonal. The non-iterative inversion of these 
matrices may not always be computationally tractable, Under such 
circumstances, iterative inversion schemes such as Causs-Seidel 
iteration (Ge70) or Stone's 'strongly implicit method' (St68) are 
required. Modifications to the presented implicit algorithm are 
needed to implement these iterative schemes, whereas no modification 
of the published SIMPLER algorithm (Pa80) is necessary, Furthermore, 
unlike the SIMPLER algorithm, the implicit algorithm as described may 
not be applied to incompressible flows.
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In summary, che modus operand1 of che implicit algorithm is an 
iterative determination of the mass flux and velocity fields such that 
all other unknowns may be determined as functions of Che icerated 
parameters. At first examination, such nn iterative, implicit 
approach would seem to be incapable of yielding superior computational 
performance to a non-iterative, explicit scheme such as that described 
by Urieli (Ur77) and Berchowitz (Be78). In practice, however, 
particularly when meeting the physically mandated Courant criterion, 
these explicit schemes are about an order of magnitude slower than the 
iterative implicit algorithm described (Go87.1). Furthermore, if the 
particular Stirling machine boundary conditions yield a sufficiently 
'stiff’ set of differential equations, explicit algorithms are prone 
to instabilities caused by truncation errors. The implicit algorithm 
does not suffer from this disadvantage.

These observations are corroborated by Annand (An68) who compared the 
use of iterative and non-iterative (fourth order, explicit Runge- 
Kutta) integration schemes for modelling a diesel cycle in a 
reciprocating engine. The iterative method showed no evidence of 
instability and allowed complex two-component effects to be accurately 
modelled, attributes not shared by the non-iterative Runge-Kutta 
method. In addition, the iterative method proved to be faster than 
its non-iteraciva counterpart.



Inherent in the conservation balances incorporate in the implicit 
algorithm is the capability of interfacing the Eulerian and Lagrangian 
zones in a way that maintains overall mass, momentum and energy 
conservation, This is accomplished logistically via the CEL control 
volumes which enable Lagrangian moss/energy control volumes to be 
created or destroyed depending on the total amount of mass within the 
expansion and compression spaces, The destruction of Lagrangian 
mass/energy control volumes is necessary to prevent Lagrangian 
momentum control volumes encroaching beyond the confines of the 
constant flow urea cylinders as the piscons move towards the transfer 
space, Conversely, as the pistons move away form the transfer space, 
new Lagrangian mass/energy control volumes need to be created in order 
to maintain tha desired level of discretisation. These requirements 
are fulfilled via steps 4, 15 and 16 of the implicit algorithm, The 
following discussion of the CEL interfacing methodology is described 
in terms of the t expansion space control volume since the identical 
process applies in mirror Image form to the 7 compression space 
control volume.

The constant mass of a Lagrangian mass/energy control volume is 
determined by dividing the mass of gas contained within the entire 
cylinder cavity at piston bottom dead center (BDC) by an arbitrary 
discretisation number mg such that the constant or control mass #*e is 

given by:

. A



where ixtelBD(; is Che expansion cylinder position at BDC and ll^ gv is 
the Length averaged expansion space wall temperature at equilibrium 
conditions (which may either be estimated or available ftiapirically) .

The limits (rt£ . , and (•̂ e)niax used in step 14 of the algorithm are 
defined in terms of Hg such that:

'’'Vmin ** 0,3ffe (5.52.1)

(«)M X  - l,3/#e (5.52.2)

while the time increment change limit in step 4 is set at:

(‘V i £  " °’1He (5.52.3)

Consider the case when an^ NE > 1 as she n in figure
5.8.

Figure 5.8 Elimination of a Lagrangian mass/energy control volume

The elimination of Lap^angian mass/energy control volume NE is 

described by the following sequence:

Mc MIIS ■’ Hc (5.53.1)

%



((MD£ + <«T)„) - (HT)t

The state proparties of the f control volume are recomputed by: 

Tc = (MT)t/«(

P£ - HeKrt/A4(l„g+lc)

Equations (5.53) are mass and energy conservative by inspection.

T.v- elimination of the (NE+i) momentum control volume results in 
-'ntributions p^ and p^ the Jeft and right hand moments (^nvn \ e 

anc (g V „> respectively. From Tigurc 5.8, the left hand contribution 
is pro;;o'-ti.Tisl to the mass of fluid removed from the (NE+1) momentum

(5.53.3)

(5.53.4)

h  ■ <>•*.'W V . ;

Thp right h«i id contribution is also proportional to the mass of fluic 
r-Mii *'9d .md is give.n by:

*8 " °’5iHE('Vr/-rn5NE+i

But, from equal.wns (4.36), the momentum (gnt'n)1 is normalised with 
respect to the flow area (&n) x while 0^ is normalised »ith respect tc 
A&. thus must je adjusted to comply with the normalisation of 

(gnvn) s so that rhc momentum added to (§nvn\  given by:

“ °'5Iks(V V . < -  ('

where (v„)„E<.l i:! normalised with respect to ( A ^ .

This may be accomplished by noting that, from equations (4.17) and
(5.3), under constant density, steady-state conditions:



0

W m v i  " (V i (V w i

Rearranging and substituting into (5.56) yields:

“ V e /(V i

this result implies that in transferring from ^ nvn^H6+1 t0 
Vn) a there is an apparent loss of momentum given by:

>1 - 0 '“ ».w „ V V » , . . ll- V « n > , >

since Ag > (A^)1. However, the magnitude of • fig is exactly 
equal to the external impulse fdc that is required to reversibly 

accelerate 0>SI|IE(tfn/.In)|IEJ.1 from (vn)SE<.1 Co <v’n)g2+i so that:

0

This ensures that overall raoraes.cum is conserved during the momentum 
control volume elimination process. The elimination of the (NE+1) 
momentum control volume may thus be described, using equation# (5.56) 
and <5.57), by:

t V A .  + ^  - (5-58'1)

<*nVn)i + i98 “ ^ n Vn \  <5,58,2)

Equations (5.53) and (5.58) then allow:

When tf£ > (M )max’ che conditions described in figure 5.9 percain 
.litsr an additional mass unorgy control volujre ..s created.

&
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Figure 5.9 Creadon of a Lagrangiau mass/energy control volume

The creation of an additional Lagrangian mass/energy control volume 3 

an inversion of the elimination process denoted by equations (5.53) 

and (5.58). The following sequence describes the creation process:

Initially, i control volume is created by:

(5.60.2)

(5.60.3)

The state properties of the new Lagrangian and c mass/energy control 

volumes are identical, or:

P - Pf

Hence the internal energy is redistributed so that: 

(MT) - M„.T

(5.60.4)

(5.60.5)



The mass/energy control volume boundaries and geometries are updated 

by:

1nb " R(M/P)t/Ag (5

(*nWi “ + XnE (S
lc - I <Jcn>H**il (S
By inspection, equations (5,60) are mass and energy conservative.

The momentum Che created momentum control volume

comprises contributions ^  and from the left and right hand moment 

(tfnvn)Ng and l respectively. Prom figure 5.9, tht left hand

contribution is proportional to the mass of fluid removed from the NE 

momentum control volume, or:

0L - 0,51e(Mnvn/ln)vs (5

The right hand contribution is proportional to the volume of fluid 

removed from the eight hand Eulerian momentum control volume so that:

p'R - 0.51HEAe(gn)] (5

However, from equations (4.36), is normalised with respect to the 

flow area <A ) while <Mnvn)NEtl must be normalised with respect to 

A so that the right hand side momentum contribution is given by:

where («*)x Is normalised with respect to Ag . From equation <5.3) 

under steady-state conditions:

0D - 0,51

.60.9)

.60.10)

.50.8)

.61.1)

.61.2)



(Angn) 1 - <4e(gn)t 

which implies chat:

8R “ °-5I«£(V n )i (5'62

Since )^, this suggests an apparent increase in momentum which

may be expressed as:

0R ' Pr " °'5]n («n)itV (V i l

But; the magnitude of 0^ - 0^ is exactly equal to the reactive 

impulse fde exerted on the walls when 0,51„EAe(/>n) is reversibly 

decelerated from (v ) Co (vn)j. which results in:

■ f dc

This ensures that overall momentum is conserved during the momentum 

control volu/iie creation process. Equations (5.61.2) and (5.62) allow 

the creation of the NE+1 momentum control volume to be. expressed by:

< V u > «  ■ ^  - (Vn>.. (5'63’1J

<S/n>, - e"R - <*„Vn)1 (5.63.2)

<5‘63’3>

Finally, as described in the algorithm listing, the time increment 

adjustment of step 4 is performed for the £ and y CEL control volumes 

simultaneously, since a common time increment for the entire flow 

field is mandatory. Using Che c CEL control volume as an example, the 

sub-algorithmic expansion of step 4 is based upon the substitution of 

equation (5.52.3) into equation (5.5.1). Hence che global time 

increment adjustment algorithm may be described by:

t



<«,)
THEN:

[rain [1W* - («t)4£;)AC /

' «*)AC / (ffBAn>BT + iJ " *C'
Return to step 3.

go to step 5.

5.6 CLOSURE

The foregoing discussion has defined the manner in which the final 

analytic forms of the reduced Integral balances developed in chapter 4 

are transformed into a one-dimensional, nusvetical algorithm suitable 

for implementation in a computer programme. The transformation has 

been rigourously accomplished so that the boundary stress tensor 

(f3(v)) and the dissipation ($ (v)) terms have been included in the 

discretlsed equations without change. The equilibrium and UPD 

algorithms offer a means of bovriding the influence ot information 

propagation effects so that the validity of the implicit algorithm per 

ss may be comparatively evaluated.

A final step in implementing the simulation is the incorpov .on of 

the necessary empirical correlations shich enable tha computation of 

O(v) and i'fv) terms. Additional empisicisra is necessary to 

adequately resolve one-dimensional system description and spatinl 

discretisation effects. These considerations ara treated separately 

in chapter 6 in order to demarcate the boundary between empirical 

assumption and analytical rigour.
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CHAPTER 6

E M P T R I C A L C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  I N  T H E  

S I M U L A T I O N  O P  __S T I R L I N G  C Y C L E  M A C H I N E S

t.'. 1 INTRniW-TTlW

Three areas in which empiricism ’s necessary to account for the 

limitations of the simulation model have emerged, namely:

- the effects of a ono-dlmenslonal system description

- spatial discretisation issues

- correlations for ::be boundary s.tress tensor |fl(v)) and 

dissipation reran.

Ssiev <>£ those I'ttcccs aiv imer-related; {or example, the 0{v') and 

’t> ivi Cor ms nerf^'iar i Iv include t ho effeflta ot a one-dimensional 

systf-m description. The sp.it t.il dlnfreeisafci.on issue arises in all 

che components comprising the working -spacf1 of a Stirling machine, 

namelv, the feater. regenerator, cooler, expansion and compression 

upace cylinders as well as anv comvcting duces, plena or dead 

volume.*!. In all ether (li..n Ihr> regenerator, a parametric

variation of spiiti il <i 1 <!<• rt>tf-iation is adequate to quantify 

discretisation cf! Thfroiore, the spatial diycc •tisaelun <*f tlw

regenerator nh)np requires spt-t'flic tliscuKHion.

Similarly, rho <*/ ( t« of (lie oneMlimenHi.onal system description are 

universally relevant, yet they oi ly need he isolated for specific 

discussion in i;he exuan.-iion and compi’ession np.ices, Elsewhere, 

dimensional effects may be effectively in-orporafcod in a parametric



evaluation of Che (Kv) and <1> (v) terras.

Hftnoe discussion of the empirical considerations ia divided into tvhr&e 

sections, namely:

■ the influence of two-dimensional flows in the expansion and 

compression cpne.es

- the effect of spatial discretisation on the modelling of 

advection In the regenerator

■ the selection and Implementation of empirical correlations.

Finally, the manner in which .1 comparison of the numerical predictions 

with experimental data may be used to assess the validity of the 

simulation is presented.

f> ■ 2 TWn-MHRSSinMAL I.Ft

There is a largi' body iaf literature, particularly with respect to the 

flows in incevial combustion engine cylinders, that asserts that 

cylinder flows are strongly multi-dimensional. This is no less true 

for Stirling machine.';, althoufllr in m a t  rnao.a flio radial symmetry of 

die expansion and eompredsioM sparo eylimlf'VH makes a two-dimensional 

flow description iiiloouait-. Two examples of sironply two-dimensional 

flows which typicallv occur in Stirling uvn’liiiu' working space 

cylinders are shown in fit’,urr> 6.1.
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J
j'-diraei.slnnal flows in Stirling

.■ nnr'-diimiaion.tl !„if,ranf;taii ami combined Eulerian/Lagr. -nglan model 

not in* ri luiioal lv c.ipahlt1 ot ’doscribing I'hr • ecirculattng flows 

i<-h can arise in che cxpan.’iton and compression spaces. The 

rlncipal effect ■ >£ ;moh recirculat-ion boeomos apparent in the extent 

-I which tho one-dlmc-mii'ma! linear or volume-averaged temperature 

r.idifmta within the cylinders depart from the actual temperature 

rrtdlents. This in turn nitons the enthalpy transported into ctio 

rannfnr space, an effect which can itramntlcully Influence the 

imulated wall/fluid heal trnnsfiT in the headu* and cooler.

'Ith n the context oi the )i‘mul.it ion model, only the spatial





fitld ac.-urately. As the integral analysis will, by definition, yield 

Che same total internal energy for the working fluid in Che 

regenerator irrespective of the discretisation, the requirement for an 

accurpt* temperature field (which is a differential property) is 

predicated by the physical function of the regenerator. This device 

is Incended to minimise the enthalpy flux between the heater and 

cooler, enabling che energy transfer portion of the iHeal Stirling 

cycle Co be accomplished. During this process, hus: 1.- -ra' • ^rred 

isochoricallv from the working fluid displacement phase occurring 

after expansion to that occurring after compression. The efficiency 

of practical Stirling cycles is thus largely dependent upon tha 

effectiveness of the regenerator in achieving the Cheoretical ideal.

In view of the very high rates of heac transfer occurring in porous 

matrices, it has been experimentally validated in several instances 

<Be7d) that the working fluid and matrix temperatures may boch be 

approximated by linear profiles over the entire regenerator. Thus 

consider the linear working fluid temperature profile in a single 

regenerator mass/energy control volume depicted in figure 6.2.



©

Figure 6.2 Di.screcisati.on of a single regenerator mass/energy concrol 
volume

The time- and volume-averaged temperature (tV)T is approximated by:

’ < W * ' -  <6-«

Hence by equacions <4.6?):

if gL < 0 then: (6.2.1)

\  (6 .2 .2)if gR > C> then: - (tviri

Thus the error made in the energy advected Co che hooter is 

proportional to (T^-T^)/2 while the cooler advection has an error 

proportional co (Tj -Tr )/2. This implies chat che energy sdveeted c.-> 

the heacer is utidpr-prodictnd and that adverted to the cooler is over

predicted. Generalising this analysis to a regenerator with a 

discretisation of m control volumes reveals that the heater and 

cooler advection errors are proportional to (T^-T^)/2mr and (2'jj- 

Tj)/2mr respectively. Hence for prococype Stirling engines where 

temperature differences across the regenerator may reach values of 

400K or mor< (see chapter 2 for Che RE-1000 engine for example), a 1* 

error for a nominal cooler advection temperature of 300K would require



a regeneracor discretisation of 67 control volumes. This is 

compucationally imprr^rical and so mandates an alternate approach.

Before proceeding, it should be noted that small advection errors may 

be achieved with a relatively coarse spatial discretisation for 

regenerator .nass/energy control volumes with uniform boundary 

condition* (rr*7jj> or nearly uniform boundary conditions i-3

small). Furthermore, the advection problem discussed above for the 

integral energy balance does not arise for the integral momentum 

balance irrespective of the uniforMcy of the boundary conditions in 

view of the characteristics oi' equations (4.61). These 

characteristics ensure chat che scaling effect of che discrecisation 

on the adveccion error is avoided because che velocity gradient within 

any mass, energy concrol volume Is included in computing che momentum 

transport.

The methodology used to resolve che regenerator discretisation dilemma 

is adapted from an approach suggested by Gedeon (Ce84). Linear upwind 

spatial extrapolations of the temperature fiHd lead to a better 

approximation oi Che actual advc-ctert temperatures within the 

regeneracor, in a manner which is largely independent of che 

discretisation. The particulars of the method are discussed with 

rererence to figure 6,3.



Figure 6.3 Extrapolation of the linear regenerator temperature field

Using the mass/energy control volume temperatures co define a 

temperature gradient, the upwind extrapolation procedure has the 

form:

if s 0 then:

<TiVi ~ ri-i!l * 0. 5'Srr<I/Ifi>i • i1 ' ° ’5A:r(1/in)X-iri -2 (6-3'

if i < 0 chen:

(Tn)i Tjll + 0, ! > - °’5A\rlV < V / * i ' ritl <6'3 '

The upwind extrapolation format, of these equations is essential in 

order to maintain the transport propertias of equations (4.67). The 

porous advection coefficient is introduced as a means of accounting 

for the deviation of actual regenerator behaviour from the ideal 

behaviour suggested. Such deviations encompass non-linear matrix 

temperature profiles and oscillating ('low matrix/fluid heat transfer 

characteristics which make a linear extrapolation of the fluid 

temperature profile unrealistic.



Equations (6.3) apply at all the regnerator momentum control volume 

centroids (NRF to NRL+1) with the following exceptions:

if (sn}HRr - 0 Chen: (Tn\sr “ r»HL (6.4.1;

if («n)NRL‘i < 0 chen: * rsKK (6.4.2,

It may be noted that at raoasenlum eontrol volume centroid NRF+1, the 

adjacent heater temperature would be used for in equation

(6.3.1). Similarly ac momentum control volume centroid NRL, the 

cooler control volume temperature T is substituted for 2^ in 

equacion io.J.J). This is an approximation which is felt to be 

physically more consistent than the alternative of assuming chat TNai 

occurs at A and T occurs at B in figure 6.3. In practice, though,

I1; has been determined that the discrepancy becween the two approaches 

is minimal.

Equarions f6.3) are included in equations (5.40), when appropriate, 

via the following modifications:

if •'£„>_[ * 0 then:

(gn y j l l  .• 0,3«r(i/l|,)1.l) (6.5.1)

“X ' " °X <6'5’23 

if (gn)j * () Chen:

( ^ V j l l  t 0 . ^ f ix/(in,I*i) “ (6.5.3) 

at + 0,56’j,(gnAn). + 1A:r(li/(ln)i>!)ri + 1 -* *L (6.5.4)
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If may be noted Khar equations (6.3) are split in equations (6.5) so 

that the once removed temperatures and 2^ are included in the 

constant term a and not in the coefficient matrix [/C]^. This 

maintains the integrity of fhi> tri-diagonal matrix topology while also 

yielding a faster rite of convergence.

J§t»

In terms of figure. 6.2 and equations (6.2), the scheme of equations

(6.3) yields a aero error if mr > 1 and Che working fluid temperature 

profile is linear so that K - 1. 'us the requirement of an 

inordinately large number of regeneracor control volumes to achieve 

adequately small advection errors in the presence of a sev re boundary 

condition non-uniformity is eliminated.

6.4 EMPIRICAL CORRELATIONS

As described in auction 5.5, Che one-dimensional equation set to be 

solved numerically incorporates a residue of unknowns which may not 1 

determined by further analysis. These unknowns embody most of the 

modelling assumptions made in deriving the simulation equations. 

Therefore, the accuracy and reliability of che empirical correlation; 

used to evaluate the residual unknowns is of major significance in 

determining the extent to which the simulation predictions may be 

validated by experimental observation?•

The manner in which these correlations are included in the simulation 

is discussed in the following sub-sections. The mathematical form of 

the fi(vO and $*(v) correlations is developed first, followed by a 

discussion of the correlation selection process.

^ylfr



6.4.1 Friction and Dissipation Hodplllne

Sy definition (BS60), the magnitude of the force exerced on a flvid as 

a result1 of its motion uelng constrained by the boundaries of e given 

spice is described bv:

where A is a characteristic boundary area, x Is a friction factor and 
the remaining terms represent a characteristic kinetic energy per unit 

volume (based on a time- and volume-averaged velocity). It should be 

emphasised that equation (6.6) is not physically fundamental, but is 

strictly a definition of Thus comparing equations (5.11.1) and 

(6.6) it is evident that the physical relevance of x is defined by;

0(v) - 0,5*pv\v\

- pl(3v/a0)/r * dv/3r) + (6.7)

X is therefore a parametric representation of the laminar and 
turbulent shear stresses and the turbulent momentum fluxes in the 

plane orthogonal to Che uni-dimensional coordinate direction.

Expressing v2 as v|v| maintains the physical relationship between the 

direction of f and v. Hence, in terms of equation (5.10), it is 

convenient to signify these laminar and turbulent boundary effects as 

the combined boundary stress tensor T so that:

(6 . 6)

( 6 . 8 )
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where Ag is given by equation (5.8.3). Typically, dimensional 

analysis (BS60) allows x Co be expressed as a function of Che Reynolds 

number as well as various parameters describing particular 

physical characteristics of the confining boundary or wall, such as 

its roughness (Sc79). Hence:

W >  <6-9>

where is a measure of the relative protuberance of surface

irregularities into the flow stream.

Using the definition of the friction factor x given by equation (6.6), 

a means of representing the dissipation $ (v) as a one-dimensional 

correlation may be developed.

From equations (5.19) and (5.20):

*"(v) - li[(dv/ar)z f {(.dv/CO)/r}2} + *‘(u v ,?.tv,''\*,r1«) (6.10)

Therefore, ‘{’'(v) is comprised of the following contributions:

• the laminar and turbulent dissipation .('suiting from the shear

stresses and advection fluxes In the ; orthogonal to the uni

dimensional coordinate direction

- the dissipation caused by the turbulent at. °ctton fluxes in the 

uni-dimensional coordinate direction.

The approach used to develop ati empirical expression for equation 

(6.10) (which is included in th* dissipation term (Vt*(v))j in 

equations (5.27), (5,28) and (5.29)) is a more generalised 

implementation of an analysis suggested by Bird, Stawart and Lightfoot 

(BS60, §7.4). By equation (4,38) and the tensor identity of equation



(C.28), for any mass/energy control volume i

#"(v)y - (V-T))"]AV

Applying the divergence theorem co the first term on the right hand

* (v)t’ - ((T* ( vn)} dA + (T-(vn)l d.4 - (v(V-T)) iV

J-1. J1'

where AA and Afi are given by equations (5.21.2) and (5.21.3) 

respectively,

By equation (4.34) T is symmetrical, ant’, in ter- •* the one

dimensional system model:

v n  * 0 on Aj

Thus equation (5.48) becomes:

♦*(v)V- v v* (T-n)) ’&. - (v(7-T))'dV
U A

But frc-m equacions (5.9), (5.12) ar<» (6.10):

°» V  T‘ - ,,,5"’ " "

Thus equation (6.12) may be approximated by:

$*<v)V » (v(7-T))'di/

Now if a volume of magnitude 0 exists such that; 

v 25 * * u v i - * f(V)
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or, i£ V is small enough Co prevent Che volume-averaged velocity from 

being affected severely by Cho discretisation chan:

Applying che dlvorgcnco theorem t.u tin relevant coordinate directions 

noted for equation (6,10):

which after substitution of equacion (6.8) in Che mass/energy control 

volume context produces the final result:

This equation Is tho satae result produced by Bird, Stewert and 

Llghcfnot with the except ion that it is very strongly qualirie.d by 

equation fft.U). Consequently the use of equation (6.14) requires an 

adequate level of spatial discretisation to satisfy equation (6.13) in 

at leant an asymptotic .sense no that the computational requiremerts 

are. not: exacerbated. Sueh caution is particularly warranted when 

considering Stirling m.iehiiio ivf;enerat ors whose porous characteristics 

endow them with very larp.e tiheur .stress f.radienra. This lack of 

scalability of the dissipation model Is one of the principle practical 

difficulties in implementlap, the one-dimensional simulation, a 

difficult.1' which may he resolved ultimately by eschewing a one

dimensional approach in favour of two- or threo-dime.nsional 

treatments.

4> tv) (6.14)



Hoar Tr.-ms I or Model lJ.njj

nation «.“>.22) serves as tht* definition of the- heat transfer 

>• t! lelent h iBSf"" such tii.if

vi '. from equation 0, Is the efleotive heat exchange between

i- --.ill and the fluid as .1 Junction of the tlnid velocity v, or:

•f. ili'dni'J hv i» n  < > , ' l .  J>.

tliiw .'(>!’<:( • i'Mis, is ,1 pure conduct iosi term. For laminar

■ •vs. ft.i’ existeiv e <>f radial atul circumterential velocity gradients

• . 1 * cs • nmhlned I'dtidin: 1 1 on and adveet ion heat transf er in the plane

10  the m il -d im en sion al c o o rd in a te  d i r e c t i o n ;  hence th e  term 

inr,1 cue i f  i c le n t  . I.ast I v ,  when liie  f lo w  i s  tu r b u le n t , the 

f r ot fh<* .I 'lvc.-f i v/< f h i x e s  , q " ’  ad ds ,1 tu rb u len c e

irp'-nent to  h. Hence cx[’ i-o.'i‘i lnp, h a s  a  ium M ioti o f  the v e l o c i t y  as 

I !  ,i', o th e r  pararae 'er.'i

- ‘l"V.<rw • T> (6.15)

,q ’ '-nul/l (6.16)

(6.171

ib!e'- all possible H ow coinlit io.ui to be covered in a one-

mcnslonal correlation treatment.



In their comprehensive review of Che literature pertaining to 

oscillating flows i. the context of Stirling machine boundary 

conditions, Seume and Simon (SS86) point out chat one-dimensional 

correlations for shear stress, and heat transfer are not strictly 

appropriate In a physical sense. Nevertheless, without recourse to 

two- or three-dimensional simulation, the necessity of using one

dimensional correlations cannot be avoided. They propose one- 

diraensional correlations of the form;

* “ £{^ReK- WrJbox' xaax 1 ll) (6'18
h - Xaax i I D  (6.18.

where:

(.V̂ g ) - Valensi number - up.dZ/p (6.18.

^F.e^max ~ -̂eyn0^^s number based on velocity amplitude

" I vmaxIpd^  (6.1 8 .

xmax/J,l - relative amplitude of fluid displacement, or: (the

streamwise maximum distance of travel of a fluid element 

between flow reversals) / (total heat exchanger length) (6.18.

(Ngg) and arise from a normalisation of the differential

equation (3.12) while the l-xmax/'L^ ratio derives from the 'critical 

length vatio' concept suggested by Organ (0r7S). Under conditions 

where the Mach numbers are small, equations (6.18) may be adequate, 

although there is at least some experimental and anecdotal evidence
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(Be78, Or82, Sc78, Ur77), rI though always with che appropriate 

qualifications. In essence, Che pseudo-sceady-stace assumption 

dictates chat, Instantaneously, sceady-stace heat transfer and 

friction factor correlations produce approximately the same result as 

strictly ransient correlations. Physically, the validity of such an 

assumption is dependent on the local transient acceleration; 

consequently, the assumption becomes progressively worse with 

increasing acceleration, In addition, under reversing flow 

conditions, che ^seudo-steady-state assumption yields demonstrably 

incorrect results (Uc56), even when the flow is laminar, since the 

core and boundary layer fl>ws have opposing velocity directions. 

However, in mitigation, it has been argued that on a cyclic integral 

basis, the use of the pseudo-steady-state assumption yields fairly 

accurate results for the indicaCed work done as well as for the net 

boundary heaC transfers. This is based on the notion thac, since the 

flow is periodic, errors resulting from flow in a particular direction 

are cancelled by the errors occurring during flow in the opposite 

direction.

There are a plethora of steady-state correlations for friction factors 

and heat transfer coefficiencs used upon analytical as well as 

experimental data available in literature. In the context of this 

work, chiefly in Che interests of standardisation, the experimental 

correlations compiled by Kays and London (KL64) are used exclusively. 

These correlations have seemingly become a de £acto standard in 

Stirling machine simulation and thus cheir use here aids in a 

comparative assessment of the simulation results produced with those 

of other workers. This choice does not imply thac the Kays and London 

correlations are always the most appropriate for particular
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geometrical conditions. However, In view of che errors inherent in 

all steady-scate correlations under oscillating flow conditions, 

differences between particular steady-state correlations are likely to 

be of less significance. Hence the argument for using a well-defined 

and reproducible set of correlations carries greater weight than an 

attempt to locate tailored correlations whose improved efficacy may be 

relatively marginal. In any went, the assessment of such an 

improvement, even if quantitative, may be spurious when cognisance is 

taken of the omnipresent errors which are generic to steady-scate 

correlations under oscillating flow conditions.

6.5 VALIDATION PROTOCOL

In view of the empirical uncertainties that have emerged during the 

simulation model development, a parametric evaluation of the 

simulation model is mandatory. This is justified not only by the 

unavailability of definitive friction factor and heat transfer 

correlations, but also by the limitations of a one-dimensional system 

description in the presence of multi-dimensional effects. The major 

advantage of a parametric approach is chat it enables observed 

discrepancies between experimental and simulation data to be bounded. 

This is an effective method of isolating deficiencies in the 

simulation model in a physically relevant manner since, very often, 

arbitrary or unbounded correction procedures can produce spurious 

agreement between experimental and simulation results.
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The choice of parametric variables is governed by che empiricism

incorporated into the simulation model. Five such empiricisms have

emerged as being necessary. These are:

1. The spatial discretisation of Lagrangian expansion and 

compression spaces (me and me).

2. The spatial discretisation of the Eulerian transfer space 

(if'fined by NH, NR, NK for che heater, regenerator and --ooler 

respectively).

3. The porous advection coefficient in Che regenerator ( K ).

4. Correlations for the friction factor x-

5. Correlations for the heat transfer coefficient h.

The first three empiricisms are directly capable of parametric 

implementation. A parametric variation of the friction facti-r for a 

given correlation may be accomplished conveniently by defining a 

multiplier K , so that from equation (6.?):

W >  (Sl!
Similarly, a parametric variation of the heat transfer coefficient for 

a particular correlation may be determined by defining h e  changing 

equation (6.17) to:

h - Khcf(v, (6.2C

The parametric variation coefficient set so defined (me, NH, NR,

NK, Kr, j<ftc, K^) and the UPD and equilibrium algorithms are the 

ingred .ents for creating Che required validation protocol. Thus for 

every experimental point used, a maximum of 16 parametric var'ations 

raay be performed by varying a single parameter at a time while 

hundreds more variations may be defined by varying more than a single
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parameter «.t once. Such an approach predicates an inordinately large 

amount of computation especially if every simulation is run to cyclic 

convergence (defined by acceptably small cyclic energy balance closure 

errors - see section 7.6.2). Furthermore, a complete parametric map 

at each test point usually incurs significant redundancy since certain 

parametric variations may be irrelevant physically for a particular 

engine configuration. Simplifications can be made by noting that, for 

example, a variation of the spatial discretisation parameters in the 

transfer space (NH, NR. NK) need only be performed once, since the 

geometrical boundary conditions in the transfer space are invariant 

for a particular Stirling machine. These issues are coalesced into 

the validation protocol defined in table 6.L and applied in chapter 7. 

This protocol has been found to enable all the required parametric 

variations to be accomplished in a physically meaningful manner 

without an exorbitant amount of computation.

The validation is accomplished in three phases:

1. Baseline calibraclon phase

The baseline calibration phase determines the appropriate or 

optimum level of spatial discretisation in the transfer, 

expansion and compression spaces using baseline values for K ,

K^ and The optimum is determined to be the minimum level of

discretisation which produces an acceptably small change in 

cyclic integral parameters (such as indicated work output and 

overall heat transfer) per unit change in discretisation, 

Initially, the optimum transfer space discretisations are 

determined by simulating single cycles from rest conditions. 

Thereafter, using the established transfer space discretisations.
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table 6,1 Parametric validation protocol

Simulation Experimental 
Test Data

Parametric Parametric Algo rithmb

Type Constant3 Varied UPD Equil.

Bjselinp
cali

bration

Single 
represent
ative data

Xe - 0; K - 1;

Khc " 1 
::i - m, » 1

t.H

NK

KR

S

S

S

Kr = 0; = 1; me mc C

Kht = 1; (such that C

Mff’; NR*; NK* *. - V c

Baseline Series, of 
data 

points

Kr - 0; - 1; 

Kl(f ” I; NH';

c

Corrected Series of 
data 

points

NH*; NR*; NK*; V  V  Khc
(as 

appropriate 
to match 

experimental 
and simulated 

data)

C c

Notes:
a. The asterisk superscript (li>m>u>s an optimum value1 chosen from a previous 

step in the validation sequence.
b. S = single cycle simulation from rest conditions.

C » multiple, cvcle (simulation until cyclic convergence is achieved.



the effects of varying Che expansion and compression space 

discretisations are determined from cyclically converged 

simulation results. An effective simplification is accomplished 

by choosing che same discretisation in boch Che expansion and 

compression spaces since separate variations were found to 

produce lictle additional information. The encire calibration 

run sequence is performed for a single experimental daCa point 

which should be chosen arbitrarily. In all eases, Che 

coefficients Xr, X and JTj c are sec at their baseline values 

which are chosen to exclude che influence of the regenerator 

advection model (K - 0) and to produce no modifications to the 

nominal friction factor and heat transfer correlations selected 

«• "... All the spatial discretisation evaluation 

simulations are performed using che equiiiarlum algorichm since 

its cyclic integrals are less prone to numerical error (see 

section 5.5.2.2) while me and a are always unity for the UPD 

algorithm.

Baseline simulation validation phase

Keeping the optimum discretisation determined in the calibration 

phase constant, the second or baseline simulation phase is 

implemenced. In this phase as well, JCjA, K^ and are held 

constant at their assigned baseline values, excluding the 

influence of the regenerator adveccion model and maintaining the 

heat transfer coefficients and friction factors at their nominal 

values. Both the UPD and equilibrium algorithms are cycled co 

convergence for a series of experimental data points defining Che 

experimental performance map ol Che parcicular Stirling machine 

chosen for the validation exercise.
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3, Corrected si/KiIarion valid< . 1 1 phase

Finally, all the taseline simulKrion runs are repeated In the 

third or corrected simulation phase. In this phase, however, X , 

K and are varied simultaneously In order to match the 

simulated and experimental data, The precise methc-d of 

coefficient variation cannot be specified a priori because the 

variation sequence is dictated by specific machine 

characteristics, the experimental test boundary conditions and 

the behaviour of the simulation itself

Since the purpose of the parameteric validation approach is to endow 

the simulation evaluation exercise with as much objectivity as 

possible, other than the variations listed in table 6,1, no 

alterations of any kind are made to the geometrical description of a 

given test machine or to any aspects of tho equation set comprising 

che simulation model. Furthermore, the validation protocol permits a 

comprehensive assessment of the relative importance of information 

propagation and empirical correlation dependent effects, an assessment 

which remains as one of the principal controversies surrounding 

Stirling machine simulation, As th« final form of che derived 

integral balances is Che literal form in which they are solved 

numerically, the validation protocol tests tho simulation model in an 

environment in which numerical and boundary condition dependent 

effects may be isolated Thus tho validation protocol nor only 

provides a well founded evaluation basis bur also serves as a moans of 

highlighting simulation modal deficiencies related to a one

dimensional discrecisatlon.



CHAPTER 7

S I M U L A T I O N  O P  T H E  G E N E R A L  M O T O K S

G R O U N D  P'JtfEft Q U I T  3 S T I R L I W C  E S C I S E

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The Geneva! Motors ground power unit 3 (GM-GPU3) was obtained by the 

NASA (United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration) 

Lewis Research Center for the specific purpose of obtaining 

experimental data Eor validating Stirling cycle machine computer 

simulations. The GK-GPU3 engine was originally built for the United 

States Array in 1965 as part of a 3-kW engine-generatov set designed 

for portable electric power generation.

In the context of this work, the GM-GPU3 is a suitable choice for 

evaluating the validity of Che simulation model developed for the 

following reasons:

1. Using helium and hydrogen as working fluids, the GM-GPU3 may

operate in a 15 to 60 Hz speed range with a pressurisation from

10 to 70 bars. As a single cylinder, piston/displacer, beta- 

configuration engine, the GM-GPU3 has an overall working space 

topology which Is typical of a broad range of free- and 

disciplined-piston Stirling machines, Hence use of the CM-GPU3 

as a validation Cost case enables the simulation to be assessed 

for a representative Stirling machine under realistic boundary 

conditions.



pistons, the momentum boundary •ndi.tions (piston and dispiacer 

positions and velocities) may be defined precisely, so avoiding 

the potential inaccuracies resulting from assumed piston ana 

dispiacer motions. This assumption is a prevalent practice in 

simulating five piston tang I no fluid dynamics since it permits 

complicating dynamic coupling effects co be ignored.

"he working space geometry and mechanical linkage of the GM-GPU3 

are adequately defined in reference Th79, enabling ehe engine to 

be described analytically in one-dimensional terms.

The experimental test data available in references Th79 and Th81 

define a GM-GPtf3 performance map covering a broad range of 

operating conditions (header temperatures, working fluid 

pr.'esurisations and engine speeds) for both helium and hydrogen 

working fluids. The experiinpnr.il data available for validation 

purposes enable a cyclic energy balance comparison to be 

performed In terms of the cyclic heat supplied Co and removed 

from the working fluid as well as the not indicated work done. 

Energy balance closure errors are included in this experimental 

data, so a means of assessing the magnitude of any 

experimental/simulation data discrepancies in the light of 

possible experimental errors is available. Several cyclic mean 

working fluid temperatures are also reported as are amplitudes 

and phase angles of the pressure profiles in the expansion and 

compression spaces, although no quantitative moans of assessing 

the individual reliability of tlmsi’ measurements is provided,



Hence che availability '■>! adequate experimental test data and 

descriptivi documentation as wall an the imprimatur of a recognised, 

independent Stirling machine research centnr all contribute towards 

the selection ot the tlM-t-TlD as a suitable test case for evaluating 

the simulation model. developed in this thesiis.

7 . ̂  PFS.’RIPTIi^: HP THK F.K01SK

The i'M-CIE'1'3 as eonfinured for experimental investigation is shown in 

figure 7.1. The engine has a single cylinder, beta configuration with 

the piston and displacev motions implemented via a rhombic drive 

mechanism. Sliding shaft seals are used on all the reciprocating 

suri'acet; t* <.eparate the expansion, compression and buffer spaces. As 

the i;M-i:pv3 is operated as a filly pressurised engine, the seals are 

subjected only so the diifemitlal pressures which arise between the 

expansion a:>d compri-HSlnn spaces as well as between the compression 

and buffer spac.-*:. Tie entitle is designed to yield a maximum power 

output ot about ’, 'j I-'*' usiup, hydrogen as the working fluid at a mean 

pri-s‘iuriii,i: i<in o 1 (>') bars.

A detailed quant i t .11 i v<> cU-scripl ion of the 0M-cU’U3 , together with an 

an.ily.vfs nt thr r),onihir drive kinematic!, is presented in appendix E. 

The following brief descript ion cil the working, fluid flow path is 

given with reference to tip,ore /.[. forty 3,02 mm internal diameter 

heater tubes rise perpendicularly from the periphery of the expansion 

space cylinder .mil .in- terminated bv 11 header, The header ia 

connected to eip,h: rep,enerai or/cooler assemblies via a second sot of 

40 tubus so that live tubes are allocated to each assembly.

• *
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Figure 7.1 Schematic of the GM-GPU3 Stirling engine
(adapted from a figure reproduced frcw reference Th79)



Approximately one. third of the lower section of both sets o£ heater 

Cubes is shrouded with insulation while the remaining portion is 

heat°d by a diesel fuel fired burner. The eight regr-nerator 

cartridges each consist of 308 layers of 200 mesh stainless steel wire 

cloth. Thirty nine cooler tubes, with a 1,01 mm internal diameter, 

are connected to a baffle plate benoath each regenerator matrix. The 

312 cubes thus constituting the aggxvg.ite cooler connect with an 

annular plenum which is radially ported to the compression space. 

Cooling water circulates around the cooler tubes so that, in effect, 

heat is removed from the entire lower portion of the displacer 

cylinder assembly.

A tabulation of the salient specifications of the GM-CPU2 used in the 

simulation prografnme is given in cable 7.1. it may be noted that the 

heater is represented geometrically as three components (as described 

above) with the header separating the two sets o' tubes connecting to 

the expansion spars- and the regpnerator. As detailed in section E.4, 

each set of cubes is furthor subd’vidod into insulated and uninsulated 

portions for the purpose of specifying oxperiii^ntally determined wall 

temperature boundary conditions. The volume contained within the 

expansion space side heater tubes is shown as having active and 

passive components. This serves to include the gas contained within 

the instrumentation tubes in the overall heater dead volume while 

excluding this gas from participating in the convective heat transfer 

process.

An analysis of the regenerator mesh geomucrical properties is detailed 

in section E.5. The free flow area is computed from the tabulated 

parameters using a sinusoidal flow area ratio as defined by Pinker and
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Table 7.1 Salient- specifications of the simulated CM-GPU3 Stirling 
engine

Rhombic drive:
Crank Radius 13,8 ram
Connecting rod length 46 mm
F.c.centri citv 20 . 8 mm

Expansion space:
Diameter 70,1 mm
Radial clearance volume 3,34 cm3
Avfal c1«aranee volume <3.1.5 r.m3

Compression space:
Diaraecer 69,9 mm
Displacer rod diameter 9,53 mm
Radial clearance volume 7,36 cm3
Axial clpurancn volumn 13.83 nm3

Displacer:
Shell length 43,59 mm
Shell inside diameter 66,42 mm
Shell outside diameter 69,6 mm
Material 310 sf.ainl evs «tes>l

Heater - expansion space side:
No. of tubes 40
inside diameter 3,02 mm
Active volume 33,36 cm3
Passive. volume ( i ns triiirmntat-i nn nuheiil P 74 rm3

Heater header:
Hydraulic diameter 5,03 mm
Aggregate flow area 7,94 cm2
Aggregate volume 7,67 cm3
Apereeare heat transfer area .SS . ̂  rm2

Heater * regenerator side:
No. of tubes 40
Inside diaraecer 3,02 mm
Vnl lime 37 07 rm3

Regenerator:
No. of casings 8
Casing diameter 23,06 mm
No. of layers in gause stack 308
Gauze mesh 200 / Inch
Cause wire diameter 0,0406 mm
Volumetric porosity 69,7 %
Volume between heater and matrix 8,75 cm3
Volume within matrix 50,6 cm3
Volume between matrix ard cooler 6,15 cm3
C,au7.e mnferial T(14 st-ainl f>«<: fit-onl

Cooler:
No. of tubes 312
Inside diameter 1,08 mm
Vnl lime 13.14 r.m3



Herbert (PH67), The axial conduction area between gauze layers is 

defined somewhat arbitrarily by considering th« entire matrix to be a 

homogeneous sponge whose void volume is anisotropically quantified by 

the volumetric porosity- The radial conduction area between the 

matrix and regenerator casing is more precisely determined as an 

aggregation of the mesh wire cross sectional areas in planar contact 

with che casing.

The tabulated displacer parameters are used to perform a thermal 

energy balance on the displacer to account for the conduction heat 

transfer between the expansion and compression spaces via the 

displacer shell vsee nection E.2).

7.3 EXPERIMENTAL MF.ASi'KEMEN'TS

Two series of experimental tests using helium and hydrogen as working 

fluids were performed on the CM-GPU3 engine. The first series, termed 

the 'low-power baseline’ tests, is repotted in reference Th79. 

Subsequently, a second series of tests, termed the 'high-power

i. seline1 tests was carried out and is described in reference ThBl.

The experimental measurements performed are sufficient to infer hot 

and cold end unerj>y balances ns well as tn determine indirectly the 

indicated power output. As the hot and cold end thermal energy 

balance measurements are non-eontroversial and well documented in 

reference Th79, details of these measurements will not be repeated 

here. However, some discussion of che indicated work inference 

procedure is warranted. The shaft power output for all the low-power



tests was determined by measuring the electrical power output 

delivered by an alternator coupled to the engine. The measured 

alternator output power was then converted Into engine shaft power 

using a calibrated alternator efficiency correction. In the high- 

power test series, the shaft power was determined directly from the 

measured engine speed and a torque measurement supplied by a shaft- 

mounted transducer.

The total power dls.'lpaced by the mechanical linkage and shaft-driven

oil pump (located within the crankcase) was assessed by measuring the 

heat rejected by the crankcase oil which was circulated through an 

external heat exchanger. The indicated work or pressure-volume 

hysteresis loss occurring in the buffer space was estimated by 

measuring the heat rejected to the coolant circulating through a 

buffer space looling jacket.

Thus the net indicated power produced is found by adding the shaft 

power to the crankccse oil heat rejection rate and buffer space 

coolant heat absorption rate. There is some question as to the 

overall accuracy of this approach, particularly with regard to the 

efficacy of inferring the buffer space hysteresis loss from the 

cooling water heat absorption. Howi-vor, ehe experimental energy 

balance closure errors n-porced fry NASA <Tb79, Tb81) do provide some 

quantitative means ot .ifjsesslnfi the errors which may arise from this 

source. Some corroboration of the indirect indicated power 

measurement was provided by direct pressure-volume (P-IO diagram 

measurements made in the expansion and compression spaces. Excellent 

agreement between the direct and indirect measurements is reported for 

some of the low-power tests (Tl-J^). although the same level of
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agreement was apparently not achieved for all Che low-power tests. 

Apparently more cons*^^^..'- agreement between the indicated works 

determined from P-V diagrams and those inferred from energy balance 

measurements was achieved in the later series of high-power tests. 

However, anomalies in the P-V diagram results for the helium working 

fluid high-power tests are still cause for concern. In general terms, 

Chen, the indirect energy balance method appears to be an adequate 

assessment of the indicated power output with universal corroboration 

being inhibited by deficiencies in the P-V diagram measurements.

Other experimental measurements which are relevant to the simulation 

validation include cyclic mean working fluid temperatures in the 

compression space and ac two locations in Che heater tubes. In 

addition, expansion and compression space dynamic pressure 

measurements enable pressure swings and pliate relationships relative 

to the displacer top dead center (TDC) or minimum expansion space 

volume to be reported. As discussed in sections E.3 and E.4 for the 

compression space and heater respectively, no precise physical 

locations for the working fluid temperature measurements are supplied 

(Th79, Th81). Hence, in this regard, comparisons of simulated and 

experimental cyclic mean working fluid temperatures are subject to an 

Inherent systematic error.

A similar deficiency exists with regard to the pressure measurements. 

The expansion space pressure transducer was located at the end of a 

152 ram long tube which was presumably connected to the expansion space 

cavity, although no diagrammatic or textual evidence of this is 

provided. The compression space pressure transducer was approximately 

flus'.i mounted (TI18I), although once again no exact location is



specified. A logical presumption for che mounting location would be 

on che annular compression space plenum wail /figure 7.1), although no 

confirmation of this has been obtained. Several, problems with the 

pressure measurements themselves are reported (Th8l). Owing Co a lack 

of water cooling of the pressure tranducers during the low power 

tests, the transducers are postulated as having suffered from a 

variable, temperature induced sensitivity shift. This deficiency was 

.-recced in the high power tests. A response problem with the 

expansion space transducer, owing to the length of its attachment 

tube, is also suggested, but only for the helium working fluid tests.

In view of che experimental uncertainties inherent in the temperature 

and pressure measurements compared with the relative confidence 

expressed in che energy balance measurements (Th81), the cyclic energy 

balance measurements are used here as the primary means of determining 

che validity of the simulation. The temperature and pressure 

experimental data are thus used in a more qualitative fashion as a 

means of clarifying deficiencies in the simulation model as suggested 

by discrepancies encountered in che experimental/simulation cyclic 

energy balance comparison.

The remaining experimental measurements of concern are those required 

to establish che boundary conditions defining a given experimental 

test. Measurements of the expansion space, heater and regenerator 

casing wall temperatures provide Che hoc c>ncl thermal boundary 

conditions (discussed in sections E.2, E.4 and E.5, respectively). 

Coolant flow rates a\d temperature drops enable a common cooler and 

compression space wall temperature to be inferred (section E.6), The 

cyclic frequency Is determined from the output shaft speed measurement
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and che working fluid pressuirisation is equated co nhe monitored mean 

compression space pressure.

7.4 MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS

In applying che one-dimensional simulation model Co the GM-GPU3, che 

assumptions discussed below have been i.iade. These assumpcions, by 

definition, detract from the objectivity of che validacion process by 

introducing artificial dissimilarities between the simulated and 

actual engines. In order Co mitigate chese effects, the assumptions 

made are generally restricted Co chose predicated by limitations in 

the description of che engine geometry (Th?9) or by the requirements 

of a purely one-dimensional discretisation. The assumptions are 

cacegorised by Lhelr a.-«a of application.

7.4.1 Fluid t>vnmnlffs

1. External and mutual energy transmission to the working fluid is 

either non-exisrenc or negligible and may bo ignored. 

Specifically, radiation heat- transfers between the walls and the 

gaseous working fluid as well as between different segments of 

working fluLd may be ignored because the thermal radiation of 

gases such as holiuin and hydrogen is essentially zero (ED72). 

Hence B - 0 in equations (5.40), (5.42), (5,43) and (5,44).

2, The acceleration of the working fluid caused by che piston and 

displacer motions is several orders of magnitude larger than the 

acceleration due to gravity thus permitting gravitational forces



Co be Ignored, This is a standard practice Jn vertically 

oriented Stirling machine simulations (Sc78) which is well- 

justified empirically since the inclusion of gravitational forces 

in che momentum equations has a negligible impact on the overall 

simulation results. Ignoring gravity also permits a considerable 

simplification in the computer programme because Che logistics 

necessary to determine whether a particular control volume is 

vertically or horizontally inclined may be eliminated, Hence g -

0 in equations (5.10) and (a.31).

The bulk compressibility is identically zero for monatomic gases 

such as helium and is negligibly small Cor diatomic gases such as 

hydrogen (HC5A). Hence the bulk compressibility A is set Co zero 

inequations C O O ) ,  (5.31), (5.40), (5.42), (5.43) and (5.44).

,2 Boundary Conditions

Working fluid leakage across the sliding seals is ass>umed to be 

zero. Consequently the mass of the working fluiu is Caken Co be 

constant over the cycle and no parasitic momentum and enthalpy 

losses are allowed. This assumption may bo Justified physically 

by nocing thot. thu seals aro subject only co differential 

pressures which vary In an approximately sinusoidal fashion. 

Hence, at cyclic steady-stale, gas leakage in one direction is 

compensated by leakage in t.hf* opposite direction when the 

pressure differential changes sign, producing an overall cyclic 

effe'.t which is small. Pragmatically, neither seal geomeCry 

specifications nor pressure differential dependent seal leakage 

race daca aro supplied in references Th79 and Th81. Hence lictls



basis for realistically accomodating seal leakage effects exists.

2, The radial temperature gradient in the expansion space cylinder 

wall is negligibly small, As discussed in section E.2, this 

enables the cylinder wall boundary condition temperatures to be 

expressed via 3 logarithmic profile.

3. The heater wall temperature boundury co..dilions may be specified 

hy five discrete temperatures as noted in section E.4, This 

represents a best effort at quantitatively applying qualitative 

temperature transducer location data given in the form of 

unsealed schematics (Th79). The experimental cyclic mean gaseous 

and wall temperatures used are averages of the temperatures 

measured over several heater tubes at the same axial location.

A. The radial temperature gradient in the regenerator casings is 

negligibly small. As described in section £.5, this allows the 

regenerator casing temperature boundary conditions to be 

described by a combination of linear and logarithmic profiles.

The wall temperatures used lo establish these profiles are 

averages of the temperatures measured on several of the 

regenerator assemblies at each axial location.

5. A single experimentally measured aggregate cold-end temperature 

is used to establish the wall temperature boundary condition for 

the cooler and compression space os justified by the analysis 

presented in section E.6,

7.4.3 r.nnrlucElnn Hont Trnnsfetfi nt the Svat-om Boundary

1. The cyclic steady-state heat rransifer between the expansion and 

compression spaces via the displacer is primarily dependent upon
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the conduction heat transfer through the dispiacer shell. The 

contribution of convect ion loops within the dispiacer shell 

cavity is assumed to be negligible and is thus ignored. The 

dispiacer ^hell temperature is determined on a transient basis 

(see section E.2) by assuming that the upper and lower dispiacer 

faces are in instantaneous equilibrium with their adjacent 

working fluids. This approach enables cyclic ineegral conduction 

heat transfers between the expansion and compression spaces to be 

approximated adequately.

Conduction heat transfers between the buffer and compression 

spaces are ignored as predicated by a lack of adequate 

geometrical data. This neglect is also justifiable because, 

apparently, these conduction transfers are not included in the 

experimental cold-end energy balance which determines the heat 

removed externally from the working fluid (the experimental 

result used for validation purposes).

It Regenerator Matrix Geometry

As alluded to in section 7.2 find detailed in section E,S, a 

sinusoidal flow area ratio is used to determine the free flow 

area through Che regenerator matrix. This is based upon the 

assumption that experimental flow data developed for single 

screen matrices may bo generalised to multiple screen matrices, 

In a compressible flow situation, the use of a sinusoidal area 

ratio rather than the more conventional orthogonal arpa ratio is 

justified on the basis Chat a sinusoidal area vatio apparently 

yields a more credible estimate of the choking Mach number

# * ■



The axial matrix conduction area is determined by creating the 

matrix as o homogeneous sponge whose void to solid area ratio is 

anisotropically quantified by the volumetric porosity. In che 

absence of any experimental data quantifying the actual axial 

conduction area, which is dependent upon random stacking induced 

effects, the anisotropic assumption is a pragmatic alternative. 

The radial conduction area between th« mesh stack and the 

regenerator casing is determined by assuming that the individual 

gauze wires are n planar thermal contact with the casing wall. 

This appears to be admissable, given the notion of a tightly 

packed and radially compressed gauze stack.

Parallel working fluid flow paths in the heater, regenerator ar.d 

cooler are aggregated and represented by a single flow path,

This assumes that the flow is identical in each parallel path 

which is given credence by the ra> dl symmetry of the GM-GPU3 

engine. Multi-cJiwenflionol effects in the expansion and 

compression space cylinders as well as geometrical differences 

becwpcn individual flow paths can distort die radial symmetry of 

the flow pattern. The description of such distortions is, 

howc-ver, beyond the capabilities of die one-dimensional 

simulation model,

The actual radially aymmecrlc expansion space topology depicted 

in figure 7.2 is represented by che one-dimensional topology of



Figure 7.2 Actual two-dimensional expansion space topology

Figure 7.3 Simulated one-dimensional expansion space topology

It is evident i.i figure 7.2 that the momentum transferred to the 

working fluid at A is oriented axially while the momentum flux at 

B is oriented radially. This phenomenon is combined with the 

influence of the two-diinunsion.i1 recirculating flow effects 

discussed in section G.2. In contrast, the one-dimensional 

approximation assumes that Che momenta at A and B are both 

axially oriented, so limiting two-dimensional effects to those 

caused by recirculating flows only. Traditionally (Sc78, UB84, 

Ur77) , che strictly one-dimensional assumption of figure 7.3 has 

been used in Stirling machine simulation. However, there is 

recent strong numerical evidence which suggests chat ignoring
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axial Co radial momentum transitions in expansion space dead 

volumes can be a major source of error (Go87.2). Nevertheless, 

the strictly one-dimensional interpretation of Figure 7.3 is 

retained here since a more heuristic pseudo-cw>-dimensional 

approach might unduly skew the validation process and result in 

the attribution of undeserved qualities to the one-dimensional 

simulation model.

The radially symmetric, dual piston compression space topology of 

figure ? A  may be approximated by the one-dimensional topology of 

figure 7.5.

!V/}'/.0
Figure 7.* Actual two-dimensional compression space topology

Figure 7.5 Simulated cno-dimer.sional compression space tonology

The discrete di... and piston motions depicted in figure 7.4

are aggregated into the slnglt piston motion shown in figure 7.5. 

This aggregate is precise for the volume and rate of change of
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volume terras (!/ and. dV/dr, respectively). In contrast, the 

aggregate one-dimensional piston velocity at A in figure 7.5 is 

defined by:

(V i  “ <dV dt) / (Acyl ' (7'L

Hence, (vr])1 is unrelated to the momentum boundary conditions 

sceually prevailing in the compression space as depicted in 

figure 7.4. Under these circumstances, the axial to radial 

momentum transition phenomenon (noted above for the expansion 

space) is compounded by the existence of two opposed axial 

momentum generation source - (A and B in figure 7.5) producing a 

coalesced radial momentum flux at G. Thus the one-dimensional 

discretisation of figure 7.5 is an even more serious assumption 

than that made for the expansion space. Nevertheless, this 

assumption has been adopted routinely by previous researchers 

(ScTg, UB04) since it is a strict application of a one

dimensional spaciel discretisation.

Alternate approaches such as that depicted in figure 7.6 have 

had, of necessity, to be rejected owing to the lack of adequate 

geometrical data (Th79) for the annular compression space / 

cooler plenum (section E.3). For example, the approach depicted 

in figure 7.6 in essc-nce allows for a pseudo-two-dimensional 

momentum balance to be performed upon the compression space / 

cooler plenum while still retaining the one-dimensional struccure 

of the momentum equations ((5.30) and (5.31)). A zero radial 

mass flux or. the displacer rod is established as a momentum 

boundary condition, while the influence of the piston and 

displacer velocities are manifest only via volume-dependent terms



thac do not make an advective contribution to the radial momentum 

flux at B (in figure 7.6). This approach has been applied 

successfully to a simulation of the Space Power Demonstrator 

Engine (1686, Go87,2). However, as defined, the pseudo-two

dimensional concept doas not permit the fluid dynamics of the 

compression space to be described by the Lagrangian model 

established in section 5,3,

Figure 7.6 Pseudo-cwo-'Hmerwianal compression space discretisation

Therefore, the strict one-dlmcnsional description of the 

compression space defined by figure 7.5 has been retained, not 

only owing to the lack of geoswtrie.il but also in the

interests of objectively tenting the one-dimensional simulation 

model as defined In chapter 5, Nevi*rthelesn, cognisance of the 

weaknesses* ol the one-dimensional compression space topology 

assumption must be borne In mind when comparing the simulated and 

experimental data,

Hence, owing to the crucial dissimilarities between the actual 

and simulated expansion and compression space momentum boundary 

conditions, in a tundamental sense, the simulated and actual



engines are not ider.'tical from a fluid dynamics perspective.

7.5 EMPIRICAL CORRELATIONS

Following che argument presented in section 6.4.3, the friction factor 

and heat transfer correlations are extracted from Ksye and London 

(KL6«1. Two classes of correlations are required, one for flows in 

circular tubes and a second for flows within the regenerator matrix.

The circular tube correlations selected are portrayed in figure 7.7. 

These correlations represent a summary of the analytic and 

experimental data available for flow in Cubes with abrupt contraction 

entrances, an appropriate description for each of the individual tubes 

comprising the heater and cooler of the GM-GPl/3. In a one-di.nensional 

sy3tem, the heater and cooler heat exchangers are described as an 

aggregation of che'r constituent tubes. This predicates the 

assumption chat the. working fluid mass flux in each parallel flow path 

is Identical. Hei e, evaluation of the friction factor and heat 

transfer coefficient based on the geometry of a single tube enables 

the aggregate boundary shear force f^ and convective heat transfer 

rate Q to be computed.

The correlation curves depicted in figure 7.7 are parametrically 

dependent upon che length to diameter ratio (1/d) of a given circulai- 

tube. Thus, applying the correlations to an arbitrarily discretised 

section of tube is problematic; strictly, the correlations are 

applicable to entire tubes only. Previous workers (Be78, Ur77) have 

chosen to circumvent the problem by arbitrarily selecting correlations



Figure 7.7 Gas flow inside circular cubes with abrupt concraccion 
entrances (extracted from reference KL64)





for infinite 1/d ratios. Howevpr, the use of the infinite 1/d 

profiles in figure 7.7 is unsatisfactory here because the 

unconditional convergence of iterative numerical, schemes (such as that 

embodied within the implicit algorithm described in section 5.5.2) is 

dependent upon the absence of any artificial discontinuities which are 

arbitrarily introduced into the computations. (Conversely, physically 

real discontinuities, such as shocks, which are explicitly described 

mathematically do not impose any limitations on an iterative 

simulation algorithm.)

In particular, the infinite l/d curves in figure 7.7 include a 

discontinuity in the laminar to turbulent transition regime for the 

range 3000 < XRe < 10000. Physically, the laminar to turbulence 

transition appears to be continuous although a well-defined 

mathematical description or understanding of the mechanism involved is 

seemingly as yet unavailable (SS86). Hence, the curves for 1/d » 100 

in figure 7,7 are selected as the basis of the friction factor and 

heat transfer correlations used throughout Che transfer space of the 

GH-GPU3. In this context, it should be noted that these correlations 

are also applied to the heater/regenerator and regenerator/cooler 

tubular plena as well as to the non-tubular heater header. The 

potential i-,accuracies in using the 1/d - 100 correlation profiles in 

this global fashion on a discretised component basis are incorporated 

within the parr -t 'vie. validation protocol defined in section S.5.

One uf the attributes of (.ha simulation model is its ability to treat 

discontinuous changes in cross-sectional flow area explicitly (see 

section *,6.2). Hence, the selection of friction factor and heat 

transfer coefficient correlations for the strictly one-dimensional



expansion and compression spaces defined in section 7.4 appears to be 

less problematic than suggested by Berchowit2 (Be78). The inclusion 

of momeiitufli modelling in Che variable volume spaces (either by a 

multiple control volume Lograngian discretisation in rhe equilibrium 

algorithm or by a single CEL control volume in the UPD algorithm) 

simplifies the correlation selection process. In both the UPD and 

equilibrium algorithms, a continuum mechanics analysis admitting 

generalised boundary conditions is applied strictly in one-dimension 

to a space which has r particular non-stptlonary boundary condition 

(namely, a moving piston). Hence, to maintain consistency with the 

continuum mechanics analysis as well as to remain true to the 

objective simulation model application ethic, the one-dimensional 

expansion and compression spar.es are necessarily no different from 

circular tubes and are therefore treated as such in the correlation 

selecticn process. However, as noted in section 6.2, two-dimensional 

flows in uni-axial cylinders (that is, cylinders in which the. piston 

motion and boundary fluxes have the sane orientation) cannot be 

represented reliably using a one-dimensional discretisation with its 

attendant correlations, irrespective of their sophistication. In view 

of the relatively small convcccive heat transfers and boundary shear 

stresses empirically observed for the cylinders of most Stirling 

machines and for the fiM-GPll3 in particular (Th/9, Th81), the strict 

interpretation of the necessity for a one-dimensional circular tube 

correlation Is mainly <>f peiUntic KifiiilL'Lcancc, the practical impact 

being negligible, from the perspective of the validation ptotocol 

(section 6.5), t’hc variation of the Lagrmigi.m discretisation 

parameters m and m has !i tar groater impact on the engine 

performance than altering the magnitude of the. cylinder friction 

factors and heat transfer coefficients. Therefore, in terms of



validating che simulation model, Che inclusion or exclusion of any 

Friceton factor and heat transfer correlations in che expansion and 

compression spaces is more an issue of consistency chan praccical 

importance.

In tnis context, thi’ geometry of the one-dimensional vatiable volume 

space cylinders suggests a se'ection of the curves with a 1/d ratio of 

in tijyire '■ ' since Kayn and London do not presenc any pipe flow 

daca for cubes with abrupt expansion entrances. These correlations 

serve purely as a point of reference for parametric variation 

purposes. In this wav. the impact of expansion and compression space 

hear crar.^ur and multi dimensional dissipation effeccs on che ovarall 

sixultiiloo 1'1’i‘ilsd i’v.'.'i as.»v hr demonstrated within che context of the 

defined validation protocol,

The ivictiiiti t.uior ami heat transfer coefficient correlations for 

randomly stacked, woven screen matrices are extracted from Kays and 

Londot. >K5.'>’->i and depicted in figures 7.8 and I,1). Since the GM-GPU3 

regenerator has a volumetric porosity of 0,697, interpolation between 

the ourves bounding this value in figures 7.8 and 7,9 is required,

In an eiinrt t» adhere as elnt.elv an posaible Lo Che correlations 

plotted in  I . *1 and ! , they are Included in the

.'iimuliic.lun u.';iiif’, a I.a/.ran^ian interpolation (Ge’O) of che tabulated 

daca produced by a digitisation nl' the relevant profiles, The, 

digitisation was pet-lormed usittR a l'laf.-l;ed digitisoi with an 

optically magnified sifthf and n spotial resolution of 1 in 10000, The 

details of the. digitisation and interpolation procedures are given in 

section E.7.
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As zero Reynolds number conditions may occur during the Stirling cycle 

(at startup and when the flow reverses), extrapolation to - 0 in 

figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 is required. A linear regression analysis of 

che digitised curves in figure 7.7 produces a minimum correlation 

coefficient of 0,9999 for < 800 (see table E.8). Likewise, a

1 ir.t'Ar regression analysis of the interpolated friction factor 

'.i-j . .;!>.! curve developed from figure 7.8 yields a correlation 

Cvi-erfiwiHi- of 0,9999 ior N^g < 11, By a similar procedure, the 

regtessi.iv coefficient for the interpolated heat transfer correlation 

i;, also 0,199? ior fl̂ g < T . Thus the linear regression equations 

sxcrapclating the correlations of figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 to a zero 

Reynolds minbei. (developed î i section E.7) appear to be justified on a 

statistical basis.

For tV'.* ‘J«i* i of coir^leteness, it has also been found necessary to 

extrapolate ’ !>• correlations of figure 7.7 beyond the Reynolds number 

of 5000" plotted. Rs-molds numbers greater than 50000 at the heater 

ard -:oolar entrances ha-'is been observed to occur when initiating a Gfl- 

GPJi engine simulation x com vest conditions. However, in all other 

circumstances, the peak Reynolds numbers have not exceeded 50000 while 

the maximum Reynolds nur'iers observed in the regenerator have been 

within the range plot'.ed i" figures 7.8 ard 7.9. The extrapolation 

beyond HRg - 50000 in fi*;r- 1.7 is accomplished via e linear 

regression analysis of th<i c.iritised data above Reynolds numbers of 

10000, The minimum correlation coefficient of 0,9998 produced (table 

E.8) warrants the use of cfca linear regression extrapolation equations 

developer in section E.7.
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In applying the correlations co che simulation in the context of the 

validation protocol, it has been found conven'“nt to use separate 

friction factor arid heat transfer multipliers (X^ and 

respectively) tor the ciriular tube and regenerator matrix 

correlations, this enables che l. ' u-nce of the two sets of 

correlations to be independently assessed by parametric variation.

7.6 NUMERICAL TOPICS

Details of computer programmes embodying the UPD and equilibrium 

algorithms .ire presented in appendix F. The programmes, which are 

written in standard ASS1 FORTRAN'-77, are accompanied by descriptive 

tabulations of all the FORTRAN variables used. Also included are 

algorithmic flow charts, aid Che methodology used to establish the 

initial cyclic conditions when starting the simulation either from 

rest (a cold start) or from n condition established by a previous 

simulation run (a warm start). Hence the issues discussed below are 

limited to those which are of particular significance to the 

simulation modf-1 developed and its application to the PM-(?PU3 engine,

In ordar to imjiU'inint the -quil ihrSum and UPD algorithms described in 

section 5,5.2, stvnal immi’i'ic.il constants musf he c.-tablished. These

- t!. integration cimo increment in the equilibria", algorithm

- the iteiation convergence test limit 0 in equation (5,48)
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- the iteration convergence factor &CQnv in both the equilibrium 

and UFD algorithms.

It is also necessary to establish whether the simulation has converged 

to a cyclic steady-state.

These issues, together with a description of the computer hardware and 

software used to carry out the GM-OU3 simulation are discussed in 

following subsections.

7.6.1 Numerical Algorithm Constants

The largest physically admissable integration time increment that may 

be used for a given sec of boundary conditions is produced by the UPD 

algorithm (see section 5,5 2.2). Hence che time increment chosen for 

che equilibrium algorithm should be sufficiently small in comparison 

with the UPD algorithm time uv:-'mpnt so as to fulfil the equilibrium 

information propagation hypothesis. Simultaneously, the equilibrium 

algorithm time increment is bounded below by the desirability of 

minimising the amount of computation required. On this basis, using 

an empirical selection process, a time Increment defined by a periodic 

discretisation of 350 increments/cycle h/is yielded a satisfactory 

compromise. All Che equilibrium .simulations performed for the GM-GPU3 

have thus us«d a 350 increment/cycle temporal discretisation so as not



In evaluating Che impact of the UPD algorithm, it is useful to 

incroduoe a non-dimensional number, termed the characteristic number 

(Nch), as a means of quantifying the information propagation behaviour 

of Stirling machines. Referring to the discussion in section 5.2, the 

instantaneous time increment in the UPD algorithm is equal to the 

machine time characteristic; that is, the interval required for a 

pressure wave to exactly traverse the unitary pressure domain once. 

Hence the characteristic number may be defined as the number of 

pressure wave traverses occurring per cycle or:

Sch - (cyclic period) / (time characteristic)

or, using the UPD time inclement definition (section 5.5.2.2.):

■vch - / - «  : I I (7-2'i

As the maximum characteristic numbers for the sntire GM-GPU3 

simulation map have not exceeded 240, use of a 3S''f increment/cycle 

equilibrium temporal discretisation has proved to n«s .7>ore than 

adequate for fulfilling the equilibrium algorithm hypothesis while 

probably being excessive for c.'ses producing characteristic numbers of 

less than 100.

The iteration convergence test limit, 0 in equation (5.48), is also 

subject to bounds. From the standpoint of minimising the amount of 

computation, 0 should be as large as possible, while numerical 

accuracy dictates that the extent to which ft may bo increased is quite 

severely constraini-d. The optimum value of 0 - 0,05% lias been 

determined empirically by applying the Implicit algorithms to a 

variety cf physical situations, including natural convection cavity



flows (Go85). This value o£ 0 is used for all che simulation i 

performed for the GK-GPU3.

In contrast, the iteration convergence faccor Bconv \ section 

5.5.2.2, algorithm step 13) may be selected arbitrarily within the 

range 0 < 0CO.1V ^ 1- The general criterion for choosing Pconv is that 

it should be as large as possible to enable iteracive convergence 

throughout the cycle with a minimum number of iterations at each time 

step. Two approaches to choosing Pconv have been adopted. In the 

equilibrium algorithm, an automatic selection procedure dynamically 

alters 9c n̂v at the end of each iteration so as to minimise the number 

of Iterations required for convergence (see section F.4 for a more 

detailed description). This procedure also has the capability of 

reducing the integration time increment, when appropriate, to further 

optimise the convergence process. It may be noted that arbitrary 

time-step reduction is admissable under the equilibrium algorithm 

hypothesis. Conversely, no time-step reductln is permissable in the 

UPD algorithm. This has been found to eliminate any computational 

advantage accruing from automatically varying P co n v - Hence the UPD 

algorithm utilises a single user-input Pconv value over the. entire 

cycle. Generally, values of about 0,5 have yielded adequate

performance for aLl the GM-GPU3 UPD algorithm simulations.

The primary requirement for determining whether cyclic steady state 

has been achieved is that a cyclic thermal energy balance must be 

satisfied for the overall working space system as well as for each of

- - -  ifr



Its substituent parts. In the context of the GM-GPU3, energy balances 

may be perfumed on the working fluid itself as well as on the 

regenerator matrix. Treating the working fluid as an isolated system, 

in terms oC the uni-r^y conservation formulation of equation (3.31), 

the first law of thermodynamics !Wa?7> may be expressed in cyclic 

integral tei-ms as:

where the first integral on the right hand side denotes the net hsat 

transfer with the solii boundaries including Che regenerator matrix. 

Hence at cyc?t> steady star*, ji'dc - 0 so that:

W ), - <v V w ' °  (7.

For convenience, the Ivvel ot cvclie steady-state convergence may be 

defined in terms of ar. energy balance error ^y:

where the boundary heat transfer is spilt into beat Addition and heat 

removal components.

[7.5)

' fluid is noc 011*v a nt •'■feadvstat e convergence but is also

an overall indicator of the inf.ejU’lfv of the simulation model, in 

practice, it has been observed that the inability to achieve energy 

balance errors less than H  is a de.finit.ive indication of analytical 

and/or numerical errors. In this eontfxt, n inoss balance check Is 

also performed at each time increment as a further f-ô t for errors.
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< ' V V i  | td C r ^ / U d d r  - | U Q r3n,)I - - iQg)L) dt (7.6)

where the first two terras within che right hand integral represent che 

axial heat conducted through che mesh, the t.hirci cerm denotes the 

radial heat conducted from the casing while the last term signifies 

the convection V a c  transfer with the working fluid. At cyclic 

steady-state convei:-:’ • tie right hand integral must be identically 

sevo which rhfn c

,(V # - s e 3  ‘ " ‘^ V i W i e  “ 0 (7-7)

thac 1. '-he final and initial cyclic regenerator matrix temperatures 

are equal for each regenerator control volume. The temperature 

difference i f i Vtvltf is 3 con'Put;iitionall>' convenient and sensitive 

indicator f regenerator therrti.il eoiivprgom-e and is used as such In 

the Simula’'ion. In particular, the thermal convergence criterion used 

in the simulation of thu CM-CPl!) has been selected somewhat 

arbitrarily

«a» v  «•' n,l K (7.P)

An inordinately larf;o amount of computation is required to achieve 

this 0, IK criterion for i:hr t;M-UPU3. In some cai.es, this has been 

demonstrated to amount to the simulation of 100 cycles or more, even 

though enetgy balance errors of Less than 1% ate achieved after five 

or sir. cycles. Baaed upon a suggestion of Urie’i (Ur77), the 

following algorithm lias been used successfully to speed up the 

regenerator thermal convergence process:

From equation (E.31) che cyclic energy balance for each regenerator

matrix control volume I may be described by:
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^’nPmh | !d(T1J])J/'dr|df: - ji K ^ j ;  - (<?nra)ltI + C9w>i - dt f7.6 •

vhere the first two terms within the right hund integral represent the 

awial heot conducted through the me^h, che third term denotes the 

radial heat conducted from the casing while the last term signifies 

the convection heat transfer with the working fluid. At cyclic 

steady-state convergence the right hand integral must be identically 

zero which then requires that:

« V . . m  - ■ V » - j ,x - " - ' V i W ,  - ° <7.7)

that is. the final and initial cyclic regenerator matrix temperatures 

at<- fH|ual for cach regenerator control volume. The temperature 

■JifferviVi- I : ,\?a i i ,ovv;(> 3 computationally convenient and sensitive 

Indicator of cesienf rator thermal -•onvergence and is used as such in 

tin- siltpilrttinii, in particular, the thermal convergence criterion used 

in ;l.i‘ simulation ot .-he GK-G!!U 1 has hc.yu seisc^-d somewhat 

arMtrarilv -i:i:

aa» '• K- t7 '8>

An inordinately l.u'ge amount of computation is required to achieve 

this; ft,IK. criterion [or the GM-GPU3. In some, cases, this has been 

demonstrated to amount in the simulation of 100 cycles or more, even 

though energy balance trrors of less chan 1% are achieved after five 

or sis cycles. Based upon a suggestion of Uriel! (Ur77), the 

following algorithm has boon used successful to speed up the 

regenerator thermal convergence process;
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From equation (E.31) the cyclic energy balance for each regenerator

matrix control volune i may be described by:
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where t «_o ̂ x ftVe c*'le corrected baseline temperatures ac the 

scarc of Che next cycle.

<7’s)

Typically, regenerator convergence factors in the range 1 £ &rConv 25  ̂

have led to a threefold decrease in the niuTiber of cycles required co 

achieve regenerator thermal convergence. It should however be noted 

that even under conditions in which equation (7.8) is satisfied, Che 

net regenerator boundary heat transfer will be finite, or from 

equation (7.6):

I E | " V i  - «3„„ix,, h <P„>i ' > 0 <7'l0)

Generally, the roiiduals at the 0,1K convergence limit do not exceed 5 

J; in comparison, achievement of residuals smaller then 1 J requires 

that the criterion in equation (7.8) be reduced to 0.01K, a 

prohibitively expensive requirement in terms of the relatively large 

number of simulations mandated by the validation protocol. The entire 

issue of regenerator thermal convergence has perplexed other 

resp'trchers who have developed simulations based on rigourous fluid 

dynamics considerations (Ge86.,M. Clearly, a methodology for short- 

circuiting r’.ie simulated physical effects of regenerator matrix 

thermal Inertia would be a useful addfeion Co Che arc (as opposed to 

che science) of Scirling machine simulation.

In closing, it may be noted that, as alluded to above, small energy 

balance errors Eor thu GH-GPU3 are obtained with far less computation
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than that required eo satisfy the regenerator thermal convergence 

criterion, Hence, in practice, equation (7.8) has proved to be the 

dominant measure of the achievement of a simulated cyclic steady-state 

condition,

Several different processors and compilers have been used in 

developing, testing and running the UPD and equilibrium algorithm 

programmes. A chronological summary of the various items of hardware 

and software used is listed in cable 7,2. The initial stages of the 

simulation programme development were carried out on an IBM mainframe 

computer. Thereafter, upon the release of an ANSI FORTRAN77 com{..ier 

by the Rvan-McFarland Corporation, the code development was shifted to 

a standard 4,77 MHz IBM Personal Computer equipped with an Intel 8087 

ariehmatic coprocessor. It soon became apparent that this system was 

far Coo slow for code development purposes. A this juncture, an add

in processor board based on an 8 MHa Intel 80286/80287 microprocessor 

/ arithmetic coprocessor set with zero wait-state dynamic random 

access memory (DRAM) became temporarily available. This accelerated 

the compilation speed by a factor of about four and the code execution 

speed by a factor of tvo. When the 80266 microprocessor board was 

required elsewhere, the standard IBM PC was modified by the 

installation of a :mbsti.tute motherboard supporting a NEC V30 

microprocessor, Intel 8087 arithmatic coprocessor, zero wait-state 

DRAM and a clock spaed of 9,54 MHz. This system produced a slightly 

slower compilation speed thon the S02»6 bas^d system but the execution 

speed was increased to alsiost 2,5 times Chat of a standard IBM PC,
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The bulk of the simulation programme development and testing v

During the final *Mges of the equilibrium algorithm programme 

development, the length of the source programme rode exceeded the 

capacity of the Ry.m-McFarland compiler which resulted in som. 

spectacular programms1 failures. Fortunately dt this point, use was 

obtained of: an IBM Personal Computer equipped with an add-in 32 bit. 

22,5 MHz Motorola 68020/68881 microprocessor / arithmetic coprocessor 

system which supports the robust Silicon Valley Software FORTRAN77 

( ompiler, the ivm.iimiev of the equilibrium code development was 

carried out on the Motorola system, which has a processing capacity 

roughly equivalent to that of a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 750 

minicomputer. Towards the end of the simulation programme 

C .'elopment, Microsoft Corporation released version 4.0 of its 

FORYRAN77 compiler which, although not arror-free, dues enable the 

final versions of both the equilibrium and the UPD algorithm 

simulations to be run on any computer using one of the Intel 8086 

family of microprocessors. All the equilibrium algorithm simulation 

I Inal runs wore performed on the. Motorola microprocessor system while 

chu UPD algorithm runs wen* performed on chi> modified 9,54 MHz IBM 

Personal Corapucei.

The output data produced l>v the simulation programmes have been 

processes via the I.OTDS 121 uprcid.shcel programme which has also been 

used to produce the cvo-cHmonsionnl graphics, The three-dimensional 

graphics are the output of n specialised programme written by a 

student under the supervision of the author (see acknowledgements),
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The GM-GPU3 experimental performance map is defined in references Th79 

by a total of 67 individual, low-powev baseline test daca point..;.

Each daca point: is typically represented by two sets of experimental 

readings taken sequentially, There is only one high-pewer baseline 

performance tesr d?t-a set include in reference Th81, although 

additional high-power baseline tost results are reported as being 

obtainable from NASA. The experimental test data points used here are 

selected from the published data only because of their general 

availability.

The primary criterion for selecting appropriate test data points is an 

experimental energy bs’sncp srr.ir less than 10%. This reduces the 

candidate performance map from 68 to 5 7 test points; 40 helium and 17 

hydrogen working fluid tests respectively. The simulation validation 

map comprises 9 data points, 4 helium and U hydrogen working fluid 

tests plus an additional test for the simulation calibration phase.

The non-calibration experimental test points are chosen to provide a 

representative range of operating speeds, working space 

pressurisations, heater temperatures and power outputs, In all cases, 

the experimental reading set with the lowest energy balance error is 

selected while a lower energy balance error also governs the choice 

between two cess data points with equivalent experimental parameters. 

No simulations were performed prior to the non-calibration 

experimental test point selection. The tests selected are therefore 

free from any bias incurred from an attempt to choose t.jts which 

produce good agreement with the simulation. The calibration 

experimental test point was chosen arbitrarily because it is included



within the texc of reference Th79; che remainder of the test points 

are reproduced on microfiche and are thus not as convenient to use.

Table 7.3 lists Che input parameters required by the simulation model 

for the nine validation test points. The test description 

designations used (and adhe-ed to throughout) are the same as those 

reported in references Th7° and Th31. The preface H or HE denotes 

hydrogen or helium as the working • '■>< ' rh# digits prior to the

hyphen represent the heater wall temperature (i - 110." °r; 2- 3.200'’.'.

25 - i250°F; 3 - 1300°F). first one or two digits following cne

hyphen describe the working fluid pressurisation in units of 100 psi 

(ranging from 2 *« 200 psi to 10 - 1000 psi) while the last digit gives 

the engine speed in decrements of 500 rpm (from 1 - 3500 rpm to 6 - 

1000 rpm). In terms of this latter terminology, test HE3-21B should 

really be defined as HE3-23B in view of its nominal 2500 rpm speed 

parameter. However, the erroneous designation is maintained to ensure 

reproducibility. The A or B terminating the designation indicates 

whether the test parameters correspond to the first or second set of 

experimental readings taken at each data point. All the hydrogen and 

helium tests are extracted from the lov-power baseline series with the 

exception of the hydrogen 'c* H25-105A which is the sole high-power 

baseline test reported in • 'jrcnce Thfll.

The hydrogen tests cover a nominal engine speed range of 1500 to 35U0 

rpm, a pressurisation range of 27 Co 69 bars and an average heater 

wall temperature range of 594 to 726°C. The cold end temperatures 

vary wiehin 3,S°C of the 20°C mean over the hydrogen test series. A 

slightly more extensive parameter map is covered by the helium tests 

which span a speed range of 1000 to 3500 rpm, a pressurisation range
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of 14 Co 69 bars and a mean heaCer wall temperature interval of 564 to 

756°C. The cold end temperatures are less uniform than Chose for che 

hydr >̂ en Cests, varying within 7,l°C of a 16,8°C mean.

Table 7.4 Working fluid properties

Hydrogen Helium Reference

Gas constant (J/kg.K) 4125 2086 ED72

Ratio of specific heats 1,40 1,67 ED72

Prandtl number 0,697 0,71 ED72

Fiduciary viscosity (kg/m.s) 8,35xl0”6 18,85x10"6 Br71

Fiduciary viscosity reference 
temperature (K)

273 273 Br71

Sutherland constant (K) 84,4 80,0 Br71

The helium and hydrogen working fluid properties used in che 

simulations are given in table 7.4. These data have been extracted 

from che sources listed and have been corroborated by other references 

(HC54, U’a7?). The gas constant and Prandcl number values tabular, 

are typical values for the range of temperatures encountered within 

the GM-GPU3 over the test map specified in table 7,3. The fiduciary 

temperature and viscosity as well as Che Sutherland constant are 

required for the Sutherland moltcular model usid to determine the 

working fluid dynamic viscosity p (see section F.3).

In the following sections, the validation protocol is described in the 

sequence defined by Cable 6.1. The specifics of the validation 

protocol pertaining to the selection of the transfer, expansion and 

compression space discrscisaeiorts -ire descrxbed in section 7.7.1.

This is followed by a discussion in section 7.7.2 of the 

characteristics of the simulation model as a function of the baseline



calibration point experimental and simulation data. Thereafter, the 

baseline and corrected run results are presented in sections 7.7.3 and 

7.7.4. To help the reader, all the graphs referred to in sections

7.7.1 and 7,7.2 are collected together at the end of section 7.7.2, 

beginning on page 360.

7.7.1 Baseline Calibration nf the-Slmulation Model

The baseline calibration experimental data point; is defined by helium 

test HE3-63B (table 7.3). As noted above, no effort was made to 

deliberately select a test which would indeed enable a baseline 

calibration to be achieved; Che choice of test HE-63B was essentially 

one of convenience. The baseline calibration phase is carried out in 

two stages as shown in table 6.1. The first stage leads to a 

selection of the heater, regenerator and cooler spatial 

discretisations and the second stage does likewise for the expansion 

and compression spaces.

7.7.1.1 Spatial discretisation of the heater, cooler and regenerator 

Acceptable minimum levels of spatial discretisation for the heater, 

regenerator and cooler are determined by holding che coefficients K ,

K^ and at their baseline values and by representing the expansion 

and compression spaces by a single control volume each. In the case 

of the GM-GPU3, as shown in figure E.9 (section E.5), the regenerator 

is comprised of three sections such that the matrix is bracketed by 

void plena. These plena are always discretis<?d as single control 

volumes since they have axial lengths of only 2,6 and 1,8 mm 

respectively. This is a considerably finer discretisation than that



lsed In che ocher unrestricted flow components (as opposed Co che 

restricted flow existing within Che maci:lx).

The baseline calibration simulation run resulCs used Co esCablish Che 

heater discretisation are listed in table 7.5. The cuns are performed 

using intuitively reasonable (Ur77) regeneracor and cooler 

discretisations of 6 control volumes each. As nod«d in factions 7 

and E.t», che heater is operationally segmented inco C M  five sections 

reflected by che sub-discreEisation shown in cable 7.3. Th» v a n a c n n  

in che tabulated single-run cyclic indicated work outputs and neC heat 

Cransfers is generally quite small. As che CoCal number of concrol 

volumes is increased front 7 to 28, che largest variation amounts to 5% 

of che initial value for che regenerator heat transfer. On this 

basis, che 2:4:2:4;2 (or 14 control volume) heater discrecisacion is 

chosen as che 1:2:1:2:1 discretisation is too coarse to give an 

adequate spatial resolution of che flow in che heater for graphical 

display purposes. The 14 control volume discrecisacion also 

approximately defines che 'knee' in the indicated work output and 

heater heat transfer profiles.

Maintaining heaCer and regenerator discretisations of 14 and 6 control 

volumes respectively. Che baseline calibration runs Co determine che 

cooler discretisation were performed nest. The cyclic indicated work 

and net heat transfers produced are listed in table 7.6. The 'knee' 

of the indicated work and cooler heat ttansfev profiles occurs for a 

cooler dlscretisacion of about 7 concrol volumes; hence, a 7 concrol 

volume discrecisacion is selected.



Table 7.5 Heater spatial discretisation calibration with 6 regenerator 
and cooler control volumes

Sub-component
Control
Volume

Allocation®

Total Number 
of Control 
Volumes

Indicated Work 
(J)

Met Heat 
Transfer in

1:2:1:2:1 7 71,22 306,26

2:4:2:4 :2 14 71,44 305,97

3:6:3; 6:3 21 71,51 305,78

4:8:4:B:4 28 71,55 305,66

Notes:
a. listing ordar given oy:

(insulated exp. space side ; uninsulat.-i exp. space side : 
header : uninsulated regenerator side insulated 
regenerator side)

Table 7.6 Cooler spatial discretisation calibt .ition with 14 heater 
and 6 regenerator control volumes

No. of Control ) Indicated Work 
Volumes ' (J)

Net Heat Transfer 
in Cooler (J)

4 71,00 -85,28

5 ! /1,25 •86,08

6 71,44 -86,62

7 71,57 -87,01

8 (.. 7\67 •87,31

Finally, using the 14 and 7 control volume discretisation for the 

heater and cooler respectively, the regenerator discr ■citation 

baseline calibration was performed and produced the r • -uitr given in



Table 7.7 Regenerator spacial discretisation calibration with 14 
heater and 7 cooler control volumes

No. of 
Control 
Volumes

Indicated Work 
(J)

; Net Heat 
Transfer in 
Regenerator

, (J)

Net Heat 
Transfer in 
Heater (J)

Net Heat 
Transfer in 
Cooler (J)

6 71,57 ' 27,44 306,O’ -87,01

8 n  22 ! 17,12 30-., 73 -80,06

10 74,29 j 10,62 303,94 -75,63

12 75, 00 6,03 303,38 -72,49

14 75,54 2,57 303,02 -70,13

In this case, the variations in the tabulated paramecers are 

substantial as predicated by the discussion of porous advection 

effects in section 6.3. Since K ■=■ 0 for the baseline runs, the net 

heat transfers demonstrate the imp.icc of regenerator discretisation on 

the enthalpy fluxes entering the heater and cooler. The variation in 

net regenerator hear transfer is somewhat spurious. This arises 

because after the simulation of a single cycle from rest conditions, 

the regenerator matrix is very far from convergence ae a steady-state 

condition, iienca, from equation (7.10), the matrix cyclic heat 

residuals, which generally change sign through the regenerator, may or 

may not sum to zero, depending on the discretisation. Based on the 

indicated woek «»xi hi-atev anti cooler best transfer profiles, a 12 

control volume spatial discretisation of the regenerator approximates 

Che optimum and is thus selected.

The net GM-GPU3 transfer space spatial discretisation amounts to a 

total of 35 control volumes over a 1 length of 328 mm,

yielding an average spatial resoU. 4 mm per control volume.

This is finer than the discretisation — .ocated by Urieli as being



optimum <Ur77) for a generic Stirling machine working space. Use of 

this level of discretisation co perform all Che CM-CPU3 simulations 

mandated by the validation protocol (more than 830 simulated engine 

cycles for the 9 test points considered) demonstrates the relative 

computational efficiency of the simulation model.

7.7.1.2 Spatial dlscretisa ton of the expansion and compression 

spaces

A summary of the cvclio energy balance results for the baseline 

calibration of the simulation model in terms of che expansion and 

compression space Lagrangian discretisation parameters n>e and m is 

presented in table 7.8. As discussed in section 7.3, the primary 

means of calibration is a comparison of che cyclic energy parameters, 

namely, the indie.-nred work done and the net heat externally supplied 

to and removed from che working fluid.

The daca presented in table 7.8 Includes the ttst HE3-S3B experimental 

energy balance results together with their simulated counterparts 

produced by cfie equilibrium !’orithm. Five levels of Lagrangian 

discretisation were tested fm e expansion and compression spaces 

v/ith both spaces havin,’ the lUeitieal discretisation as stipulated in 

table 6.1. As in(1 and ni are inoi. osotf, the minimum and maxiimtai number 

of control volumes produced by 'lie simulation over a cve.le also 

increase, although In a different qualiiitivo fashion in che expansion 

and compression spaces. The influence of the Lagrangian 

discretisation is discussed first for the expansion space and then for 

the compression space.
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Table 7.8 Test HE3-63B baseline calibration simulation runs: cyclic energy 
balance comparison

Calibration Panunc'tors Data Source
and Reaults

mental
Equilibrium Algwridun

lagrangian discretisation 
parameter

1 2 3 4 6

Minimi !Ti:iraxim.m no. o£ 
irass/energf CV's produced 
over cycle in expansion 
space

l:i 1:2 1:2 1:3 1:4

MinijiunimaxinviH no. of 
ness/rnergy ffi's produced 
ove: jycle in ccmpression 
space

1:1 2:4 3:5 5:7

External heat supplied ■J'' n.52 ’30,48 261,01 263,35 255,66 248,73

External head rejected iJ) :’6/w ■■ 175,68 177,54 173,08 i.68.83

Indicated work (J) &8,?S 89,80 86,55 83,87

Matrix heat baliirce 
residual (J)

-2.60 -3.U5 -3,36 -3,42 -3,77

Erergy balance error1 (%) 1,40 C,02 -0,17 -0,21 -0,19 -0,07

External . •. supply 
discr.epf C*) 3,3 -3,9 ■3,0 -5,3 -8,4

External , it rejection 
discrepant;.* (*) 5,5 -0,5 0,5 -2,0 -4,4

Inrlicated work 
discrepancy1’ CO 6, -2,4 -1,4 -5,0 -7,9

ttoi-es:
a. Similncioii twi-Ry !«1,live emu-di't< dusinp I'ljiwr.ion (7.5).
b. Discrt'p.ii'ry •> 1(J0 ion vnhif ■ .vmneiiUil value)

/ (exii i'iiH'iital value
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The expansion space minimum discretisation remains constant at unity. 

This means Chat, irrespective of che value of mg, a condition for 

which no Lagrangian control volumes are present always exists within 

Che cycle. In these circumstances, cue entire space is represented by 

the CEL (combined Eulerian/T.tgrangianl control volume. As m 

increases, the portion of the cycle during which only the CEL control 

volume exists is reduced.

This effeec is illustrated by the three-dimensional temperature field 

plots given in figures 7.10 to 7.1-*. These plots (in common with all 

the three-dimensional pints presented') are arranged so that position 

along the one*dimpnat«'nal axis of tin* engine is represented by the Y 

axis, crank angle iwhieh corresponds to the temporal dimension) is 

plotter along the X axis while the field properties (temperature, 

pressure or veWltvi art* dei.oled hv the 7. axis. In accordance with 

the system model of fl/vire 5.S, the expansion space is located 

spatially ot the origin of the Y axis Followed by the heater, 

regenerator, cooler and compression npaeo in the direction of 

increasing V.

The case, for which m , - 1 (no LagiMnglan control volumes exist 

throughout the ov liO I« shown ti- ftpvue /.It). Note that the piston 

faco temperature prof i len In rhe expansion and compression spaces are 

included only as a spatial Imutui, since, bv definition, the. piston 

face and fiEL mass/energy control voJume centroid temperatures are 

identical. The creation and elimination of a singlo Lagrangian 

control volume which occures when ni, » 2 is dopie.te.it in figure 7,11. 

Increasing m to three does not, produce an additional Lagrangian 

control volume but Increases the period for which the single
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Liigrangian control voltwie exists, as shown in figure 7.12. A further 

increase of mg to four produces two I.agrnngian control volumes (figure 

' 131, while three Lagrangian control volumes arc created and 

eliminated ov.-r the cycle (figure 7.14) when me - 6 (the largest value 

simulated). Viewing the discretisation sequence (figures 7.10 to 

’.1-0 as a whole, the portion of the cycle during which only the CEL 

control volume exists is reduced as in Is Increased.

The principal physical efftct .£ alterii.-, the Lagrangian 

discretisation in the expansion space can be seen in the temperature 

gradient. Under fully mixed conditions when m, - 1 (figure 7.10), the 

:t-,:iperature gradient between the expansion spacs CEL and first 

transfer space or heater control volume is relatively small., 

steepening as ci, is increased. Referring to figures 7.15, 7.16 and 

' I' i>hich depict the velocity fields for the 1, 3 and 6 Lagrangian 

control volume dlscret i.s.ir ions i, when the working fluid flows in a 

i.eg.«rive direction from the compression to the expansion spaces (shown 

bv the dashed lines), expansion space control volumes r.re created. 

Conv-rselv, control volumes are eliminated during periods of positive 

flow Hence the expansion space functions as a ’first-in, last-out' 

buffer In which the working fluid (or gas) entering fir^t is cooler 

lowing to its shorter residency In the heater) whilo the gas entering 

1 .is t is hotter sin«:» it. has ln>en convert i.wlv heat or during passage 

ihrimgV the rcRenorafor .uid heater. The one-dimensional Lagrangian 

inn do 1 does not permit advert lv»* fluid Interchange via rocirculation 

wl tiiin the expansion space; hence the observed temperature1

ific tlo

aa%- -vuMtL X m A  .K'& M k



The physical effect: of this stratification is evident in che external 

hear supply results listed in tabla 7 J. As is increased, the gas 

advected into the heater from the expansion space during periods of 

positive flow becomes hotter on average, so reducing the convective 

temperature gradient between the gas and heater wall. This is 

reflected by the increase in cycle maximum temperatures (which occur 

in the heater) reported in figures 7.10 to 7.14. Furthermore, as the 

maximum heater temperature increases, the convective temperature 

gradient may reverse in sign at certain points in che cycle, causing 

heat to be removed from the gas in the heater. These convective heat 

transfer effects in the heater become more significant as me is 

increased, causing a concomitant net decres'-a in the cyclic external 

heat supplied. Over the discretisation range considered, the external 

htat supply decrease amounts to 31,8 J (or 11% of the simulated 

external heat supply when me - 1). This trend is noc entirely 

consistent as a small increase (2 J) in external heat supply occurs 

when is increased from 2 Co 3. This Is probably a particular 

consequence of the phase angle between the creation and elimination 

processes ?nd the flow field reversal points.

A similar stratification effect occurs in the compression space 

although with an altered mechanism. As mc is increased, not only does 

the maximum number of control volumes in Che compression space 

increase but so coo does Che minimum number of control volumes. Hence 

for mc - 2 and /n_ ■= 3 there is at least one Lagrangian control volume 

present over the entire cycle (figures 7 11 and 7.12) while when n>c - 

4 and m =6, two and four control volumes respectively are always 

present (figures 7.13 and 7.14). In addition, ic may be noted that 

irrespective of the value of mc , at most two Lagrangian control
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volumes are created, and eliminated over a cycle as shown in figures

7.12, 7.13 and 7.14. The only effect of changing the value of mc is 

that the period of existence of the Lagrangian control volume created 

second increases while that of the control volume created first 

decreases.

Viewed as a whole, figures 7.10 to 7.14 demonstrate thac there is a 

pocket of gas adjacent to the piston which never leaves the 

compression space of the simulated GM-GPU3 engine. The impact of this 

is revealed by comparing figures 7.10 and 7.14 which contrast the 

compression space temperature gradients occurring under fully mixed 

(iec — 1) and virtually unmixed (dic - 6) compression space flow field 

conditions. The consequences of this phenomena are elaborated further 

J.n discussions of the baseline and corrected simulation results.

Figures 7,10 and 7.11 show chat the cyclic minimum temperature (which 

occurs In the compression space) decreases sharply by 58K when mc is 

incremented from 1 to 2, so introducing a single omnipresent 

Lagrangian control volume in the compression space. Thereafter, 

further increments of mc produce a more gradual decline in cyclic 

minimum temperature which reaches 15K when m — 6 (figures 7.12 to 

7.14). These phenomena are a direct result of the isolation of the 

pocket of gas adjacent to the compression space piston. The isolated 

gas pocket more or less undergoes a separate adiabatiu cycle which is 

advectively decoupled from the evencs occurring elsewhere in the 

working space. A further consequence of this decoupling is that the 

temperature gradients tend to be small in the purely Lagrangian 

section of the cylinder and increase rapidly towards the CEL control 

volume end. As the Lagrangian control volume creation process occurs



primarily during Che positive flow portion of the cycle (see figures 

7.15 to 7.17) while the control volume eliminations occur during the 

negative flow portion, by the inverse mechanism described for the 

expansion space, the gas entering the compression space first is 

warmer than the gas entering last and vice versa. This accounts for 

the relatively steep temperature gradients observed for the portion of 

the cylinder gas dynamically involved in the advection process.

The mechanism by which the heac rejected externally decreases with 

increasing mc (reflected in table 7.8) is a direct consequence of the 

concoisicanc decrease in l'he mass of compression space gas actively 

involved in the advection process. Hence from figures 7.10 to 7.1-t, 

the average temperature of the gas advected info the cooler during the 

negative flow portion of the cycle decreases as oi increases. This 

reduces the convective temperature gradient in the cooler which causes 

the amount of heat removed in the cooler to be decreased. As m 

increase*, the reduction in heat removal becomes more acute on a 

cyclic integral basis, The impact on the external heat rejected 

amounts to 17,6 J (or 9,4% of the mc - 1 value) over the «c range 

tested. The same anomaly noted for the expansion space also occurs 

when m is incr<ased from 2 to 3, producing a 2 J increase in external 

heac rejection.

In concert with the behaviour of the external heac transfers, Che 

indicated work outputs also decrease as m and m are increased, This 

mimicry includes an Indicated work increase to accompany the anomalous 

rise in external heat transfers when mg and mc are increased from two 

to three. The correspondence between the indicated work and external 

heat transfer behaviour is a consequence of the changes in the
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expansion and compression space one-dimensional temperature fields 

caused by variations in the Lagrangian discretisation.

Comparing the experimental cyclic energy balance data with those 

produced by che equilibrium algorithm simulation, it is apparent that 

in all three comparison categories included in table 7.8, a three 

control volume rUscretisation of the expansion and compression spaces 

(me - ra - 3) produces che minimum discrepancies. A maximum error of 

3% in the external heac supplied is produced by this level of 

discretisation. The largest energy balance error occurring over the 

simulated baseline calibration map amounts to 0,21% which is an order 

of magnitude smaller than the HE3-63B experimental energy balance 

error. The largest matrix hesc balance resiuual produced is 3,77 J 

(for Che 0,01K criterion of equation (7,8)) or 1,5% of 

corresponding external heat supplied. The smallness oi jmbers

testifies to the integrity of the baseline calibration simulations 

owing co the absence of any systematic errors.

In summary, based upon the validation protocol, the baseline 

calibracion phase leads to the selection of mg - mc - 3 as the desired 

expansion and compresson space discretisation. The physical 

implications of chis selection as well as an assessment of the 

simulation model in the light of the HE3-63B experimental test data is 

the subject of the following section.
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The evaluation of the simulation model in terms of the baseline 

calibration phase results Is performed in two segments. The first 

segment covers a discussion of the physical implications of a one

dimensional discretisation of the expansion and compression spaces in 

the light of the HE3-63B experimental test dai.<» The second segment 

addresses the effects of information propagation and looks at certain 

salient, characteristics of the simulation model which are not directly 

related to che validation exercise.

7.7.2.1 Physical implications of the one-dimtsnsional, variable 

volume space discretisation 

In section 6.2, it is argued that the primary purpose of 

parametrically varying the one-dimensional Lagrangian discretisation 

of the expansion and compression spaces is to establish empirically a 

level of discretisation which emulates the actual state of mixing 

within the cylinders. As noted in section 7.4,2. the validity of this 

approach is strongly qualified by its lack of compliance with the 

actual two-dimensional boundary topology of the GM-GPU3 cylinders, 

Hence, the question at issue is whether the choice of n>e - mc - 3 

produced by the baseline calibration phase is physically relevant or 

whether it is a purely foreuieious consequence of the numerically 

well-behaved nature of the HE3-638 test parameters. Insight to this 

question may be obtained from a comparison of che simulated mean 

cyclic parameters with their experimental counterparts given in table



Table 7.9 fast HE3*63B baseline calibration simulation runs: cyclic poremeter comparison

Lasr&nsien

Isatlon
Parameter

Midpoint

Volume

(0C)

?ressure swing 
(bar)

Hotes:
a. Taken to be the CEL control volume temperature in the simulation.
b. With reference to the displacer TDC (minimum expansion space volume).



In all oases, Che mean heater entrance temperatures simulated ate 

greater than those measured; 3 maximum discrepancy of 6,1 C occurs 

when me - 1. Conversely, the experimental mean heater midpoint 

temperatures are greater than their simulated counterparts with the 

smallest discrepancy of 4,3°C occurring for mg « fc>. Noting the 

systematic errors inherent in the experimental temperatures discussed 

In section 7.3, these discrepancies may Just as likely be due to heat 

transfer correlation errors as to a physically inadmissable one

dimensional discretisation of the expansion space. Furthermore, the 

relative smallness of these temperature discrepancies shows that, on 

balance, a one-dimensional discretisation of the expansion space may 

be appropriate, notwithstanding its two-dimensional boundary topology. 

Undoubtedly this arises partly because all the working fluid in the 

nxpansion space is coupled to the heater via advection as portrayed by 

figures 7,10 to 7.14. The increase in mean heater entrance and 

midpoint temperatures with increasing m shown in table 7.9 also 

validates the mechanism discussed in section 7.7.1.2 for explaining 

how the cylic external heat supplied decreases as m e increases.

However, the same degree of confidence in the one-dimensional 

discretisation cannot be expressed for the compression space. Noting 

the error arising from the uncertainty in the location of the mean 

compression space dead volume temperature measurement (section 7.3), a 

minimum discrepancy of 14,?°C (14,5% in Celsius terms) is somewhat 

unpalatable. Qualitatively, the simulated mean compression space dead 

volume temperature hshaviour (temperatures decreasing as mc increases) 

does support the mechanism for describing decreased external cyclic 

heat rejections with increasing me (see section 7.7.1.2). The rise in



mean temperature when m is :.ncremenced do two is a consequence of the 

introduction of an isolated, cyclically omnipresent Lagrangian control 

volume in the compression space.

Additional insight into the adequacy of the one-dimensional 

discretisations of the expansion and compression spaces may be 

obtained by considering Che simulated pressure-volume diagrams gLven 

in figures 7 IB to 7.22. Both the compression and expansion space 

diagrams for all values of m and m are identical in shape, Taking 

cognisance of the pressure amplitude scaling effect, they also appear 

to be similar in all respects to the only examples of experimental 

helium pressure-volume diagrams given in reference Th79 (see figure 

7.23 for a reproduction''. Hence, at least from this qualitative 

perspective, the one-Jimensio.’flj Lai- • >ns;ian discretisation of che 

expansion and compression spaces appears to be justified.

An examination of che expansion and compression space pressure profile 

parameter tabulation reveals what appear to be significant 

quantitative discrepancies between the experimental and simulated data 

(table 7.9). On a qualitative basis, however, both the experimental 

and simulated pressure profiles have the same behaviour, as is 

depicted by the simulated profiles in figures 7.24 to 7.28. In all 

these cases, che compression space pressure profile leads chat, of the 

expansion space by 5,2 to 10,V ’ at the profile minima while the 

profiles are almost in pb.,se (a 1,1 to 2,1° compression ŝ .ice phase 

lead) at their maxima. As these figures (together with figures 7.18 

to 7.22) are plotted to the same pressure scale, the trend of 

decreasing pressure swing with increasing m and mc can be observed,

At the calibration point (m = m, - 3), che simulation predicts that



Che compression os pressure profile lends chat of Che expansion 

space by 9,3 and 1. he profile minima and maxima respectively

while che co<.*vesponiil>.„ measured phase advances are 10 and 0°, In 

view of che uncertainties in the pressure measurements noced in 

section 7.3, this is Judged to be an acceptable level of geometrical 

similarity. Hence, che qualitative agreement between the phase angle 

behaviour of Che experimental and simulated pressure profiles does 

contribute to resolving the issue of Che adequacy of the simulation 

model in portraying information propagation effects. Ic also lends 

credence to che experiment-il observations of Berchowicz (Be78) who 

noced similar behaviour tor verv different expe rimental boundary 

conditions, hvii.wl-jur wot replicated by che VSiivli/Berchowita 

simulation model iBe?8, l'r??1.

Nevertheless, on a quantitative basis, che pressure profile parameter 

discrepancies are indicitive of a deficiency in che simulation model, 

notwithstanding che agrt-emenc (absolute errors globally less chan 

8,5%) obc.lined between the simulated experimental cyclic energy 

balance results rtabLe 7.8). The significance of these discrepancies 

is enhanced bv the measured/simulated compression space, dead volume 

mean temperature differences (ranging from 12,2 co 19,8°C) observed. 

This is also true, although to a much lesser extent, for the heater 

mean temperature differences. The following analysis is developed as 

a means of shedding some light on the significance of the mean cylic 

parameter discrepancies.

From equations (12.1) and (E.2) (in section E.l), the motions of Che 

displacer and piston produced by a rhombic drive mechanism may be 

approximated reasonably well by sine curves. The pressure profiles in
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Ifc
Che expansion and compression spaces are also approximately sinusoidal 

(figures 7.24 to 7.28). Hence che indicated work done on each piscon

and displacer face may be approximated by: .

» K . i  -  o c w 1"* ’  <7 U >

The subscript 'ideal' is used Co disciiiguish Che race of work done as ■ '

an ideal approximation of che actual work race. P and vsmp are che | ..

sinusoidal profile amplitudes and <j> is che phase angle between Che

pressure and volume profiles. " ,

Integrating equation (7.11) over a cycle:

ideal " amp aap

Using trigonometric substitution and noting Chat sine curves are 

periodic over 2if produces the result:

"idMi - '’V ' - W P ” 1"* <7'1;

From Che CM-GPl’3 kinematics described in section E.l and the tabulated 

pressure profiles purwiwCors (table 7.9), the phasor diagram of figure 

7.29 may be consCrueCed



Figure 7.29 GM-CPU3 pressure and a ri.acion phasor diagram

Using che displacer cop dead center (minimum V ) as a fiduciary point, 

Che compression and expansion space pressure profiles lead I’ by <j>c 

and i|e respecCively. The compression space volume variation due Co 

Che piston motion (t'c)p lags Ve by <|> while chat due co che displacer 

lags by 180° i^). Hence substituting these relacionships 

into equation ;mti summing the contributions of the displacer

and piston faces produces the net ideal cyclic indicated work:

ideal "1"  amp" amp' e‘ 
+ 8ln(^c+<|>d))

) slni (P.amp amp ) {sin(| +<(i )

from equations (E.l) i 

i are symmecricnl, or:

(7.14) 

i of the displacer and

1 ^ Vamp^c^d m ^^amp^c^p ” !'cc<-Acyl'Adr̂



Also:

^a n ip 'e  “  ĉr^cvl

Substituting equations (7.15) into equation (7.14):

"idMl - ' 1CrW'm,ph*cyl‘‘i" h  * tFamp1 c^oyl^dr1

x UlnCicHpi + stn^c+4rf)M

In order to u:?e this analysis Co gain physical insight from the 

pressure profile parameters, it is useful to define a correctior 

factor Birfgai which accomodates the inaccuracy introduced by Che 

sinusoidal profile assumptions. ls defined by:

^Ideal “ f̂v ^ Wldt'al^simulaclon

Since the experimental and simulated pressure-volume diagrams ar 

similar in shape and differ in area only as a function of their 

pressure amplitudes, ic may be assumed chat:

«>'ideal*simulated ~ ^ Ideal1experimental 

Hence Che correcced experimental indicated work determine fio.w 

pressure profile parameters is given by:

W?/P “ ^ Ideal^ Ideal1 experimental

Finally, an experimental pressure swing compensation factor 0CCim 

defined by:

&comp m ^experlmentn 1 ^ ^ P/P

is intended to account for:

lî e.
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- Che response error of Che expansion space transducer

- Che uncertainty in the compression space measuremenc transducer 

location

- the systematic errors in producing Che experimental pressure 

profile data from apparently manual analogue oscilloscope and 

oscillograph readings.

Substituting equation (7.19) into equation (7.20):

&comp ' ideal^experimental ^ ^ ideal ^  "

Assuming, i'or Che sake of comparative convenience, Chat Che effect of 

&comp alâ r ®^ercisec on the experimental pressure amplitudes only 

(in realicy. Chere are experimental errors in boch the amplitudes and 

phase angles), then Che compensated experimental pressure swing is 

given by:

^swing*P/P ” ^comp^swing^ experimental (7

Soce chac, from equacion (7.16), equation (7.22) is applicable co boch 

the expansion and compression space pressure swings.

Using data from Cables 7.8, 7.9 and E.l, the above analysis is applied 

co Che baseline calibration phase pressure profile parameters. The 

phase angles <j>e and ij>c are caken Co be Che mean of the angles measured 

at the expansion and compression space pressure profile maxima and 

minima. The value of 0j^eal chosen ^or subscicucion inco equation 

(7.21) is chac produced by the baseline calibration run for which mg = 

m - 3. The t°.sulcs are compiled in cable 7.10 which lists the 

uncorrected ideal indicated work from equacion (7.16),

produced by each simulation run from equation (7.17), Pcomp from





equation (7.21) and Che compensated experimental pressure swing from 

equation (7.22). Also tabulated are che simulated pressure swings 

which are replicaced from Cable 7,9 and the mean pressure profile 

phase advances used in equacion (7.16) to produce

The uncorrected ideal indicated works follow Che same trend as the 

indicaCed works listed in fatle 7.8. This trend is also evident in 

Che behaviour of ^^deal experiences a relacively sharp decrease

in value when m and m are incremented from 3 to 4. Hence, from the 

change in compression space temperaturo field characteristics evident 

in figures 7.12 and 7.13, Che omnipresent existence of two Lagrangian 

control volumes in the compression space apparently does produce a 

discontinuous degradation in the quality of the one-dimensional 

discretisation model. The experimental pressure-swing compensation 

factor Pcomp shows an esciraaced experimenCal error of 10,6% in the 

pressure measurements which appears co be reasonable in che light of 

the experimental problems discussed in section 7.3. Using the 

compensated experimenCal swings to conduct Che experimencal/simulation 

pressure swing comparison yields discrepancies in the range of 1,36 to 

23,3% for the expansion space and 10,6 Co 19,8% for the compression 

space. At the calibration point, che expansion and compression space 

pressure swing discrepancies are 18,6 and 15,2% respectively.

Comparing che average phase angle advances, the discrepancy ranges are

9,2 to 11,5% and 9,4 co 10,8% for che expansion and compression spaces 

respectively, while the corresponding calibration point discrepancies 

are 10,1 and 10,3%.
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The pressure swing discrepancies in particular, together with the 

17,4 C difference ac che calibration point in che mean compression 

space dead volume temperatures, are in sharp contrast to the small 

calibration point energy balance discrepancies in the range of 0,5 to 

^,0% given in table 7.8. Therefore, based on these data, it may be 

concluded that while the simulation model of the GM-GPU3 is 

thermodynamically equivalent to the actual engine it is not fluid 

dynamically equivalent. Thermodynan; c equivalency implies thaC the 

simulated and actual boundary conditions are identical for the mass 

and energy conservation balances. Fluid dynamic equivalency requires 

thermodynamic equivalency in addition to identical boundary conditions 

for the momentum conservation balance. Referring to figures 7.2 to 

7.5, it is evident that the simulated and actual engines are not fluid 

dynamically equivalent in the variable volume spaces (as noted in 

section 7.4.5). Specifically, this is a result of the two-dimensional 

boundary condition topology of the actual expansion and compression 

spaces which is neglected in the strictly one-dimensional simulation 

model. Judging trom the better agreement obtained between the 

experimental and simulated mean heater temperatures (notwithstanding 

the transducer placement uncertainties alluded to in section 7.3), the 

degree of fluid dynamic non-equivalency occurring in the expansion 

space appears to be less than that occurring in the compression space.

Therefore, in closure, Che baseline calibration phase leads to the 

conclusion that the thermodynamic equivalency of the simulation model 

as applied in a strictly one-dimensional context is validated by the 

experimental data. The lack of fluid dynamic equivalency is a result 

of the inability of a one-dimensional discretisation of the variable 

volume spaces to describe two-dimensional effects adequately. It is



important: to note that this is strictly a boundary condition related 

problem; Che data do noe support the existence of any inherent 

deficiencies in the simulation model per se, other than its prescribed 

limitation (see section 1.4) to a one-dimensional system.

This is substantiated not only by the good agreement in energy balance 

results obtained over the entire baseline calibration map (Che largest 

single comparison discrepancy being less Chan 8,5%), buc also by the 

geometrical identity of the experimental and simulated pressure-volume 

diagrams and the similarity of the expansion and compression space 

pressure profile characteristics. Any inherent errors in the 

si ulation model would not permit this ltval of agreement. Moreover, 

the thermodynamic equivalency of the? simulation model is achieved 

precisely because the simulated mass flux field adjusts to its imposed 

one-dimensional boundary conditions. This produces the 

simulation/experimental energy bilatice agreement mandated by the 

equivalency of che actual and simulated mass and energy conservation 

balance boundary conditions. As che fluid dynamic non-equivalency 

occurs only in the variable volume spaces, the mass flux field 

adjustment is manifested in a phvsicslly consistent way: the 

temperatures advected from the expansion and compression spaces have 

different values from those measured (table 7.9) and there are 

discrepancies between the measured and simulated pressure profile 

parameters (see table 7.10). The assertion that there are no inherent 

errors in che simulation model is also supported by additional 

validation work performed on the NASA Space Power Demonstrator Engine 

(Go87.2) which is briefly summarised in ch«pter 8. The issue of 

whether the thermodynamic equivalency of the simulation model 

demonstraced by the test HE3-63B baseline calibration comparison may



be confirmed ovec a rspresentative engine cesc map is addressed in che 

baseline and corrected phases of the simulation protocol.

7.7.2.2 Simulation model characteristics

The cyclic parameter and energy balance results produced by the UPD 

and equilibrium algorithms are compared against their experimental 

counterparts for test HE3-63B in table 7.11. Both the single (m - 

mc - 1) and the calibrated (me “ n>c - 3) expansion and compression 

space Lagrangian discretisation results are tabulated for the 

equilibrium algorithm in order to facilitate the discussion of 

information propagation effects.

Table 7.11 Test HE3-63B baseline simulation runs: sinulation ucdel characteristics

Parameter Bfperimental UPD Equilibrium Algoridm
Algorithn

External heat supplied (J) 271,52 279,76 280,48 263,2S
Bctemal heat rejected (J) 176,64 186,97 186,43 177,54
Indicated work (J) 91,07 94,06 96,6 89,8
Matrix heat balarce residual (J) -1,72 -2,60 -3,36
Energy balance error® {%) 1,K> 0,15 0,02 -0,21
Mean heater entrance tenp. (°C) 682, 690,1 688,1 693,4
Kean heater midpoint tenp. (CC) 697, 690,3 687,9 690,8
Mean carp, space dead volute 98, 83,4 83,8 80,6

tarp.b (°C)
E:<p. space pressure swing (bar) 28,9 22,2 22,3 21,0
Ccnp. space pressure swing (bar) 29,4 23,5 23,5 22,3
£Xp, space min:m9C pressure 295,:70, 303,8:82,5 302,4:81,3 301,4:81,3

phase angle' (deg)
Carp, space min:max pressure 285,:70, 292,5:82,5 292,1:80,2 292,1:80,2

phase angle5 (deg)
Transfer space maxinun Mach ro. 0,051 0,051 0,052
Transfer space maxinun Reynolds no. 15775,1 15874,4 14980,0
Characteristic miber 95,8

Notes:
a. Sinulation erergy balarce error determined using equation (7.5).
b. Taken to be the CEL control volune tenperature in tha sinulation.
c. With refererce to the displacer TCC (mininun expansion space volute).

Of primary interest in assessing the intrinsic characteristics of the 

simulation model is the extent to which information propagation



effects appear Co influence che simulation resulCs. This assessment 

may be made most directly by comparing che results produced by the UPD 

algorithm with those of che singly discretised equilibrium algorithm 

(me - ro - 1). The cyclic energy balance results agree within 0,3% 

for the external heat transfers and within 3% for the indicated work. 

In similar vein, che mean heater entrance and midpoint temperaCures 

differ by 2,4°C ac most, while che pressure swingi and compression 

space dead volume temperatures agree wichin 0,5% and 0,5°C 

respectively, The differences in the pressure profile phase angles 

(amounting to 3% at most) are primarily a rtsult of the much lower 

temporal resolution produced by che UPD algorithm (96 

increments/cycle, since test HE3-63B yields H ^ - 95,8) compared with 

that used for che equilibrium algorithm (350 incremencs/cycle). The 

maximum Mach numbers in Che cransfer space are identical for che UPD 

and singly discretised equilibrium algorithms while their maximum 

transfer space Reynolds numbers agree within 0,65%. As che Mach 

numbers are small, both che UPD and equilibrium algorithms function 

well wichin eheir region of applicability, which is bounded by Che 

sonic limic (section 5.2). Thus, on balance, there are no significant 

differences between che UPD and equilibrium algorithms with mg - mc - 

1 on a cyclic parameter basis. The small differences chat do exisc 

fall within the ambit of numerical temporal resolution effects.

The similarity of the two algorithms extendi; to choir transient 

behaviour as well. Figures 7.31) to 7.32 portray the temperature, 

velocity and pressure fields Cor the* UPD algorithm, A comparison of 

the temperature field plots of figures 7.10 and 7.30 reveals no 

geometrical differences while the maximum and minimum Cemperatures are 

within 0,8% of each ocher. Similar geometrical identity is apparent



for Che velocity fields of figures 7.15 and 7.3v while in this case 

the maxima and minima agree within 0,2%. Lastly, the pressure fields 

of figures 7.32 and 7.33 replicate each ocher; their maxima and minima 

differ by 0,2 and 0,04% respectively. This is corroborated at a finer 

level of detail by che similitude of the pressure-volume diagrams 

(figures 7.18 and 7.34) and the expansion and compression space piscon 

face pressure profiles (figures 7.24 and 7.35). Since information 

propagation effects in the context of che UPD and equilibrium 

algorithm postulates are mos-; likely to manifest themselves in 

pressure field dissimilarities, the level of agreement achieved 

between che algorithms in this regard is significant.

Therefore ic may be concluded that information propagation effects do 

not have a significant impact on either the cyclic or the transient 

predictions of the simulation model when applied to the GM-GPU3 engine 

for characteristic -umbers of 95,8 (produced by the HE3-63B cest 

parameters) or greater. Under these conditions, che equilibrium 

information propagation hypothesis appears to be well-founded, It 

must nevertheless be noted that for other engine topologies, 

particularly under extreme prossurisation and operating frequency 

conditions (which yield characteristic numbers of 35 or less), notable 

differences between the UPD and equilibrium algorithm predictions have 

been observed (GoBJ.l),

Referring once more to table /.11, differences between predictions of 

Che UPD and calibrated equilibrium algorithms (ui - ine ~ 3) appear to 

be caused principally by the influence of the expansion and 

compression space Lagrangian discretisation und not by the influence 

of information propagation effects. This endows the baseline and
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corrected phases of che validation protocol with additional value 

because the dual algorithm implementation o£ these phases enables an 

assessment of the influence of Lagrangian discretisation effects over 

a broader experimental test parameter map. However, caution in this 

regard is mandatory in cases yielding characteristic numbers of 95 or 

less. In these cases, information propagation and discretisation 

effects may exist simultaneously, preventing either effect from being 

definitively isolated as the cause of any observed discrepancies.

A few of the more salient characteristics of the simulation model per 

ae which are not of immediate relevance to the validation protocol are 

worth a brief note.

The tempetature fields in the heater, regenerator and cooler are 

geometrically identical irrespective of che expansion and compression 

space discretisation (figures 7.10 to 7.14 and figure 7.30), A 

feature of interest in the transfer space portion of these plots is 

tb° cyclic hysteresis evident at the regenerator boundaries. Over the 

cycle, the working fluid (or helium gas) temperatures within the 

regenerator itself have an invariant linear gradient and seem to be 

constant, irrespective of the gas flow direction. In the case of the 

GM-GPU3 regenerator, this offora ample justification for the use of 

constant linear temperature gradients within the regenerator, as is 

usually assumed in Schmidt (Scl871) (or isothermal) and ideal pseudo- 

Stirling (or adiabatic) (Be78, Go7')) analyses,

The velocity field profiles of figures 7.15 to 7.17 and figure 7.31 

«re also geometrically identical over the transfer space (heater, 

regenerator and cooler). The velocity profiles in the tubular heat
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exchanger comprising che heacer and cooler are noc perfectly 

sinusoidal but may be more appropriately represented by a multi

harmonic Fourier series. The impact of the abrupt area changes is 

also apparent at rhe heater header, regeneracor and variable volume 

space boundaries. Of particular interest is che cime delay taken for 

the velocity reversal to propagate from the compression space piston 

face to that of the expansion space. This is shown by the locus of 

the interface between the solid and dashed plot lines, the latter 

denoting negative velocities, In the case of the positive/negative 

transition visible on the velocity field plocs, che flow reversal 

propagation delay amounts to approximately 50° of crankshaft rotation.

The change in velocity at abrupt flow area contractions does not 

produce any observable discontinuities in the r.yclic pressure fields 

shown in figures 7.32, 7.33, 7.36 and 7.37. The pressure drops 

associated with these flow area contractions are too small to be 

visible within the resolution afforded by che pressure scale plotted. 

However, they may be observed in the sample simulation programme 

output listings given in appendix 0. In compliance with the 

temperature and velocity fields, the pressure fields are geometrically 

similar over the transfer space irrespective of the variable volume 

space Lagrangian discretisation. Comparing the velocity and pressure 

fields, a pr.sl.tive pressure gradient across th<? regenerator occurs (as 

expected) during periods of upgitciv# flow, and vice versa. The heater 

and cooler pressure drops ai\> relatively minor in comparison with the 

regenerator pressure drop, t'vpn in the presence of Che losses 

encountered at flow area discontinuicies, Hence, from a validation 

perspective, dissipation effects are liable to bt of major impact in 

the regeneracor only, suggesting thac the accuracy of the empirical



i.
friction factor correlations is of greater significance in the 

regenerator than elsewhere. Referring to figures 7.36 and 7.'.'7, the 

overall smoothness of the pressure surfaces surrounding the points at 

which Lagrangian control volumes arc created or eliminated in the. 

variable volume spaces is apparent. This attests to the adequacy of 

the numerical algorithm used to interface the Eulerian and Lagrangian 

spaces.

Examples of the cumulative heat transfers in the heater, regenerator 

and cooler are shown for the UPD and calibrated equilibrium algorithms 

in figures 7.38 and 7.39. These geometrically identical figures are 

typical of Chose produced far all the simulation runs throughout the 

validation protocol. Both the heater and cooler cumulative heat 

transfers generally increase monotonically in absolute value with 

crank angle (an exception occurring over the first 40° during which 

heat is rejected in the heater), while the regenerator cumulative heat 

transfer is sinusoidal, terminating with a small positive value. This 

small cumulative cyclic heat transfer (ranging between 2 and 4 J over 

the baseline calibration simulation map) is a measure of the overall 

regenerator inefficiency. The residual gaseous cyclic heat transfer 

in the regenerator Is supplied via heat conduction from the 

regenerator casing wall.

j p *

The mean cyclic regenerator matrix temperatures for the UPD and 

calibrated equilibrium algorithms are depicted in figures 7,40 and 

7,41, These geometrically identical profiles are not as linear as 

they appear, but are slightly hyperbolic In a conoave downwards 

orientation. Nevertheless, their neor-linearity -.ouplcd with the 

linearity of the gaseous temperature gradient in the regenerator

1



(figures 7.10 Co 7.14 and figure 7.30) gives credence Co Che porous 

flow advection model postulated in section 6.3, This la further 

reinforced by noting thac all the baseline calibration simulation runs 

were performed with a porous advection coefficient (K ) of zero.

Finally, che overall energy balance results for the baseline 

calibration phase of the validation protocol are summarized In table

7,12.

Table 7.12 Baseline calibration phase energy balance discrepancies

urj
Algorithm

Equilibrium 
Algorithm with

External heat supply discrepancy (%) 3,0 -3,0

External heat rejection discrepancy (%) 5,8 0,5

Indicated work discrepancy (*) 3,3 -1,4

The largest discrepancy of 5,8-* for the external heat rejection 

(produced by rhc t'PD algorithm") is not a definitive measure of the 

apparent energy balance parameter prediction accuracy or t'aermodynamic 

equivalency of the simulation model, However, in view of the 

extensive evaluation of all the baseline calibration phase simulaced 

data performed, this level i,; ^reement does not seem Co be fortuitous 

and helps to substantiate the second thesis statement (see saction 

1.3). In oilier words, when applied over a ono-dimensional spatial 

integration path, a volume• ,i'.'ci';)(;ed continuum mechanics analysis 

permits the working fluid behaviour of a Stirling machine Co be 

determined. Such a one-dimensional analysis also enables an 

assessment of the fluid dynamic non-equivalency arising from 

dissimilar actual and simulated boundary condl.ciona to be made.

X '  i
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This latter feature is a unique characteristic of the simulation model 

and results from its rigourous analytic foundation. Thl? has an 

important practical application in denoting which regions of a 

Stirling maclilnii can benefit from a two-dimensior.ui discr-tisation in 

order to meaningfully impact prediction accuracy.

The baseline calibration simulations demonstrate the thermodynamic 

equivalence of the simulation model and GM-GPU3 engir.e for the test 

HE3-63B experimental conditions. Hence an inquiry most pertinent to 

the baseline and corrected phases of the simulation protocol is 

whether the thermodynamic equivalency is sustained over a broader 

range of engine .nerating conditions.
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X AXIS: ANGLE (deg)
MIN: 0.000 MAX: 360.000 

Y AXIS: POSITION (era)
MIN: -3.366 MAX: 38.380 

Z AXIS: TEMPERATURE [Ki
MIN: 235.B29 MAX: 1136.219

3RD CONTROL VOLUME CREATION" 

3RD CONTROL VOLUNE ELIMINATION
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Figure 7.14 HE3-63B/6 baseline, equilibrium run temperature field



Figure 7.15 HE3-63B/1 baseline, equilibrium run velocity field
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Figure 7.16 HE3-63B/3 baseline, equilibrium run velocity field
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